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INTRODUCTION 
This volume of the Pre l iminary  System Design document descr ibes  the 
modular space station (MSS) flight and crew operations. It summarizes  the 
analyses and t rades  conducted to  establish the MSS operations and crew 
activities and presents  the missions and subsystem integrated analyses that 
were  completed to  a s su re  compatibility of program elements and consistency 
with program objectives. 
The buildup, routine mission, and periodic operations a r e  discus sed 
in Section 1. The analyses began with launch of the initial module required 
for station buildup, continued through buildup, and ended af ter  addressing 
the activit ies associated with routine and periodic operations. 
Analyses of crew requirements  for operation of the station and experi-  
ments a r e  presented in  Section 2. Crew makeup and organization concepts 
a r e  discussed; and analyses of c rew duty cycles,  including personal activi- 
t ies  and work cycles,  a r e  presented. Crew activities involved in vehicle 
operations, such a s  checkout and maintenance and medical ca re ;  the experi-  
ment operation crew skills;  and the integration of these operations a r e  a l so  
presented i n  Section 2. 
A representative mission sequence plan i s  described in  Section 3 .  
Included is  the scheduling of activit ies to  c a r r y  out a reference experiment 
program. (The derivation of the reference experiment program i s  described 
in Volume 111, Experiment Analyses (SD 7 1- 2 17-3), of the MSS Pre l iminary  
System Design Report. ) - 
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1.  MISSION OPERATIONS 
1.1 BUILDUP MISSION OPERATIONS 
The underlying concept of the modular space station (MSS) i s  the 
sequential on-orbit assembly of manned modules that will provide the accom- 
modations and facil i t ies necessary  to support an extended experiment pro-  
gram. Buildup includes a l l  operations necessary  to  bring the station up to 
a full performance capability for the routine mission phase. The buildup 
phase of the MSS begins with the launch and delivery to orbit  of the f i r s t  
module and i s  completed when the  station i s  f i r s t  fully activated and manned 
by the initial six-man- crew. The following paragraphs discuss  the impact 
of pertinent guidelines and constraints on buildup and present  the t rade  
studies conducted to der ive the selected station buildup sequence. Throughout 
the buildup analysis,  a fundamental consideration was to minimize the 
operational and design complexity to reduce impact on pr imary  station design 
d r ive r s  arising f r o m  long- term operational requirements.  
GUIDELINES AND CONSTRAINTS 
A number of guidelines and constraints (G&C1s) defined in Reference 1, 
a r e  uniquely applicable to the space station buildup operations. The principal 
G&C1s affecting the buildup operations a r e  paraphrased in Figure 1- 1. As 
shown, cer tain of the G&C1 s a r e  applicable only when the shuttle i s  on-orbit 
with the module cluster  and assembly operations a r e  being performed. 
Throughout the buildup operations studies, i t  was interpreted that the 
requirements  generated by these G&C1s need not necessar i ly  be satisfied 
exclusively by the orbiting module cluster ,  but may be partially satisfied 
by the shuttle. Other G&Cfs  a r e  uniquely applicable to the periods of 
unmanned, unattended operations and must  be satisfied by the module cluster  
during each phase of the buildup. The NR interpretation of the applicable 
G&C1s and the impact on the space station design considerations and buildup 
operations will be disci.issed before the buildup analyses and the selected 
buildup approach a r e  described. 
One of the principal constraints affecting buildup operations i s  G&C 
1. 204, which s tates  that the shuttle launch frequency will be no grea ter  than 
one every 30 days and defines the period of unmanned operations.of the 
module cluster between s teps in the buildup process .  The shuttle launch 
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1.1 114A - . . .PROVIDE A SHIRTSLEEVE 2.205 - THE FIRST MODULE TO BE ORBITED 
ENVIRONMENT.. .DURING THE BUILDUP, 
ACTIVATION PERIODS 8. MODULE SHALL PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING COMMUNICATIONS - 
REPLACEMENT PERIOD TELEMETRY, METRIC TRACKING, . . . 
A 
1.303A - . . . TWO SEPARATE PRESSURIZED 
HABITABLE VOLUMES.. . AT EACH 
MANNED STAGE OF CLUSTER 
BUILDUP 8 OPERATION 
1.209 - THE CAPABILITY.. . FOR 
MONITORING THE SPACE STATION 
I N  A N  UNMANNED CONDITION..  . 
7 
2.204 - . . . ON-ORBIT ASSEMBLY. . . 
CAPABILITY 8. RESOURCES TO 
CHECKOUT 8 VALIDATE.. . 
Figure 1 - 1. Guidelines and Constraints Applicable to Buildup 
frequency provides a dr iver  on the subsystem operational requirements  during 
the relatively long periods of unmanned operations with incomplete integra- 
tion of subsystems. In par t icular ,  consumable s torage requirements  for 
buildup operations a r e  dr iven by this  constraint. In o rde r  to  a 
missed (or  aborted) shuttle launch, the consumable s torage capacity must 
be sized for  60 days,  under the assumption that a second 30 days will be 
required to launch the next shuttle. 
Another principal guideline affecting buildup operations i s  G& C 2.205, 
which imp0 se  s the communication requirement  on the initial module placed 
in orbit. This requirement immediately imposes a buildup s c a r  weight 
penalty on the initial module launched unless the routine mission requirements 
of the module dictate the incorporation of t ransponders ,  antennas, rece ivers ,  
and ,attendant R F hardware to pe r fo rm the necessary  communication. Of 
equal significance i s  the fact that this  guideline precludes.  a completely 
dormant station during the quiescent phases of station buildup. This, in turn,  
affects the selection of a secondary power source and strongly influences the 
ear ly delivery of the module containing the p r imary  power source. 
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Requirements s imilar  to those of G&C 2.205 a r e  imposed by G & C  1.209, 
which requi res  that a capability be provided to monitor the space station in 
an unmanned condition. This guideline not only precludes a completely 
dormant station during unmanned phases,  but also requi res  a subsystem 
status monitoring capability. This means that f r o m  the initial module on, 
in addition to an active power source,  a limited information subsystem (1%) 
capability for  subsystem selection and interrogation must  be provided. 
Unless the initial module contains the station ISS, this  requirement tends 
to dr ive ear ly  delivery of the module containing the station control functions 
to reduce unneces sa ry  ISS redundancy. 
The requirement to provide and verify a habitable, pressur ized  atmos-  
phere in the cluster  during each intermittent manned operations i s  established 
by G&C 1. 1114A. Principal  i s sues  that develop in relation to this guideline 
a r e  whether (1) to  impose a shuttle tariff by having the shuttle deliver the 
necessary gases  during the delivery of each module to r ep res su r i ze  the 
cluster o r  (2) to initiate ear ly activation of the station environmental control 
and life support subsystem (ECLSS). Choice 1 poses the potential problem 
of having to  activate subsystem assemblies  not otherwise required until 
normal operations begin. Choice 2 poses the possibility that there  will be 
an inadequate shuttle delivery weight margin after the weight of the module 
being delivered and the weight of the necessary  cluster  atmospheric makeup 
gases  a r e  taken into account. 
1.1.2 BUILDUP SEQUENCE 
The bas ic  issue i s  the sequential delivery and on-orbit assembly of the 
space station modules. The goal of the buildup approach (Figure 1-2) i s  to 
achieve an initial space station operational capability while minimizing design 
and operational complexity. The assurance  of crew safety during intermit-  
tent periods of manned operations and mission continuation during both 
manned and unmanned operations a r e  also of fundamental importance. As a 
goal, the selected buildup approach should minimize the impact of the buildup 
operations on the space station design. The achievement of this  goal would 
resul t  in a space station design which i s  dr iven pr imar i ly  by routine space 
station operations. The buildup operations would then be performed in a 
manner which uses  the inherent capability of the selected design concept to 
the maximum extent po s sible. 
Principal Functional Requirements 
The selection of a p re fe r red  buildup sequence requi res  the establishment 
of the functions that must  be provided a t  each step of the buildup. The func- 
tions must  then be examined; the inherent capability of the space station to 
provide the functions must  be established; and the buildup sequence must  be 
selected. 
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M I N I M I Z E  COMPLEXITY 
OPERATIONS 
ASSURE CRNV SAFETY 
ASSURE M I S S  ION CONTINUATION 
M I N I M I Z E  IMPACTON MSS DESIGN 
Figure 1-2. Basic Space Station Buildup Goals 
The functions required during each mission phase of the buildup will 
affect the ult imate allocations o r  requirements  for  functions in the space 
station modules. Conversely, the prefer red  functional allocations based on 
routine space station operations will have an  impact on the selection of the 
p re fe r red  buildup sequence. To obtain an  operationally independent ra ther  
than design-dependent perspective of the o rde r  and number of functions 
needed during buildup, an analysis was conducted to identify the major  func- 
t ions required in relation to mission phase. The approach taken was to  
develop a candidate l i s t  of major  functions required for MSS operations and 
then to  apply a buildup cr i ter ion to eliminate those functions not deemed 
essent ial  until a subsequent phase. The surviving o r  essential  functions for 
each phase,  then, were  those that must be provided autonomously by the 
module cluster  o r  intermittently by the shuttle. 
The functional requirements  during buildup a r e  dictated pr imar i ly  by 
the requirements  identified in  Figure 1 - 3.  The basic  functional requirements  
a r e  those associated with the on-orbit assembly operations and the unmanned 
~ e r i o d s  of operations between buildup steps. During the periods of unmanned 
operations,  the minimum functions which must  be provided a r e  thermal  
control, attitude control, and subsystem status monitoring. During the 
on-orbit assembly operations,  the basic  capability to  assemble  the modules 
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PROVIDE ATTITUDE 
STABILIZATION 
PROVIDE RENDEZVOUS 
PROVIDE CAPABILITY 
TO ASSEMBLE MODULES 
PROVIDE HABITABLE 
ENVIRONMENT 
VERIFY HABITABLE 
ENVIRONMENT 
ACTIVATE 8, CHECK OUT 
MODULE CLUSTER 
PROVIDE COMMUNICATIONS 
/ 
MODULE HAZARDOUS 
EQUIPMENT 
CONTROL 
PROVIDE ATTITUDE 
CONTROL 
PROVIDE SUBSYSTEM 
STATUS MONITORING 
Figure 1-3. Buildup Functional Requirements Drivers  
must be provided. Also, the capability to provide and verify a habitable 
environment must  be provided during a l l  periods of intermittent manning. 
An additional functional requirement  i s  the capability to  activate and check 
out the module cluster a t  each step of the buildup. The level of activation 
and checkout of each module i s  dependent upon the buildup sequence and the 
requirements  imposed by the remaining buildup operations. 
In order  to execute the buildup operations, the capability to rendezvous 
and berth with the orbiting cluster  must be provided. This requirement 
imposes a requirement to provide attitude stabilization of the on-orbit c luster  
and to provide rendezvous aids. During the delivery of modules, the mini- 
mum capability which must  be provided i s  that of monitoring hazardous 
equipment within the module s. 
The basic  process  used in establishing the buildup functional require-  
ments i s  i l lustrated in Figure 1-4. The format  of the ma t r ix  used to identify 
the functional requirements  by mission phase and the crit icali ty of the func- 
tions i s  a lso shown. Two basic  se ts  of c r i t e r i a  were  used to identify the 
requirements  for a given function a t  each phase of the buildup. The f i r s t  set  
( f i r  s t -order  c r i te r ia )  identify those functions which a r e  essential  for mission 
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1 ST ORDER CRITERIA 
5 STATION CAN BE LOST WITHOUT FUNCTION 
MAJOR FUNCTION 
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Figure 1-4. Buildup Functions by Mission Phase 
 
continuation, while the second se t  (second-order c r i te r ia )  re la te  to functional 
a110 cation o r  operational considerations. It i s  noted that the fourth cr i ter ion 
of the f i r s t -o rde r  set  and the f i r s t  cr i ter ion of the second-order set  s eem 
to be  identical. The difference i s  that the f i r s t -order  cr i ter ion can be pro-  
vided by either the shuttle o r  the space station during intermittent manned 
operations; the f i r  s t  second-order cr i ter ion specifically requi res  that the 
space station provide the functions. The second and third c r i te r ia  l isted 
under the second-order se t  were  introduced to preclude the unnecessary early 
activation of high-maintenance equipment and special shuttle resupply flights 
during buildup. 
PREMANNING 
r/ 
v 
v 
In re ference  to the buildup phases shown in the matrix,  the initial 
launch applies to the f i r s t  module delivered to  orbit  by the shuttle. The 
premanning phase deals  with the addition of subsequent modules and the 
quiescent operations during buildup. Initial continuous manning r e f e r s  to  
the phase where that station begins initial manned operations, and routine 
operations r e f e r s  to the phase of operations when experiments a r e  being 
conducted and includes the introduction of r e s e a r c h  and application modules 
(RAM'S) into the space station program. 
INITIAL 
CONT MANN 
v 
v 
V 
v 
ROUTINE 
v 
V 
v 
r/ 
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Figure 1-5 presents  the essence  of the functional requirements  
analysis. F r o m  the completed matr ix,  it can be seen that those functions 
which met  al l  o r  most of the f i r s t -order  c r i t e r i a  also met  most  of the second- 
order  c r i te r ia ,  findings indicating the functions would have to be performed 
autonomously by the modular assembly. Fur ther ,  a l l  the functions which 
met  all  o r  most  of the f i r  s t -  and second-order c r i te r ia ,  with the exception of 
two safety functions-subsystem fail  degrade and 96-hour emergency 
provision-were al l  deemed necessary  on the initial launch. Thus, f r o m  the 
data presented, functions such a s  p r imary  power generation, power condition- 
ing, attitude pointing and control, attitude control propulsion, and the l ike 
were  considered essential  candidates f r o m  the initial launch. Other functions, 
such a s  atmospheric  s torage,  C 0 2  management, and atmospheric control, 
while es  sential for intermittent manned operations,  were  considered a s  likely 
candidates to  be provided by o r  shared  with the shuttle. Still other functions, 
such a s  water  management, waste  management, food management, and the 
like were  not considered essent ial  until the initiation of continuous manned 
operations. 
As previously stated, the functional requirements  analysis was con- 
ducted independent of design/configuration constraints. but these constraints 
had to be considered in determining the final resul ts .  The functional requirements 
defined were  used a s  a bas i s  for  the allocation of functions to the different 
station modules, and they provided a baseline for  the development of the 
buildup sequence . 
Buildup Alternatives 
Two bas ic  buildup i s  sues  requiring analyses of alternatives 
identified during the study were:  "Which i s  the f i r s t  module delivered to 
orbit?",  and "What i s  the level  of activation of each module during the 
buildup p rocess?  " As identified in the previous section, a number of func- 
tions must  be provided by the f i r s t  module. The ability to  provide these 
functions will potentially have an  impact on the design considerations of the 
f i r  s t  module. Conversely, the p re fe r red  design concept based on routine 
operations will impact the p re fe r red  f i r s t  module delivery selection. In 
order  to minimize the impact of the buildup operations on the nominal space 
station design, several  t r ades  were  conducted throughout the modular space 
station study to ensure that the buildup process  will minimize the impact of 
the buildup operations on the space station design. As noted previously, the 
goal during the analyses of the buildup operations was to  ensure that the 
space station buildup would minimize the impact on the space station design. 
~ l s o ,  it was necessary  to ensure that the buildup operations a s s u r e  mission 
continuation and crew safety during intermittent periods of manned operations. 
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During MSS buildup, the p r imary  sys tem elements to  be delivered to 
orbit a r e  the core module, the solar  a r r a y  power module, four station 
modules, and a cargo module. The delivery sequence of the modules i s  
directly impacted by the on-board capability of the individual module relative 
to the cumulative required on-orbit capability of the modular c luster  during 
buildup. 
For  the MSS, modules a r e  categorized a s  common modules and 
special modules. Common modules use  a common external s t ruc ture  of 
fixed diameter  and include station modules (SM's) that contain most  of the 
living and working facil i t ies and functions. Special modules a r e  functionally 
unique in construction and a r e  l imited in s ize a t  launch to an  envelope of 
15 feet in diameter  and 60 feet in length. F o r  the MSS, the only special 
modules identified a r e  the solar  a r r a y  power module and the core  module. 
Initial Launch Alternatives 
Preferably,  the initial module delivered to orbi t  must  have the mini- 
mum amount of sca r  equipment beyond that required for  normal  operations. 
Because of this  need and the equipment allocation to the various modules, the 
only viable candidates for f i r s t  launch were  the solar  a r r a y  power module 
and the core  module. Figure 1-6 presents  a sketch of the ' two modules and 
summarizes  the on-orbit functions required by each i f  it were  the one selected 
for initial launch. 
In the case  where the power module i s  delivered f i r s t  and i t s  solar 
a r r a y  i s  deployed, continuous attitude control of the module must  be provided 
to orient the solar  a r r a y  toward the sun. This need generates  a requirement 
for active thermal  control, the capability for  subsystem monitoring, and 
continuous control capability. The resultant impact on the power module 
requirements,  in t e r m s  of the subsystems, i s  defined in  Figure 1-7. To 
maintain the necessary  solar a r r a y  attitude control and module thermal  
control, severa l  basic  requirements  a r e  imposed beyond those needed by the 
module for normal  operations. They include the requirements  for energy 
storage, guidance and control (G&C) equipment, reaction control subsystem 
(RCS) th rus t e r s ,  propellant storage, active thermal  control, and the ISS data 
processing assembly (DPA). Of these requirements ,  only the energy storage, 
RCS quads, and propellant s torage a r e  reasonably allocated to  the power 
module when routine operations a r e  considered. F o r  the complete space 
station assembly,  locating the G&C equipment in the core  module i s  prefer red  
so that it will be adjacent to the external viewing RAM'S. Also, for  the 
selected space station configuration, adequate heat rejection capability i s  
provided by the station modules during the routine operations period, and 
active thermal  control heat  rejection capability i s  not required on the power 
module. The p re fe r red  location of the data processing assembly is also in 
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Figu re  1-6. Buildup Alternat ives  -- Initial Launch 
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Figure  1-7. Impact of Initial Launch Selection on Subsystem Requirements  
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the station moduies during the routine period of operations. Delivery of the 
power module fir  s t  imposes requirements  upon this module which a re  not 
nominally required during the routine period of operations.  
The operational considerations and the associated subsystem require-  
ments for  the core  module delivery f i r s t  a r e  also identified in Figures 1 - 6  
and 1-7. If the co re  module i s  delivered on the initial launch, attitude 
stabilization i s  only required during shuttle berthing and deberthing opera-  
t ions.  Subsystems monitoring and control a r e  still required as well a s  
thermal  control, but the requirements  imposed by delivery of the core  module 
f i r s t  a r e  l e s s  severe  than those imposed by the power module delivery f i r s t .  
The resultant subsystem requirements  a r e  s imi lar  to those imposed by 
delivery of the power module f i r s t ,  but the requirements  a r e  l e s s  severe.  In 
the case of the core  module delivered f i r s t ,  the goal is to have passive the r -  
mal  control a s  opposed to active the rma l  control as required by the power- 
module -f i r  s t  alternative. In relation to the ISS requirements ,  subsystem 
monitoring and control a r e  s t i l l  required; however, they a r e  only required 
upon command. I t  has  been determined that attitude stabilization can be 
provided by flying a gravity gradient flight mode; thus the RCS and G&C 
equipment and RCS consumable requirements  during buildup a r e  reduced. 
In general, the subsystems requirements  imposed by delivery of the core  
module f i r  s t  a r e  more  consis tent with the functional requirements associated 
with routine operations.  
The resultant operational comparisons for the two first-module al ter-  
natives a r e  shown in  Figure 1-8. During the delivery of the power module, 
the solar  a r r a y  must  be deploye,d, and i t s  operational capability must  be 
verified. These requirements  necessi ta te  activation of the p r imary  electr i -  
cal  power subsystem (EPS),  the G&C and RCS equipment for attitude stabili- 
zation and control, the ISS equipment for monitor and control of the orbiting 
module, and the active thermal  control loops. With the possible exception 
of redundancy, the resulting orbiting sys tem has  all  the character is t ics  of 
an unmanned spacecraf t  ra ther  than the charac ter i s t ics  of an assembly of a 
manned system. In comparison, delivery of the core  module f i r s t  requires  
activation of the secondary EPS and a par t ia l  activation of the ISS. Activation 
of the G&C and RCS equipment i s  only required to verify the operability of 
these sys tems.  Before shuttle departure ,  the G&C and RCS subsystems can 
be deactivated until just p r io r  to delivery of the second module. 
The resultant comparison for the two fir  st-  module alternatives i s  
identified in Figure 1-9.  The figure presents  the initial la-mch alternatives 
and the major  considerations that influenced the selection of the preferred 
alternative.  The core-module-f i rs t  concept i s  to employ passive attitude 
control during unmanned operations by using a gravity gradient flight mode. 
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F igure  1-9. Initial Launch c o m p a r i s o n  
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Employing passive attitude control  pe rmi t s  minimum subsystem activation. 
The G&C and reaction control  subsys tems  may be  deactivated af ter  the 
module has  achieved a gravity gradient  mode and before shuttle r e tu rn  to  
ea r th .  The rma l  control  i s  s t i l l  required.  However, in view of the gravity 
gradient mode,  a design goal to provide a passive r a the r  than an active 
t he rma l  contr 01 subsystem for this  unique operation would allow fur ther  
subsys tem deactivation. Penal t ies  a r i s ing  f r o m  s c a r s  to  the basic  co re  
module subsystems a r e  minimal .  In the G&C subsystem,  RCS, and second- 
a r ey  EPS, there  a r e  no major  s c a r s  to  the subsystem assembl ies .  In the 
ECLSS, t he re  i s  the possibility that  active t he rma l  control  may be required.  
This requirement  would impose the addition of equipment such a s  heat  
exchangers and rad ia tors  to that  normally  required in the module. The ISS 
requi res  a t r ansmi t t e r ,  wake-up r ece ive r  and antenna, a simplified D P A  to 
monitor subsystem sta tus ,  and a d i rec t  RF link to  the G&C subsystem and 
RCS. These  additions to the ISS would provide the init ial  buildup communi- 
cation capability and enable the shuttle t o  remotely control  the attitude and 
stability of the module for berthing operat ions .  With reference to  Figure  1-9, 
a final consideration was in the a r e a  of weight sensitivity a t  the subsystem 
level. Examination of the co re  module subsystems disclosed no major  sub- 
sys t em that  by itself could dr ive  the module over i ts  t a rge t  weight. 
Also in re fe rence  to F igure  1 -9 ,  the viability of launching the so la r  
a r r a y  power module fir s t  i s  examined. In this concept, the  so la r  a r r a y s  
a r e  only par t ia l ly  deployed to  provide the power consistent with buildup 
demands.  P a r t i a l  ra ther  than full a r r a y  deployment is  p re fe r r ed  to  enhance 
the ball ist ic coefficient of the module for o rb i t  preservat ion and to minimize 
excessive power generation and consequently t he rma l  control  requirements .  
To rea l ize  the pcwer -generating capability of the partial ly deployed a r r a y s ,  
the module must  have active attitude control  to provide solar a r r a y  pointing. 
Orientation maneuvers  will be shared  by the a r r a y  and the module. To con- 
s e rve  RCS propellant, employing active attitude control  requi res  the con- 
tinuous performance of a l l  subsys tems  and an active thermal  control  
subsystem.  
The  penalt ies incurred in t e r m s  of subsystem s c a r s  by launching the  
power module f i r s t  a r e  quite significant. The EPS will require  p r imary  
buses  and energy s torage assembl ies .  The G & C  subsystem needed will 
near ly  duplicate that  found on the co re  module. A complete RCS, including 
propellant tanks,  distr ibution l ines ,  and four reaction quads, will have to  
be installed a s  well as  an active t he rma l  control unit, including coolant 
loops and r ad i a to r s .  To control  and operate  these subsystems,  a sophis- 
t icated ISS i s  required that imposes  the installation of a data processing 
assembly.  As with the co re  module, the ISS on the power module mus t  a lso 
provide buildup communication capability. Included must be equipment f o r  
monitoring the subsystem performance of the module and statusing this 
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information to  e a r t h  during unmanned operations,  which will provide R F  
l inks to enable the  shuttle to or ient  and stabil ize the module and inhibit the  
a r r a y s  for  berthing operations.  Adding th i s  equipment to the power module 
will make  it a complex module with undue subsystem redundancy in orbi t  
af ter  buildup. 
Finally,  i f  the power module i s  launched fir s t ,  it has  a major  subsys-  
t e m  assembly  that  potentially could dr ive  the module beyond i t s  t a rge t  
launch weight. This  assembly i s  the solar  a r r a y  i tse l f .  If projected per  - 
formance  decl ines ,  the weight of the additional requi red  a r r a y  sur faces  
could cause  the weight of the module to  exceed launch l imits .  
Although the power module provides ea r ly  del ivery of abundant power, 
many additional functions that a r e  not required during no rma l  operations 
m u s t  be added to  the module to support  that  power source .  The co re  module 
a l ternat ive pe rmi t s  u se  of the normally  installed secondary power source  
and r e q u i r e s  minimal  additional support  functions. The p re fe r r ed  alternative 
then was to  launch the co re  module f i r s t .  The power module was re jected 
for  ini t ia l  launch because of the significant s c a r  penalt ies and the potential 
weight sensit ivity.  
Subsequent Module Selection 
After  the  co re  module for the init ial  launch was selected,  s eve ra l  
a l ternat ive concepts were  left fo r  accomplishing subsequent station buildup. 
Candidate buildup options considered a r e  shown in Figure  1- 10. As shown, 
t h e r e  a r e  four options for second launch: the  power boom with i t s  a r r a y  
deployed o r  left re t rac ted  upon delivery,  the station module containing the 
p r i m a r y  control  cen te r ,  o r  a station module with one of the  life support  
subsys tems  aboard.  However, ei ther the control  center  module or  a life 
support  module delivered on the second launch requi res  a significant increase  
in e lec t r ica l  power for operation. The fuel  cel ls ,  which a r e  the secondary 
power source  located in the co re  module, r equ i r e  l a rge  quanti t ies of reac t -  
ants  to  provide the neces sa ry  power over an extended period of t ime  without 
resupply.  Delivery of the power module on the second launch with solar  
a r r a y s  r e t r ac t ed  was the selected approach. Leaving the solar  a r r a y s  
r e t r ac t ed  r equ i r e s  no additional support in t e r m s  of control  equipment a t  
t h i s  point in the buildup. It also provides a modular c luster  with a higher 
bal l is t ic  coefficient and consequently l e s s  orb i t  decay than if the a r r a y s  were  
deployed. After the power module has  been attached to  the co re  module, the 
c lus te r  opera tes  by using the init ial  subsys tems  in the  co re  module. 
After selection of the core  module for the f i r s t  launch and the power 
module for the second, the principal consider ations in selecting the subse -. 
quent module delivery sequence were  to provide control  a s  soon as  possible 
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Figure  1 - 10. Buildup Alternatives -Subsequent Modules 
in o rde r  to exploit the p r i m a r y  EPS,  minimize s c a r  equipment r equ i r emen t s ,  
and delay the  del ivery of potentially high-maintenance modules.  The module 
containing the  p r i m a r y  control  was  r equ i r ed  fo r  the th i rd  launch since it 
de l ivers  a full ISS capability, which p e r m i t s  so l a r  a r r a y  deployment, attitude 
control ,  and heat  re ject ion capability with no s c a r s .  Conversely ,  the del ivery 
of a life support  module was  re jec ted  s ince  i t  contains no inherent  control  
capabil i ty but does have t he  potentially high-maintenace l ife support  subsys  - 
t e m .  F igu re  1-1 1 s u m m a r i z e s  the selection and sequence of del ivery for  
the  f i r s t  t h r e e  modules .  
At t h i s  t ime ,  the so la r  a r r a y s  a r e  par t ia l ly  deployed to  provide the  
power consis tent  with subsequent buildup r equ i r emen t s .  The G&C subsys tem 
and RCS a r e  activated for continuous operation to provide the n e c e s s a r y  
flight mode attitude control  and stabil i ty.  
Following del ivery of the p r i m a r y  control  module,  t he  fourth launch 
provides  a l ife support  module.  With the  de l ivery  of t he  life support  module,  
a l l  c r i t i c a l  functions re la t ive  to  stat ion operat ions  a r e  available,  and a con- 
tinuous manning capability ex i s t  s should it  be des i red .  
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Figure 1- 11. Seiected Buildup Sequence 
The basic  concept, however, i s  not to man the station until it i s  
completely built up. Fur the r ,  to reduce the r i sk  of component failure 
during buildup, the potentially high-maintenance sys tems on the life support 
module s a r e  not activated until initial continuous manning. 
The  fifth launch del ivers  the second life support module, which i s  
followed by the second control module on the sixth launch. At this t ime, 
a l l  the functions and facil i t ies for  continuous manned operation have been 
assembled in orbit .  The seventh shuttle launch will deliver a cargo module 
and the initial six-man station crew,  a t  which time all  the station's sub- 
sys tems will be fully activated and routine operations will be initiated. 
An additional consider ation a s  sociated with the buildup following 
delivery of the power module i s  the location of the modules on the core.  
Figure 1-12 i s  a par t ia l  definition of the major barbel l  configuration ar range-  
ment  alternatives which a r e  available using a core  module with six berthing 
por ts .  Among the considerations that must  be investigated a r e  (1) place- 
ment of modules on the core  module so that dual e g r e s s  i s  possible and 
reasonable arrangements  for a habitable environment and cr i t ical  serv ices  
in each of two pressur ized  volumes (V and V2) a r e  available, ( 2 )  inter-  
module convenience, and ( 3 )  flight mode charac ter i s t ics .  
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Figure 1 - 12. Module Arrangement  Alternatives 
The  p re fe r r ed  alternative is Configuration E. This arrangement  
pe rmi t s  f lexports ac ros s  two separa te  pressur izab le  volumes since the 
station modules a r e  adjacent to each other .  Configurations A through C 
would r equ i r e  flexports between station modules and RAM'S in o rde r  to 
satisfy the dual e g r e s s  c r i t e r i a .  These flexports would necessi ta te  the 
del ivery of RAM'S whether o r  not they a r e  required by the experiment p ro -  
g r a m .  Configuration D h a s  adjacent station modules but an unequal d i s t r i -  
bution of modules between V1 and V2. As a resu l t ,  the volume containing 
the single station module would have to  contain a l l  functions neces sa ry  fo r  
operations of the space station following l o s s  of p ressur iza t ion  in the  other 
volume. The selected barbe l l  configuration i s  arranged like Configuration E ,  
the  station modules berthed to  adjacent po r t s  separated by an EVA/IVA 
air lock.  
An additional consideration i s  the  sequence in which the modules a r e  
delivered.  The basic  alternatives for the del ivery of the station modules a r e  
i l lus t ra ted in F igure  1 - 13. Either alternative permi ts  the berthing of modules 
t o  the co re  without interference by other modules between the berthing por t  
and the space shuttle. In selection of the p r e f e r r e d  sequences, the functional 
allocation in the modules and the functions required to  continue the buildup 
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Figure 1 - 13. Station Module Delivery 
Sequence Alternatives 
operations must  be considered. Both alternatives provide the required 
functions. Concept A was selected a s  the baseline approach, but Concept B 
i s  a viable programmatic  alternative.  
Analysis of the barbell  configuration, as  described in Volume V, 
Configuration Analysis (SD 71- 217-5), of the MSS Pre l iminary  System 
Design Report,  showed the single core  to  be severely overweight. Further  
analysis of a two -cor  e configuration showed that sever a1 configuration- 
dependent dr iver  s ,  such a s  high propellant us age, large CMG ' s ,  s t ruc tura l  
s tiffne s s ,  increased in complexity. The buildup of a two- cor e configuration 
extended the buildup t ime and required adding subsystem control capability 
to  the co re  in order  to continue operations until delivery of the station 
modules . 
These configuration-dependent i s sues  a r e  inherent in the barbel l  
arrangement .  A s  discussed in Volume V, these issues a r e  significantly 
relieved by berthing the cargo modules and RAM'S in a plane normal  to the 
station modules. In the resulting configuration, the station control and 
ECLSS modules a r e  attached to a single-core module a s  shown in Figure 1- 13, 
and docking o r  berthing por ts  a r e  provided in V1 and V2 of the c o r e  module 
for  attachment of the cargo module and RAM'S. 
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The resultant buildup sequence for the initial space station i s  shown 
in Figure 1- 14. The core  and power modules a r e  the f i r s t  modules delivered; 
however, the solar a r r a y  i s  not deployed until delivery of the control and 
crew module (SM-1) on the third launch. An initial continuous manning capa- 
bility exis ts  following the fourth launch when the ECS and laboratory module 
(SM- 2) i s  delivered. The module c lus te r ,  a t  this point in the buildup, has  
one complete set  of subsystems, and dual eg res s  capability. These modules 
also include pa r t  of the general-purpose laboratory ( G P L )  capability. In 
order  to man at this step in the buildup, the fifth launch must  be a cargo 
module that contains the necessary  consumables for continuous station opera-  
tions plus a 96-hour emergency life support capability. This cargo module 
launch would also deliver the initial space station crew. A reasonable c rew 
size at this step in the buildup, i f  continuous manned operations a r e  assumed, 
would be four.  
CARGO 
(IOC-6-MAN STATION) @ 
Figure 1 - 14. Initial Space Station Buildup Sequence 
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Continued buildup (without ear ly  continuous manning) resu l t s  in the 
init ial  space station operational capability in seven launches, the final s tep 
being the  delivery of a cargo module and the initial space station crew. At 
th is  point, the space station i s  capable of commencing routine operations,  
including the capability to support either two attached RAM's, two detached 
RAM's,  or  combinations thereof. Redundant subsystems and complete 
gener al-purpo s e  labor atorie s a r e  available at this point to begin experiment 
operations with a six-man crew.  
Subsystem Activation 
The level of subsystem activation during each s tep of the buildup i s  
l imited to  that required for mission continuation. The subsystem activation 
requirements  for the buildup sequence (discussed previously) a r e  shown in 
F igure  1 - 15, which identifies major space station assemblies ,  by subsystem, 
that must  be activated throughout the buildup proces s .  
Figure 1- 15. Subsystem Activation Requirements 
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Functions such a s  C 0 2  management,  waste management,  and the like 
a r e  not activated until buildup i s  complete and continuous manned operations 
a r e  initiated. These assembl ies  generally have high power, control  additional 
thermal ,  and maintenance requi rements ,  and initiating operations of 
tnese assembl ies  is not des i rab le  until a continuous manned capability exis ts .  
Also, t he re  i s  no identified functional requirement  for  the operations of these  
assembl ies  before init ial  continuous manned operations.  The so la r  a r r a y  i s  
not deployed until af ter  del ivery of the control  and c rew module, and e lec-  
t r i c a l  power i s  provided by secondary power (fuel ce l l s )  before  deployment 
of the so la r  a r r ay .  Since the co re  module and core  module plus power 
module c lus te r  utilize a gravity gradient flight mode, the G&C and RCS 
activation requirements  a r e  l imited to  those neces sa ry  to provide attitude 
stabilization and control  of the module c luster  before rendezvous and ber th-  
ing of the shuttle and to  att i tude-stabil ize the c luster  following separat ion of 
the  shuttle. 
Following delivery of the control  and c rew module, the RCS engines 
and the associated RCS electronics  mus t  be activated during those per iods  
when the shuttle i s  not berthed to  the module c lus te r .  Attitude stabilization 
and control  a r e  provided by the shuttle when the shuttle i s  berthed to  the 
c lu s t e r ;  therefore ,  the RCS engines and associated RCS electronics  a r e  
deactivated when the shuttle i s  berthed to  the module c lus te r .  
A limited ISS capability i s  requi red  before delivery of the control  and 
c rew module when the basic  charac te r i s t ics  of a fully integrated sys t em 
exis t .  At this  point, the data  processing assembly mus t  b e  activated to 
maintain integrated command and control  of the  three-module orbit ing 
c lus te r .  
Subsystems activated when the control  and c r e w  module i s  delivered 
remain active throughout the remainder  of the buildup operations,  except 
for  G&C and RCS assembl ies  deactivated when the shuttle i s  berthed to  the 
module c luster .  Full activation i s  then accomplished when the cargo  module 
i s  delivered on the seventh s tep,  and the space station i s  brought up to  full  
operational s ta tus .  
Flight Mode 
The selections of the flight modes during the buildup process  were  
based on considerations of providing adequate thermal  control  capability, 
minimizing subsys tem requi rements ,  and minimizing consumable r equ i r e -  
ments.  The selected flight modes at each  s tep of the buildup a r e  summar ized  
in Table 1 - 1. The co re  module and the co re  module and power module c luster  
will both uti l ize a gravity gradient flight mode during the per iods  of unmanned, 
quiescent operations.  While in this  mode, the RCS engines and RCS e lec-  
" t ronics  can be deactivated during periods of unmanned operations.  During 
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Table 1 - 1. Flight Mode Selection 
the actual buildup p rocess ,  the p re fe r red  attitude orientation must be flown, 
and attitude stabilization must  be provided in o rde r  to effect berthing and 
buildup of the module cluster .  The prefer red  flight mode during these phases 
i s  with the X axis (longitudinal axis) of the module cluster  perpendicular to 
the orbi t  plane and the Y and Z axes held inertially fixed (XPOPIinert ia l ) .  
During the periods when the space shuttle i s  berthed to either the core mod- 
ule o r  the co re  module and power module c lus te r ,  no attitude preference i s  
imposed by ei ther  of these modules and an attitude which accommodates the 
shuttle can be flown. 
- 
Configuration 
Core 
Corelpower 
Corelpower ISM- 1 
and subsequent 
Following delivery of the f i r s t  c rew and control module (SM-I),  the 
module c lus te rs  a r e  flown in XPOP local  ver t ica l  flight mode with the space 
station +Z axis in the direction of the ear th (XPOPIZLV). In order  to 
minimize RCS propellant requirements during buildup, the principal axes 
a r e  used a s  the reference axis sys tem ra the r  than the space station geometric 
axes.  An XPOP/inert ia l /a t t i tude mode i s  again used during periods of 
shuttle rendezvous, berthing, and unberthing throughout the remaining buildup 
phases.  Following the delivery of SM-1, either an XPOP/local-vertical1 
principal- axis flight mode o r  a ,shuttle prefer red  flight mode i s  utilized. 
Again, t he re  i s  not a prefer red  flight mode driven by station requirements 
during these operations.  The attitude mode must ,  however, be compatible 
with the e lec t r ica l  power requirements  and the associated solar a r r ay  
orientation requirements  considering interference between the space shuttle 
and the solar  a r r ay .  
Buildup Launch Frequency 
Flight Mode 
The shuttle launch frequency has  been established by a guideline and 
constraint which s tates  that the shuttle launch frequency will be no greater  
than one every  30  days.  This requirement  resu l t s  in a period of quiescent 
unmanned operations of the module cluster  between s teps in the buildup 
Quiescent Operations 
Gravity gradient 
Gravity gradient 
XPOP/ZLV/  
principal axes 
Rendezvous 
Berthed 
Unberthed 
XPOP inert ia l  
XPOP inert ia l  
XPOP inert ia l  
Shuttle Berthed 
Shuttle preferred 
Shuttle prefer red  
Principal  axes 
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process .  Some buildup equipment i s  required that would not be needed for 
normal  station operations . F o r  example, this launch frequency has created 
the conversion of 300-pounds-per-square-inch accumulators,  used in normal  
operations, to 2500-pounds-per -square-inch accumulators.  Quiescent 
operations also adds a special  atmosphere monitor in the core  module, 
special bat ter ies ,  i nve r t e r s ,  and a unique information and RF command 
system. 
The launch frequency, when coupled with the guideline requiring 
"checkout of the operational and technical adequacy of the cluster  at  each 
stage or  buildup, " adds fur ther  potential complications. For  example, the 
C02  management function delivered on the fourth shuttle delivery flight 
(SM- 2 ) ,  i f  activated, must  be passivated following crew departure .  Without 
added complexity to  the equipment, this task  cannot be achieved within the 
five-day shuttle stay t ime.  In addition, the cluster  i s  required to  fly gravity 
gradient mode until the third module i s  delivered. Then it must  fly the 
principal axis -oriented mode to accornrnodate the solar a r r ays .  Although 
a minor complication, it nonetheless i s  a penalty paid for launch frequency 
and quiescence. 
Special buildup equipment can be eliminated i f  the shuttle launch f r e  - 
quency can be increased to that required to eliminate equipment activation 
and return to a quiescent s ta te  each t ime a module i s  added in  buildup. Fig-  
u r e  1 - 16 shows the launch frequency, the number of shuttles, and the launch 
pads required to achieve this capability. 
The flight and ground operational requirements  to provide this capabil- 
ity a r e  a s  follows. A shuttle launch i s  required every  six days, except that 
the second shuttle launch could occur four days af ter  the initial launch of 
the core module, which would permi t  a shuttle to be on-orbit for the ent i re  
buildup phase. Each shuttle mission would not exceed seven days. Three  
shuttle vehicles must  be  dedicated to buildup. Ground refurbishment t ime 
f r o m  landing to launch must  nct exceed 11 days. Two launch pads a r e  
required to support the six-day launch frequency. Pad turnaround time 
must  not exceed 10 to 12 days. A l l  these operational requirements  a r e  
within projected est imates  of launch ra t e s  and refurbishment t ime docu- 
mented in the MSS P r o g r a m  Phase  B Definition Shuttle Model, SD 7 1- 206 
( 1  June 1971). 
The increased shuttle launch frequency, shown in Figure 1-16, will 
resu l t  in deletion of all special  equipment required for quiescent operations 
during buildup and completion of initial station buildup in 35  days. Since 
these advantages a r e  significant and could resul t  in lower p rogram costs,  
i t  is recommended that a change to the shuttle launch frequency guideline 
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Figure 1- 16. Increased Shuttle Launch Frequency- Buildup Potential 
and constra int  be considered in la te r  MSS studies .  The existing guideline 
i s  more  than adequate for normal  station operations but i t  could be expended 
to  pe rmi t  a maximum feasible launch r a t e  during buildup to  init ial  opera-  
t ional capability (IOC) . 
Orbi t  Makeup R e ~ u i r e m e n t s  
Modular assembly  orb i ta l  decay r a t e s  during station buildup were  
based on the t 2 u  mean Jacchia  a tmosphere  for Ju ly  198 1. Calculations 
showed that ,  for ball ist ic coefficients attendant with the modular configura- 
t ions during the f i r s t  two months of buildup, decay r a t e s  on the o rde r  of one 
nautical  mile per  month would be real ized.  Therefore ,  to  preclude orb i t  
makeup during the f i r s t  two months of station buildup, it was determined 
that ,  on the init ial  launch, the shuttle would place the c o r e  module in a 
272-nautical-mile c i r cu l a r  orbi t .  During the following quiescent period and 
while the co re  module i s  in a gravity gradient flight mode,  the  orb i t  would 
be allowed to decay. 
Thi r ty  days af ter  the init ial  launch, the  shuttle would deliver the power 
module and rendezvous with the co re  module a t  27 1-nautical mile  altitude. 
After assembly ,  the power module solar  a r r a y  would be left  in the re t rac ted  
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position. The c o r e  module/power module (CM/PM) c lus te r  would then be 
lef t  in a gravi ty  ~ r a d i e n t  flight mode,  and t he  o rb i t  would be  allowed to  decay 
during the second quiescent phase.  
Sixty days af ter  c o r e  module inser t ion into orbi t ,  the shuttle would 
deliver SM- 1 and  rendezvous with the C M / P M  assembly  a t  270 -naut ical -mile  
altitude. After  a t tachment  of SM-1 to  t he  modular  assembly ,  t h e  ISS would 
b e  activated and the so la r  a r r a y  panels  would be  deployed 25 percent .  The  
c lus te r  would then fly a min imum propellant  flight mode-principal-axis 
orientat ion-during the  subsequent quiescent phases  during buildup. 
Orb i t  makeup i s  to be  pe r fo rmed  during quiescent  phase s  together with 
control  moment  gyro  (CMG) desaturat ion.  Table 1-2 l i s t s  the es t imated  
impulse  budget r equ i r ed  during the buildup sequence and includes the impulse  
requ i red  to o r i en t  and s tabi l ize  the c lus te r  fo r  shutt le rendezvous,  damping 
of separat ion t rans ien t s ,  and phases  a f te r  de l ivery  of SM- 1 (with o rb i t  
makeup- CMG de sa turat ion) .  
Table  1-2. Impulse Budget fo r  Buildup Sequence 
P e r i o d  
F i r s t  30 days 
Second 30 days 
Third  30 days 
Four th  30 days 
Fifth 30 day? 
Sixth 30 days 
Descr ipt ion 
Core  module 
Core  module and power module 
No a r r a y  deployment 
CM t P M  t SM- 1 
2 5  percen t  a r r a y  deployment 
CM t P M  t SM-1 + SM-2 
25 percen t  a r r a y  deployment 
CM t P M  + SM-1 t SM-2 t SM-3 
25 pe rcen t  a r r a y  deployment 
CM t P M  t SM-1 t SM-2 t SM-3 + SM-4 
25 percen t  a r r a y  deployment 
Requirement  
(lb- sec )  
2 ,400 
10,200 
16,900 
22,000 
27,000 
31, 550 
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Consumable Reauir ements 
The  consumable requirements  for the buildup operations a r e  dictated 
by the number and level of space station subsystem activations. Basic  
considerations include the consumption of oxygen and hydrogen for fuel cell  
and RCS operations.  The r a t e s  at which these consumables a r e  required 
a r e  established by the power requirements and the attitude stabilization and 
orb i t  makeup requirements .  
During the f i r s t  two months of station buildup, the module assembly 
e lec t r ica l  power is  supplied by fuel cel ls  in the core  module. During this 
phase,  the fuel cel ls  and RCS operating open loop with high-pressure gaseous 
oxygen and hydrogen. The fuel cells provide an average usable power of 
425 watts and generate approximately 572 pounds of water during the 60 days. 
This water i s  stored in tanks in the co re  module to  be used, after the delivery 
of SM-1 and solar  a r r a y  deployment, as  a source for electrolysis to  produce 
gaseous oxygen and hydrogen for  the RCS and for fuel cell  secondary power 
operation. The RCS for the f i r s t  two months requi res  approximately 
4. 3 pounds of hydroger, and 35.  2 pounds of oxygen. In summary,  the EPS 
and RCS combined requi re  61 1 pounds of high-pressure gaseous oxygen and 
hydrogen for  the f i r s t  two months of operation. 
As shown in Table 1-3, high-pressure gas (oxygen and hydrogen) i s  
delivered a s  follows: 375 pounds in tanks in the core  module on the init ial  
launch; and another 307 pounds in tanks in the power module on the second 
launch. The high-pressure gas delivered in the f i r s t  two modules meets  
consumable requirements  for the f i r s t  two months and provides an additional 
70 pounds of reactants .  The additional 70 pounds of high-pressure gases  
a r i s e  f r o m  meeting the three-out-of- four tank redundancy c r i t e r i a  during 
buildup. 
With delivery and assembly of SM- 1 into the modular assembly, the 
so lar  a r r a y s  a r e  partially deployed and become the p r imary  source of elec- 
. t r i c a l  power. At this  t ime, the electrolysis unit i s  activated, the fuel cells 
begin operating closed loop, and the RCS i s  provided gaseous oxygen and 
hydrogen f r o m  the electrolysis unit. Figure 1-17 shows the water generation 
and usage by the EPS and RCS during buildup. The fuel cel ls  generate 
572 pounds of water  during the f i r s t  60 days. Following delivery of SM-1, 
the electrolysis  unit converts water  f r o m  the storage tank into gaseous 
oxygen and hydrogen for  the RCS. During this period, the RCS requi res  
304 pounds of water ,  which leaves a residual  supply of approximately 
276 pounds with the a r r iva l  of the f i r s t  c rew and cargo module. However, 
only 196 pounds of this residual  supply can be assigned to future RCS con- 
sumption since the 24-hour cycle of the fuel cell  energy storage sys tem 
requ i re s  80 pounds of water ,  the redline value shown in the figure.  
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Table 1-3. Operat ional  Weight Summary  
ALTITUDE 240 N MI 
2cJACCHIA ATMOSPHERE - JULY 1981 
SERVICE FLUIDS & GASES 
REPRESS 0 2  
REPRESS N2 
LAUNCH ATMOSPHERE 
ELECTROLYSIS ACCUM. Hz0  
INTERNAL THERMAL LOOP H z 0  
EXTERNAL THERMAL LOOP FREON 
WATER MANAGEMENT LOOP H z 0  
EPS & RCS BUILDUP 0 2  
EPS & RCS BUILDUP Hz 
TOTAL 
EXPERIMENT EQUIPMENT 
P-2 PLASMA PHY & ENVlR PORT 
P-4 PHYSICS & CHEMICAL FACILITY 
T-1 CONTAMINATION MEASUREMENT 
TOTAL 
LOGISTICS ITEMS 
POTABLE H z 0  
96-HR EMERGENCY LiOH 
MED. & PHARM SUPPLIES 
P.2, P-4. T - l  EXP CONSUM 
TOTAL 
SHUTTLE TARIFF 
2 CREW 
2 CREW PROVISIONS 
2 PLSS & 2 PGA 
PASSENGER PROVISIONS 
LEAKAGE MAKEUP 02JN2 
SHUTTLE EPS REACTANTS 
A TANK WEIGHT 
MSSJSHUTTLE ADAPTER 
TOTAL 
.- WATER PROVIDED ELECTROLYSIS GENERATED BY 1- UNIT FOR RCS "304 LB 500 - FUEL CELLS \ 
-\ 
h -1 
NOTE: 643 LB WATER 
STORAGE CAPACITY 
.\ 
267 LB \ 
IN CORE MODULE WATER REMAl N 
EPS REDLI NE 80 LB 
- -  - - - - - - - - - - - -  
I I I I 
DAYS 0 3 0 60 90 120 150 180 
MODULE CORE POWER SM-1 SM-2 SM-3 SM-4 CREW/ 
CARGO 
Figure  1-17. Water Generation and  Usage During Buildup 
TOTAL 
194 
38 1 
1647 
100 
742 
1845 
29 
606 
76 
5620 
1003 
866 
807 
2676 
400 
224 
110 
302 
1036 
CORE 
285 
148 
191 
5 
333 
42 
1004 
0 
0 
400 
300 
354 
63 
0 
50 
97 
1264 
POWER 
194 
38 1 
74 
273 
34 
956 
0 
0 
400 
300 
354 
155 
165 
365 
425 
600 
2764 
SM-1 
322 
199 
604 
6 
1131 
0 
0 
400 
300 
354 
190 
180 
495 
425 
2344 
SM-4 
322 
199 
604 
6 
1131 
400 
110 
510 
400 
300 
354 
166 
210 
405 
425 
2260 
SM-2 
322 
50 
98 
223 
6 
699 
807 
807 
112 
302 
414 
400 
300 
354 
160 
210 
383 
425 
2232 
SM-3 
322 
50 
98 
223 
6 
699 
1003 
866 
1869 
112 
112 
400 
300 
354 
160 
210 
383 
425 
2232 
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Another requirement  for  consumable s during station buildup i s  a t t r i -  
buted to environmental control and life support. The operational concept 
ca l l s  for  the repressur iza t ion  of each module or  combination of modules at 
each s tep of buildup to a p res su re  of 14. 7 psia.  In addition, leakage makeup 
and station assembly c rew consumption gaseous requirements  for  a maximum 
five-day shuttle stay must  be provided. The quantities of gases  estimated to 
meet  these requirements  a r e  shown in Table 1-4. 
Table 1-4. ECLSS Consumable Requirements for Buildup 
F r o m  Table 1-4,  it can be seen that approximately 1053 pounds of 
oxygen and nitrogen a r e  required during buildup. In Table 1-3, the delivery 
of these consumables i s  accounted for under "Shuttle Tariff. " The two-man 
c r e w  five-day oxygen requirements  make up pa r t  of the "Crew Provisions" 
weights for the assembly crew. Because the shuttle tank size l imits  the 
delivery of makeup gases  to 210 pounds per  launch, the higher requirements  
on the l a s t  two launches a r e  delivered with SM- 1 and SM- 2. The modular 
assembly i s  repressur ized  slightly above 14 .7  psia  on these launches, which 
reduces the r e p r e s  surization requirements  on the SM-3 and SM-4 launches. 
- 
Configuration 
for  Leakage 
Consideration 
Core 
Core,  power 
Core ,  SM-1 
Core ,  SM- 1, 
SM-2 
Core ,  SM-1, 
SM-2, SM-3 
1 .1 .3  SEQUENCE O F  OPERATIONS 
Throughout the analyses of the buildup alternatives,  operational anal- 
y s  es were conducted to ensure  the operational viability of the buildup al ter  - 
natives.  These analyses were  conducted to an increasing level of definition 
until the final buildup alternative was selected and the resultant operational 
sequences were  defined. This section presents  the  sequence of operations 
r equired for  buildup of the selected modular space station configuration. 
Initial 
Leak 
Rate 
(lb/day 
0 2 / N 2 )  
5. 5 
5. 5 
6.0 
6. 5 
7 .0  
P r e s s u r e  
a t  
30 Days 
(psia) 
8. 0 
8. 0 
11.2 
12. 5 
13. 0 
Repressu- 
rization 
to  14.7- 
P s i a  
Qty (lb) 
134 
134 
145 
197 
193 
Two- Man 
Crew 
Five Days 
( lb  0 2 )  
18. 4 
18. 4 
18. 4 
18. 4 
18. 4 
Five-Day 
Leakage 
jlb 0 2 / N 2 )  
2 7 
27 
30 
3 2 
35 
Gas Total 
( l b 0 2 / N 2 )  
179.4 
179.4 
200.4 
247.4 
246. 4 
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The initial space station buildup phase begins with the shuttle launch 
and delivery to orbi t  of the f i r s t  module and i s  completed when the space 
station i s  f i r s t  fully activated and manned by the initial six-man crew. The 
sequence of operations for buildup of the initial space station consists of the 
seven s teps summarized in Figure 1-18 and presented in the buildup opera-  
tional t imelines in Table 1 - 5. Since the assembly period is  constrained 
by the shuttle launch frequency of one every 30 days,  the over all  buildup 
t ime associated with the selected sequence requires  at least  180 days. Should 
a shuttle m i s s  a scheduled launch at any t ime during the buildup sequence, 
the assembly period could inc rease  to 210 days. 
On Day 0 ,  the init ial  module (core  module) i s  delivered to  orbit  by the 
shuttle. It takes approximately four hours f r o m  launch for  shuttle ascent 
to  the operational altitude. Upon reaching the desired altitude, the core 
module i s  manually activated in the shuttle cargo bay. Access i s  obtained 
v ia  a transit ion tunnel f r o m  the shuttle to  the  core  module f X  berthing port. 
This activation includes energizing power buses,  activating fuel cells,  and 
verifying ISS operation, ECS coolant loop operation, communications, LMU 
operations, and control functions. After the operational integrity of the core  
module subsystems has  been verified,  the electr ical  and communications 
hardline interfaces between the module and the shuttle a r e  disconnected. The 
core  module i s  then deployed out of the cargo bay by the shuttle manipulator 
and positioned for  final operational verification before release.  
After the core  module has  been deployed, the special two-man crew 
aboard the shuttle conducts by R F  link a rendezvous aid check of the module, 
activates the co re  module RCS, and then r e l eases  the module. After sep- 
aration, the co re  module RCS will  damp the separation t ransients  and, upon 
commands f r o m  the module IMU, stabilize the module in a gravity gradient 
attitude. Upon completion of these  maneuvers ,  the shuttle c rew prepares  
the core  module for i ts  quiescent operational mode. This preparation 
includes shutting down the G&C subsystem and RCS by remote RF commands. 
This mode i s  maintained until the module i s  awakened, and i t s  subsystems 
a r e  activated before the next module delivery. After the final operational 
status of the core  module i s  verified,  the shuttle remains on-orbit and 
stationkeeps in the vicinity of the co re  module for at  least  one day before 
returning to  ear th.  This period enables the c rew to visually observe and 
verify the attitude stability of the co re  module. 
The module i s  left in a nominally quiescent state for the next 27 days. 
During this period, status data a r e  t ransmit ted upon ground command. 
On Day 30, the power module i s  launched. Before launch, ground 
stations remotely verify,  on a day-to -day schedule, the operational integrity 
of the operating core  module subsystems. The t ime required f r o m  launch 
until the shuttle accomplishes on-orbit rendezvous with the core  module can 
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F i g u r e  1-18. In i t ia l  Space Station Buildup Sequence 
(Shee t  1 of 2) 
- 
MODULE 
DELIVERED 
CORE 
POWER 
PRINCIPAL OPERATIONS 
- -  y&c -4 CHECKOUT ACTIVATE 
,or-; 0 DEPLOY 
--I- 
--- - -- 
*REMOVE ADAPTER FROM 
SHUTTLE CARGO BAY 
A N D  BERTH ADAPTER 
TO SHUTTLE INGRESS/ 
I or '  O I EGRESS PORT 
--- -Dm - - 
ATTACH MANIPULATOR 
TO CORE MODULE AND 
BERTH TO ADAPTER 
*REMOVE POWER MODULE 
AND BERTH TO CORE 
MODULE 
REBERTH CORE AND 
POWER MODULE CLUSTFR 
TO ADAPTER AT -X AXIS 
BERTHING PORT. 
DEPLOY MODULE CLUSTER 
I 
ORBITAL 
CONFIGURATION 
@ 
CORE 
A 
/ POWER 
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*BERTH CORE AND POWER 
*REMOVE SM-1 AND BERTH 
TO CORE MODULE 
*PARTIALLY DEPLOY 
SOLAR ARRAY (25%) 
.*DEPLOY MODULE CLUSTER 
BERTH MODULE CLUSTER 
REMOVE SM-2 AND 
BERTH TO CORE MODULE 
BERTH MODULE CLUSTER 
REMOVE SM-3 AND 
BERTH TO CORE MODULE 
PARTIALLY ACTIVATE 
DEPLOY MODULE CLUSTER 
BERTH MODULE CLUSTER 
REMOVE SM-4 AND 
BERTH TO CORE MODULE 
PARTIALLY ACTIVATE 
DEPLOY MODULE CLUSTER 
*REMOVE CARGO MODULE 
AND BERTH TO CORE 
*FULLY ACTIVATE INITIAL 
SPACE STATION 
*DEPLOY INITIAL SPACE 
*COMMENCE ROUTINE 
F i g u r e  1-  18. Ini t ial  Space  Stat ion Buildup Sequence (Sheet 2 of 2 j  
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Tablel-5.  Modular Space S t a t i o n  Buildup Operat ions Timeline 
(Core Module Del ivery)  
Operat ion 
ASCENT TO ORBIT 
A l t i t u d e  = 272 NM 
I n c l i n a t i o n  = 55 degrees  
. Open cargo bay doors  a t  h  = 50 NM 
. C r e w  monitors payload s t a t u s  through 
h a r d l i n e  i n t e r f a c e s  
ON ORBIT CHECKOUT OF CORE MODULE I N  CARGO BAY 
, . C r e w  i n g r e s s  core  module i n  s h i r t s l e e v e s  
through s h u t t l e l c o r e  acces s  t unne l  
. Act iva t e  core  module e l e c t r i c a l  power 
. Ver i fy  ISS ope ra t i ons  
. Ver i fy  coo lan t  loop ope ra t i ons  
. Ver i fy  communication ope ra t i ons  
. Ver i fy  I M U  ope ra t i ons  
. Ver i fy  a t t i t u d e  c o n t r o l  func t ions  
. C r e w  eg re s s  co re  module, s ecu re  ha tch  
CREW REST PERIOD 
. Sleep ,  2  meals ,  pe r sona l  hygiene 
DEPLOY CORE MODULE WITH SHUTTLE MANIPULATOR 
. Manually d i sconnec t  s h u t t l e / c o r e  
i n t e r f a c e  l i n e s  
. Deploy both manipulators  (opera ted  from 
s h u t t l e  c o n t r o l  s t a t i o n )  
. Engage core  module w i t h  manipulator  
. L i f t  and deploy co re  module from cargo 
bay 
CREW REST PERIOD 
. 1 meal, pe r sona l  hygiene 
VERIFY CORE MODULE OPERATIONS BY SHUTTLE 
RF LINK 
. Enable G&C and RCS quads 
. Ver i fy  RCS ope ra t i ons  
. Ver i fy  rendezvous a i d s  ( l i g h t s  and 
t ransponder)  
Phase T i m e ,  
Hours 
4 
8 
12 
4 
2 
1 
Cumulative Time 
t o  Complete, 
Days '+ Hours 
0+4 
1+6 
1+7 
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Table  1-5. Modular Space S t a t i o n  Bui ldup Opera t ions  Timel ine  (Cont) 
(Core Module D e l i v e r y )  
Cumulative Time 
t o  Complete, 
Days + Hours 
1+8 
3+10 (max) 
Opera t ion  
SHUTTLE/CORE MODULE SEPARATION 
. Manipulator  r e l e a s e  of c o r e  module i n  
g r a v i t y  g r a d i e n t  o r i e n t a t i o n  ( d u r i n g  
s u n l i g h t )  
. Stow manipu la to rs  i n  ca rgo  bay 
. Move s h u t t l e  t o  s t a t i o n k e e p i n g  p o s i -  
t i o n  f o r  o b s e r v a t i o n  of c o r e  module 
by s h u t t l e  crew 
PREPARE CORE MODULE FOR QUIESCENT OPERATIONS 
USING SHUTTLE RF LINK 
. Shutdown c o r e  module RCS 
. Shutdown G&C 
. Shutdown rendezvous a i d s  when n o t  
obse rv ing  c o r e  module 
. Ver i fy  s t a b i l i t y  of c o r e  module i n  
g r a v i t y  g r a d i e n t  mode ( d u r i n g  s u n l i g h t  
p e r i o d s )  
CREW REST PERIOD 
. S l e e p ,  2 mea l s ,  p e r s o n a l  hygiene 
VERIFY CORE STABILITY & STATUS 
. Obtain  core  module subsystem s t a t u s  
check by RF l i n k  
. I n t e r m i t t e n t  o b s e r v a t i o n  of c o r e  
module s t a b i l i t y  ( d u r i n g  s u n l i g h t  
p e r i o d s )  
SHUTTLE DEORBIT & LANDING 
Phase  Time, 
Hours 
1 
4 
12 
8 
4 t o  26 (max) 
Space Division 
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Table 1-5. Modular Space S t a t i o n  Buildup Operat ions Timeline (Cont) 
(Power Boom Delivery and Assembly) 
Operation 
. O r b i t  I n s e r t i o n ,  open cargo bay 
doors a t  h = 50 NM 
. Crew monitors payload s t a t u s  through 
ha rd l ine  i n t e r f a c e s  t o  s h u t t l e  
. Phasing o r b i t  i n s e r t i o n  maneuver 
. Height adjustment maneuver 
. C o e l l i p t i c  maneuver, h = 260 NM 
CTIVATE C O N  MODULE 
. Act iva t e  G&C, RCS, and rendezvous 
a i d s  by RF l i n k  
. Command core  module t o  assume X-POP 
i n e r t i a l  a t t i t u d e  f o r  be r th ing  
. S h u t t l e  te rmina l  phase i n i t i a t i o n  
. S h u t t l e  t e rmina l  phase f i n a l  
. S h u t t l e  s t a t i onkeep  wi th  core  module 
Deploy both manipulators  (operated 
from s h u t t l e  c o n t r o l  s t a t i o n )  
. Engage s h u t t l e l s t a t i o n  adapter  i n  
crew i n g r e s s l e g r e s s  p o r t  with manipu- 
l a t o r  (during s u n l i g h t )  
. S h u t t l e  c l o s e  d i s t a n c e  t o  30 f e e t  
from core module 
. Engage core module wi th  manipulator  
(during s u n l i g h t )  
I n h i b i t  core  module RCS by RF command 
CREW REST PERIOD 
. 1 meal, personal  hygiene 
Space Division 
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Table 1-5. Modular Space S t a t i o n  Buildup Opera t ions  Timeline (Cont) 
(Power Boom Del ivery  and Assembly) 
2 
Cumulative T i m e  
t o  Complete, 
Days'+ Hours 
31+14 
32+2 
32+7 
r 
Operat ion 
CORE/POWER MODULE ASSEMBLY 
. Manually assembly core  module/adapter/  
s h u t t l e  i n t e r f a c e  l i n e s  ( e l e c t r i c a l  
power, comun ica t ions ,  a tmospheric  
v e n t i l a t i o n )  
. Ver i fy  core  module h a b i t a b i l i t y  
. C r e w  i n g r e s s  core  module ( s h i r t s l e e v e s )  
. C r e w  r e t r a c t  forward RCS quads on co re  
( t o  permit  adequate c l ea rance  f o r  
be r th ing )  
. Check TV alignment and o t h e r  b e r t h i n g  
a i d s  a t  co re  module +X a x i s  p o r t  
. C r e w  eg re s s  core  i n t o  s h u t t l e  
. C r e w  manually uncouples shu t t l e lpower  
module i n t e r f a c e s  a t  cargo bay 
. Engage power module wi th  manipulator  
, L i f t  and deploy power module from cargo 
bay w i t h  manipulator  
. Berth power module t o  core  module +X 
a x i s  b e r t h i n g  p o r t  (dur ing  s u n l i g h t )  
. Ver i fy  hard b e r t h  through h a r d l i n e  
communication i n t e r f a c e  
CREW REST PERIOD 
. 2 meals,  s l e e p ,  pe r sona l  hygiene 
CORE/POWER MODULE INTERFACE ASSEMBLY 
. C r e w  i n g r e s s  core  module ( s h i r t s l e e v e s )  
. C r e w  p r e s s u r i z e  power/core i n t e r f a c e  
volume (us ing  p re s su re  e q u a l i z a t i o n  
va lve  i n  co re  module ha tch)  and open 
core  module +X ha tch  
. C r e w  manually connects and v e r i f i e s  
power/core module i n t e r f a c e  l i n e s  
2  H2 l i n e s  and b a r r i e r s  
2  02 l i n e s  and b a r r i e r s  
1 N 2  l i n e  and b a r r i e r  
1 A i r  l i n e  and b a r r i e r  
12 Power t e rmina l s  
2  Data bus t e rmina l s  
2 A i r  duc t s  
. C r e w  a c t i v a t e s  a l l  i n t e r f a c e  l i n e s  
i 
Phase T i m e ,  
Hours 
6 
12 
5 
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Table  1-5. Modular Space S t a t i o n  Buildup Operat ions Timeline (Cont) 
(Power Boom Del ivery  and.Assembly) (Cont) 
r 
Operat ions 
CREW REST PERIOD 
. 1 meal, pe r sona l  hygiene 
PREPARE CORE/POWER MODULE FOR QUIESCENT 
OPERATIONS 
. C r e w  extends forward RCS quads on co re  
t o  normal ope ra t i ng  p o s i t i o n s  
. Ver i fy  flow of H2/02/N from power 
module tanks  t o  EPS an2 RCS subsystems 
i n  c o r e  
. C r e w  c l o s e s  core  module +X b e r t h i n g  
p o r t  ha t ch  
. C r e w  i n s t a l l s  TV camera a t  SM-1 b e r t h i n g  
p o r t  ha t ch  
. C r e w  conf igures  c o r e  subsystems f o r  
qu i e scen t  ope ra t i ons  and eg re s se s  core  
module t o  s h u t t l e / s t a t i o n  adap te r  
. C r e w  r e t r a c t s  a f t  RCS quads on c o r e  ( t o  
permit  adequate  c l ea rance  when b e r t h i n g  
c o r e  t o  adap te r )  
. Disengage manipulator  from power module 
and engage co re  module manipulator  socke t  
(during s u n l i g h t )  
. C r e w  c lo se s  core  module ha tch  and d i s -  
connects  co re l adap te r  i n t e r f a c e  l i n e s  
. C r e w  i n g r e s s e s  s h u t x l e  and c l o s e s  s h u t t l e  
ha t ch  
CREW REST PERIOD 
. 2 meals,  s l e e p ,  pe r sona l  hygiene,  etc. 
RECONFIGURE CORE/POWER/ADAPTER CONFIGURATION 
. Manipulator unberths  core/power module 
con f igu ra t i on  from adapter  
. Manipulator r e b e r t h s  core/power module 
con f igu ra t i on  a t  -X axis b e r t h i n g  p o r t  
t o  a d a p t e r  (dur ing  s u n l i g h t )  
. Crew v e r i f i e s  hard  b e r t h  by h a r d l i n e  
s i g n a l  t o  s h u t t l e  
. C r e w  p r e s s u r i z e s  adap te r  from s h u t t l e  
. C r e w  e n t e r s  adapter  and connects  a l l  adap te r /  
co re  module i n t e r f a c e  l i n e s  
. C r e w  i n g r f s s e s  s t a t l o n  and extends a f t  RCS 
quads on core  t o  normal ope ra t i ng  p o s i t i o n  
. Crew eg re s se s  s t a t i o n  and c l o s e s  s t a t i o n  ha tch  
Phase Time, 
Hours 
2 
5 
12 
5 
Cumulative Time 
t o  Complete, 
Days + Hours 
32+9 
32+14 
3 3+2 
3 3+7 
Space Division , 
North Amer~can Rockwei~ . 
Table  1-5. Modular Space S t a t i o n  Bui ldup 0 p e r a t i o n s . T i m e l i n e  (Cont) 
(Power Boom D e l i v e r y  and Assembly) 
Opera t ions  
CREW REST PERIOD 
. 1 m e a l ,  p e r s o n a l  hyg iene  
POWER/CORE/ADAPTER DEPLOYMENT 
. Crew d i s c o n n e c t s  a d a p t e r l s h u t t l e  
i n t e r f a c e  l i n e s  
. Enable  and v e r i f y  G&C,  RCS quads ,  
and rendezvous a i d s  by RF l i n k  
. Manipulator  deploys  s t a t i o n  c o n f i g u r -  
t i o n  t o  g r a v i t y  g r a d i e n t  o r i e n t a t i o n  
and r e l e a s e s  c o n f i g u r a t i o n  ( d u r i n g  
s u n l i g h t )  
. Stow manipu la to rs  i n  ca rgo  bay 
. Move s h u t t l e  t o  s t a t i o n k e e p i n g  
p o s i t i o n  t o  observe  s t a b i l i t y  of 
c o n f i g u r a t i o n  by s h u t t l e  crew 
. Command power/core  module q u i e s c e n t  
o p e r a t i o n s  (shutdown G&C, RCS) 
CREW REST PERIOD 
. S l e e p ,  2 meals ,  p e r s o n a l  hyg iene  
VERIFY CORE STABILITY AND STATUS 
. Obta in  power/core module subsystem 
s t a t u s  check by RF l i n k  
. I n t e r m i t t e n t  o b s e r v a t i o n  of power/ 
c o r e  module s t a b i l i t y  ( d u r i n g  o r b i t  
s u n l i g h t  t ime)  
. Shutdown rendezvous a i d s  when n o t  
obse rv ing  c o r e  module 
SHUTTLE DEORBIT AND LANDING 
Phase  Time, 
Hours 
2  
5 
12 
5  
4  t o  26 (max) 
Cumulative Time 
t o  Complete, 
Days + Hours 
3  3+9 
33+14 
34+2 
34+7 
35+9 (max) 
Space Division 
North Amer~can Rockwell 
Table  1-5. Modular Space S t a t i o n  Buildup Opera t ions  T imel ines  (Cont) 
(SM-1 Del ive ry  and Assembly) 
Opera t ion  
ASCENT TO ORBIT 
A l t i t u d e  = 270 NM 
I n c l i n a t i o n  = 55 d e g r e e s  
. O r b i t  i n s e r t i o n ,  open cargo bay 
doors  a t  h  = 50 NM 
. C r e w  moni to r s  SM-1 s t a t u s  through 
h a r d l i n e  i n t e r f a c e s  t o  s h u t t l e  
. Phas ing  o r b i t  i n s e r t i o n  maneuver 
. Height  ad j us tment maneuver 
. C o e l l i p t i c  maneuver, h  = 260 NM , 
ACTIVATE POWER/CORE MODULE 
. A c t i v a t e  G&C, RCS and rendezvous 
a i d s  by RF l i n k  
. Command power/core  module t o  assume 
X-POP i n e r t i a l  a t t i t u d e  f o r  b e r t h i n g  
. S h u t t l e  t e r m i n a l  phase  i n i t i a t i o n  
. S h u t t l e  t e r m i n a l  phase  f i n a l  
. S h u t t l e  s t a t i o n k e e p  w i t h  powerlcore  
con£ i g u r a t i o n  
POWER/CORE MODULE BERTHING TO SHUTTLE 
. Deploy b o t h  m a n i p u l a t o r s  ( o p e r a t e d  
from s h u t t l e  c o n t r o l  s t a t i o n )  
. S h u t t l e  c l o s e  d i s t a n c e  t o  30 f e e t  
from c o r e  module -X a x i s  p o r t  w i t h  
a d a p t e r  ( d u r i n g  s u n l i g h t  p e r i o d )  
. Engage a d a p t e r  w i t h  manipu la to r  
. I n h i b i t  c o r e  module RCS by RF command 
. B e r t h  power /core /adap te r  c o n f i g u r a t i o n  
t o  s h u t t l e  i n g r e s s l e g r e s s  p o r t  ( s e e  
Figurel -20)  d u r i n g  s u n l i g h t  p e r i o d  
. V e r i f y  h a r d  b e r t h  a t  s h u t t l e  p o r t  
. Manually assemble  a d a p t e r l s h u t t l e  
i n t e r f a c e  l i n e s  
CREW REST PERIOD 
. 1 m e a l ,  p e r s o n a l  hyg iene  
SM-1/ CORE ASSEMBLY 
. V e r i f y  c o r e  module h a b i t a b i l i t y  
. C r e w  i n g r e s s  c o r e  module ( s h i r t s l e e v e s )  
. Check TV a l ignment  and o t h e r  b e r t h i n g  
a i d s  a t  c o r e  module forward +Z a x i s  p o r t  
Phase  Time, 
Hours 
4 t o  26 (max) 
1 
4 
2 
5 
Cumulative Time 
t o  Complete 
Days + Hours 
61+2 (max) 
b 
@A!!! Space Division North American Rockwell 
Table  1-5. Modular Space S t a t i o n  Buildup Opera t ions  Timel ine  (Cont) 
(SM-1 D e l i v e r y  and Assembly) 
Cumulative Time 
t o  Complete 
Days + Hours 
b 
6 2+2 
6 2+7 
1 
62+9 
+ 
Operat ion 
SM-l/CORE ASSEMBLY (Cont) 
. Crew e g r e s s  t o  s h u t t l e  
. Manually uncouple shut t le /SM-1 
i n t e r f a c e s  a t  c a r g o  bay 
. Engage SM-1 w i t h  manipu la to r  
. L i f t  and deploy SM-1 from cargo  
bay w i t h  manipu la to r  
. Ber th  SM-1 t o  c o r e  module forward 
+Z a x i s  b e r t h i n g  p o r t  d u r i n g  s u n l i g h t  
p e r i o d  
. Ver i fy  ha rd  b e r t h  through h a r d l i n e  
communications i n t e r f a c e  
CREW REST PERIOD 
. 2 meals, s l e e p ,  p e r s o n a l  hyg iene  
SM-l/CORE MODULE INTERFACE ASSEMBLY 
. Crew i n g r e s s  c o r e  module ( s h i r t s l e e v e s )  
. Crew p r e s s u r i z e  SM-l/core i n t e r f a c e  
volume ( u s i n g  p r e s s u r e  e q u a l i z a t i o n  
v a l v e  i n  c o r e  module h a t c h )  and open 
c o r e  module h a t c h  
. Crew e q u a l i z e  p r e s s u r e  between c o r e  
and SM-1 
. Crew opens SM-1 h a t c h  ( f o r  b e t t e r  
a c c e s s  t o  i n t e r f a c e  connec t ions )  
. Crew manually connec t s  f l u i d  l i n e s ,  
gas l i n e s ,  and d u c t s  and conducts  
p r e s s u r e  checks and v e n t i n g  of i n t e r -  
f a c e  connec tors  
4 Freon l i n e s  
7 H20 l i n e s  
2 O2 l i n e s  
1 N2 l i n e  
2 H2 l i n e s  
1 A i r  l i n e  
2 A i r  d u c t s  
. C r e w  e g r e s s e s  c o r e  module 
CREW REST PERIOD 
. 1 meal, p e r s o n a l  hygiene 
Phase Time, 
Hours 
1 2  
5 
2 
dl!!!! Space Division North American Rockwell 
Table 1-5. Modular Space S t a t i o n  Buildup Qpera t ions .Timel ine  (Cont) 
(SM-1 Delivery and Assembly) 
c 
Operation 
SM-11 CORE MODULE INTERFACE (Cont) 
, C r e w  ing res ses  core  module 
. Disconnect vent  l i n e s  ( a t  i n t e r f a c e ) ,  
i n s t a l l  l i n e  b a r r i e r s ,  and a c t u a t e  
deadface va lves  on both  s i d e s  of 
i n t e r f a c e  
. Hookup e l e c t r i c a l  connectors  on both 
s i d e s  of i n t e r f a c e  
. Perform c o n t i n u i t y  and r e s i s t a n c e  
checks uuing portable test u n i t  
4 power connectors  
20 coax and/or  tw i s t ed  sh i e lded  p a i r s  
. Crew eg res s  core  module 
SREW REST PERIOD 
. 2 meals, s l e e p ,  pe r sona l  hygiene 
SM-I/CORE MODULE INTERFACE ASSEMBLY 
(Concluded) 
. Crew i n g r e s s  core  module 
. C r e w  completes e l e c t r i c a l  hookups and 
con t inu i ty  and r e s i s t a n c e  checks using 
po r t ab l e  t e s t  u n i t  
. Crew opens deadface swi tches  on bo th  
s i d e s  of i n t e r f a c e  
. Act iva t e  ISS and t r a n s f e r  con t ro l  from 
core  module t o  SM-1 
. Crew eg res s  SM-1 and co re  module 
CREW REST PERIOD 
. 1 meal, personal  hygiene 
SUBSYSTEM ACTIVATION & CHECKOUT 
. Crew i n g r e s s  core  and SM-1 
. I n i t i a t e  a c t i v e  thermal  c o n t r o l  wi th  
ISS 
. Disconnect manipulator  from SM-1 and 
deploy second manipulator  f o r  s o l a r  
a r r a y  viewing 
. Deploy s o l a r  a r r a y s  (25%)-wi th  ISS 
during s u n l i g h t  per iod  
. Use both manipulators  f o r  e x t e r n a l  
viewing by TV h a r d l i n e  d i sp l ay  i n  
s t a t i o n  and s h u t t l e  
Phase Time, 
Hours 
5 
12 
5 
2 
5 
Cumulative Time 
t o  Complete 
Days + Hours 
6 2+14 
b 
6 3+2 
6 3+7 
6 3+9 
6 3+14 
d 
Space Division 
North American Rockwell 
Table 1-5. Modular Space S t a t i o n  Buildup Operat ians Timeline (Cont) 
(SM-1 Delivery and Assembly) 
Operation 
SUBSYSTEM ACTIVATION & CHECKOUT (Cont) 
. Exercise  s o l a r  a r r a y  pos i t i on ing  
with ISS and i n i t i a t e  automatic  posi-  
t i o n i n g  dur ing  s u n l i g h t  per iod  
. Transfer  power from f u e l  c e l l s  t o  
s o l a r  a r r a y  
. Act iva t e  H2/02 regenera t ion  assemblies  
. Act iva te  c o n t r o l  moment gyros 
. Crew eg re s s  s t a t i o n ,  monitor caut ion  
and warnings f o r  a c t i v a t e d  subsystems 
i n  s h u t t l e  
CREW REST PERIOD 
. 2 meals,  s l e e p ,  pe r sona l  hygiene 
SUBSYSTEM ACTIVATION & CHECKOUT (CONCLUDED) 
. Crew i n g r e s s  core  and SM-1 
. Continue subsystem checkout and sub- 
system monitoring func t ions .  Adjust 
subsystem opera t ion  a s  requi red .  
. C r e w  eg re s s  SM-1 and core  
CREW REST PERIOD 
. 1 meal, personal  hygiene 
PREPARE CONFIGURATION FOR UNMANNED 
OPERATIONS 
. Crew i n g r e s s  core  and SM-1 
. Crew i n s t a l l s  TV camera a t  r e a r  
+Z a x i s  b e r t h i n g  p o r t  
. C r e w  conf igures  ISS f o r  unmanned 
opera t ions  and t r a n s m i t t a l  of subsys- 
t e m  s t a t u s  d a t a  t o  ground, ex t ingu i sh  
a l l  unnecessary l i g h t s  and o the r  
unnecessary equipment 
. Crew eg res ses  core  module and c l o s e s  
core  module -X a x i s  ha tch  
. Attach manipulator  t o  SM-1 socket  
during s u n l i g h t  per iod 
. C r e w  d isconnects  s h u t t l e l a d a p t e r  
i n t e r f a c e s  and c l o s e s  s h u t t l e  ha tch  
. C r e w  deploys power/core/SM-l conf i -  
gura t ion  t o  approximate p r i n c i p a l  a x i s  
f l i g h t  mode o r i e n t a t i o n  
Phase Time, 
Hours 
12 
5 
2 
5 
Cumulative Time 
t o  Complete 
Days'+ Hours 
64+2 
64+7 
6 4+9 
64+14 
@A!! Space Division North Amencan Rocl<well 
Table  1-5. Modular Space S t a t i o n  Buildup Opera t ions  T imel ine  (Cont) 
(SM-1 D e l i v e r y  and Assembly) 
. Q .  
Opera t ion  
PREPARE CONFIGURATION FOR UNMANNED 
OPERATIONS (Cont) 
. Manipulator  r e l e a s e s  c o n f i g u r a t i o n  
and b o t h  m a n i p u l a t o r s  a r e  stowed i n  
s h u t t l e  ca rgo  bay d u r i n g  s u n l i g h t  
p e r i o d  
. A c t i v a t e  c o n f i g u r a t i o n  RCS by RF l i n k  
t o  damp s e p a r a t i o n  t r a n s i e n t s  
. S h u t t l e  moves t o  s t a t i o n k e e p i n g  p o s i -  
t i o n  and m a i n t a i n s  subsystem s t a t u s  
watch by RF l i n k  
CREW REST PERIOD 
. 2 mea l s ,  s l e e p ,  p e r s o n a l  hyg iene  
b CONFIGURATION STATUS CHECKS 
. Cree moni tors  c .onf igura t ion  perform- 
ance and subsystem s t a t u s  
SHUTTLE DEORBIT AND LANDING 
Phase  Time, 
Hours 
12 
4 
4 t o  26 (max) 
Cumulative Time 
t o  Complete 
Days + IIours 
- 
\ 
, 
6 5+2 
6 5+6 
66+8 (max) 
Space Division 
North Amer~can Rockwell 
Tab le  1-5. Modular Space S t a t i o n  Bui ldup Opera t ions  Timel ine  (Cont) 
(SM-1 D e l i v e r y  and Assembly) 
Cumulative Time 
t o  Complete 
Days + Hours 
9 1+2 
9 1+3 
9  1+6 
9 1+8 
91+14 
Opera t ion  
ASCENT TO ORBIT 
A l t i t u d e  = 270 NM 
I n c l i n a t i o n  = 55 degrees  
. O r b i t  i n s e r t i o n ,  open s h u t t l e  ca rgo  
bay doors  a t  h  = 50 NM 
. S h u t t l e  crew moni to r s  payload s t a t u s  
through h a r d l i n e  i n t e r f a c e  t o  s h u t t l e  
. Phasing o r b i t  i n s e r t i o n  maneuver 
. C o e l l i p t i c  maneuver, h  = 260 NM 
ACTIVATE STATION MODULE CLUSTER 
. A c t i v a t e  G&C,  RCS, and rendezvous 
a i d s  by RF l i n k  
. Command s t a t i o n  module c l u s t e r  t o  assume 
X-POP i n e r t i a l  a t t i t u d e  f o r  b e r t h i n g  
. I n h i b i t  s o l a r  a r r a y  motion by RF l i n k  
. S h u t t l e  t e r m i n a l  phase i n i t i a t i o n  
. S h u t t l e  t e r m i n a l  phase f i n a l  
. S h u t t l e  s t a t i o n k e e p  w i t h  module 
c l u s t e r  
STATION MODULE CLUSTER BERTHING 
. Deploy bo th  manipu la to rs  ( o p e r a t e d  
from s h u t t l e  c o n t r o l  s t a t i o n )  
. S h u t t l e  c l o s e  d i s t a n c e  t o  30 f t .  from 
s t a t i o n  d u r i n g  s u n l i g h t  p e r i o d  
. Engage a d a p t e r  w i t h  manipu la to r  d u r i n g  
s u n l i g h t  p e r i o d  
. I n h i b i t  RCS commands by RF l i n k  
. R e t r i e v e  s t a t i o n  and b e r t h  t o  s h u t t l e  
i n g r e s s l e g r e s s  p o r t  ( s t a t i o n  -X p o r t )  
d u r i n g  s u n l i g h t  p e r i o d  
CREW REST PERIOD 
. 1 meal ,  personal.  hygiene 
SM-2 / CORE MODUL,E ASSEMBLY 
. Manually assemble c o r e  module/adapter /  
s h u t t l e  i n t e r f a c e  l i n e s  (communications) 
v e r i f y  
. V e r i f y  c o r e  and s t a t i o n  module c l u s t e r  
h a b i t a b i l i t y  
. Crew i n g r e s s  c o r e  module ( s h i r t s l e e v e )  
. Check TV a l ignment  and o t h e r  b e r t h i n g  
a i d s  a t  a f t  +Z a x i s  p o r t  
Phase  Time, 
Hours 
4 t o  26 (max) 
1 
3 
2 
6 
- 
Space Division 
North Amer~can Rockwell 
Table  1-5. Modular Space S t a t i o n  Buildup Opera t ions  Timel ine  (Cont) 
(SM-2 ECLSfLabs D e l i v e r y  and Assembly) 
Cumulative Time 
t o  Complete 
Days + Hours 
9 2+2 
9 2+8 
92+10 
Opera t ion  
SM-2 / CORE MODULE ASSEMBLY (Con t )  
. Crew e g r e s s  c o r e  module t o  s h u t t l e  
. Crew manually d i s c o n n e c t s  SM-2/ 
s h u t t l e  i n t e r f a c e s  a t  ca rgo  bay 
. Engage SM-2 w i t h  manipu la to r  
. L i f t  and deploy SM-2 from cargo  bay 
w i t h  m a n i p u l a t o r  
. Ber th  SM-2 t o  a f t  +Z b e r t h i n g  p o r t  
d u r i n g  s u n l i g h t  p e r  Lod 
. V e r i f y  h a r d  b e r t h  through h a r d l i n e  
con~municatinn i n t e r f a c e  
CREW REST PERTOD 
. 2 n e a l s ,  s l e e p ,  p e r s o n a l  hygiene 
SM-2 /CORE MODULE INTERFACE ASSEFBLY 
- Crew i n g r e s s  core  module ( s h i r t s l e e v e )  
. Crew p r e s s u r i z e  Sfil-2/core module i n t e r -  
f a c e  valume ( u s i n g  p r e s s u r e  e q u a l i z a -  
t i o n  v'alve i n  c o r e  module h a t c h )  and 
open c o r e  module +Z h a t c h  
. Crew v e r i f y  h a b i t a b i l i t y  of SM-2 and 
e q u a l i z e  p r e s s u r e  u s i n g  p r e s s u r e  
e q u a l i z a t i o n  v a l v c  i n  SFI-2 ha tch  
. Crew open h a t c h  i n  SM-2 
. Crew manually connec t s  and v e r i f i e s  
crew module/SM-2 module i n t e r f a c e  l i n e s :  
4 Freon l i n e s  
7 H 3 0  l i n e s  
1 0; l i n e  
1 N 2  l i n e  
1 A i r  l i n e  
2 Air d u c t s  
2  E l e c t r i c a l  power coanec t o r s  
1 6  E l e c t r i c a l  s i g n a l  feed- throughs 
(ECISS, ISS, communication-audio/ 
v i s u a l ,  d a t a - d i g i t a l l a n a l o g )  
CREW REST PERIOD 
. 1 meal ,  p e r s o n a l  hyg iene  
Phase  Time, 
Hours 
12 
6 
2  
Space Division 
North Amer~can Rocl<well 
Table  1-5. Modular Space S t a t i o n  Bui ldup Opera t ions  Timel ine  (Cont) 
(SM-2 ECLSILabs D e l i v e r y  and Assembly) 
Cumulative Time 
t o  Complete 
Days + Hours 
92+16 
9  3+4 
9  3+8 
9  3+10 
9 3+16 
Opera t i o n  
VERIFY ELECTRICAL INTERFACE COIE/SM-2 
. Ver i fy  deadface  sai t c h  p o s i t i o n s  
. Hook up t e s t  u n i t  t o  deadface  s w i t c h  
t e s t  p o i n t s  
. Perform c o n t i n ~ ~ i  t y  and r e s i s t a n c e  
checks 
. Disconnect  test u n i t  
. Open deadface  s w i t c h e s  
CREW REST PERIOD 
. 2 meals ,  s l e e p ,  p e r s o n a l  h y g i e n e  
91-1/SII-2 FLEXPORT IIJSTALL4TION 
. Crewman s t a t i o n e d  st SM-1 f l e x p o r t  
r e c e i v i n g  por  r window 
. Crewman u n l a t c h e s  f l e x p o r t  i n  SM-2 -- 
( f l e x p o r t  e x t e n d s  and s e l f - c e n t e r s  i n  
SM-1 f l e x p o r t  r i n g )  
. F l e x p o r t  l a t c h e d  and s e a l e d  t o  Sl4-1 
(ha rd  l a t c h e d )  
. P r e s s u r i z e  f l e x p o l - t  usi-ng e q u a l i z a t i o n  
v a l v e  i n  SM-1 f l e x p o r t  h a t c h  
. Ver i fy  p r e s s u r e  s e a l s  and a b i l i t y  t o  
ho ld  p r e s s u r e  i n  f l e x p o r t  ( p r e s s u r e  
decay t ime)  
. Open f l e x p o r t  h a t c h e s  SM-1 and SM-2 
. Crew v i s u a l l y  checks f l e x p o r t  f u l l  
i n s t a l l a t i o n  
. F l e x p o r t  h a t c h e s  p l a c e d  i n  normal 
o p e r a t i o n a l  p o s i t i o n  ( c l o s e d )  
CPSW REST PERIOD 
. 1 meal ,  p e r s o n a l  hygiene 
PREPARE STATION MOQLJLE CLUSTER FOR 
QUIESCENT OPCRATIOTJS 
. Crew i n s t a l l s  TV camera i n  -Z forward 
b e r t h i n g  p o r t  
. Crew c o n f i g u r e s  subsystems f o r  q u i e s -  
c e n t  o p e r a t i o n s  and e g r e s s e s  c o r e  module 
t o  s h u t t l e / s t a t i o n  d d a p t e r  
. Crew c l o s e s  c o r e  module h a t c h  and d i s -  
coqnec t s  a d a p t e r l s h u t t l e  i n t e r f a c e  l i n e s  
. Enable and v e r i f y  G&C, RCS quads ,  and 
rendezvous a i d s  by RF l i n k  
Phase  T i m e ,  
Hours 
6 
12 
& 
2 
6  
Space Division 
North American Rocltwell 
Table  1-5. Modular Space S t a t i o n  Buildup O p e r a t i o n s  Timel ine  (Cont) 
(SM-2 ECL,S/Labs D e l i v e r y  and Assembly) 
Opera t ion  
PREPARE STATION MODULE CLUSTER FOR 
QUIESCENT OPEPATIONS (Cont) 
. Manipu la to r  dep loys  s t a t i o n  (by SM-2) 
t o  p r i n c i p a l  a x i s  o r i e n t a t i o n  mode and 
r e l e a s e s  c l u s t e r  d u r i n g  s u n l i g h t  p e r i o d  
. Stow m a n i p u l a t o r s  i n  ca rgo  bay 
, Move s h u t t l e  t o  s t a t i o n k e e p i n g  p o s i t i o n  
t o  observe  s t a b i l i t y  o f  c l u s t e r  by 
s h u t t l e  crew 
. Enable  s o l a r  a r r a y  motion by RF l i n k  
. Command s t a t i o n  module c l u s t e r  q u i e s c e n t  
o p e r a t i o n s  (shutdown G&C,  RCS) 
CREW REST PERIOD 
. 2 meals ,  s l e e p ,  p e r s o n a l  hygiene 
VERIFY STATION MODULE CLUSTER STABILITY AND 
STATUS 
. Obta in  c l u s t e r  s t a t u s  check by RF l i n k  
. I n t e r m i t t e n t  o b s e r v a t i o n  of c l u s t e r  
s t a b i l i t y  d u r i n g  s u n l i g h t  p e r i o d s  
. Shutdown rendezvous a i d s  when n o t  
o b s e r v i n g  c l u s t e r  
SHUTTLE DEORBIT AND LANDING 
Phase  Time, 
Hours 
12 
4 
4 t o  26 (max) 
Cumulative Time 
t o  Complete 
Days + Hours 
9 4+4 
9 4+8 
95+10 (max) 
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Table  1-5. Modular Space S t a t i o n  Buildup Opera t ions  Timel ine  (Cont) 
(SM-3 D e l i v e r y  and Assembly) 
Table  1-5. Modular Space S t a t i o n  Buildup Opera t ions  Timel ine  (Cont) 
(SM-4 D e l i v e r y  and Assembly) 
Operat-ion 
ASCENT TO ORBIT 
Same assembly sequence of o p e r a t i o n s  
a s  SM-2 e x c e p t  f l e x p o r t  assembly i s  
d e l e t e d .  
SHUTTLE DEORBIT AND LANDING 
Phase Time, 
Hours 
4 t o  26 (max) 
7 4 
4 t o  26 ( w x )  
Opera ti-on 
ASCENT TO ORBIT 
Same assembly sequence of o p e r a t i o n s  
a s  SM-2 w i t h  f l e x p o r t  assembly i n c l u d e d .  
I n t e r f a c e  hookups a r e  s i m i l a r  t o  t h a t  
f o r  S1.I-1 a s  w e l l  a s  second c o n t r o l  
c e n t e r  a c t i v a t i o n  and checkout .  
SHUTTLE DEORBI T AND 1,ANDING 
Cumulative Time 
t o  Complete 
Days + Hours 
121+2 (max) 
124+4 
125+6 (max) 
Phase Time, 
Hours 
4 t o  26 (max) 
100 
4 t o  26 (max) 
Cumulative Time 
t o  Complete 
Days + Hours 
151+2 (max) 
155+6 
156+8 (max) 
Space Division 
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Table  1-5. ~ o d u l a r  space  S t a t i o n  Buildup O p e r a t i o n s  Timel ine  (Cont) 
(Cargo Module D e l i v e r y  and Assembly) 
Opera t i o n  
ASCENT TO ORBIT 
A l t i t u d e  = 270  NM 
I n c l i n a t i o n  = 55 degrees  
. O r b i t  i n s e r t i o n ,  open s h u t t l e  ca rgo  
bay doors  a t  h  = 50 nm 
. Crew moni to r s  payload s t a t u s  through 
h a r d l i n e  i n t e r f a c e s  t o  s h u t t l e  
. Phas ing  o r b i t  i n s e r t i o n  maneuver 
C o e l l i p t i c  maneuver, h  = 260 NM 
ACTIVATE STATION (PARTIAT2) 
. A c t i v a t e  G&C, RCS, and rendezvous 
a i d s  by RF l i n k  
. Command s t a t i o n  t o  X-POP i n e r t i  a 1  
a t t i t u d e  f o r  b e r t h i n g  
. I n h i b i t  s o l a r  a r r a y  motion by RF l i n k  
. S h u t t l e  t e r m i n a l  phase i n i t i a t i o n  
. S h u t t l e  t e r m i n a l  phase  f i n a l  
. S h u t t l e  s t a t i o n k e e p  w i t h  s t a t i o n  
STATION BERTHING 
. Deploy b o t h  m a n i p u l a t o r s  ( o p e r a t e d  
from s h u t t l e  c o n t r o l  s t a t i o n )  
. S h u t t l e  c l o s e  d i s t a n c e  t o  30 f t .  from 
s t a t i o n  
. Engage c o r e  module w i t h  manipu la to r  
d u r i n g  s u n l i g h t  p e r i o d  
. I n h i b i t  RCS command by RF l i n k  
. R e t r i e v e  s t a t i o n  and b e r t h  t o  s h u t t l e  
i n g r e s s / e g r e s s  p o r t  d u r i n g  s u n l i g h t  
p e r i o d  
. S t a t u s  cargo module 
CREW REST PERIOD 
. 1 meal,  p e r s o n a l  hyg iene  
STAT1 ON ACTIVATION (FINAL) 
. Manually assembly c o r e  module/adapter /  
s h u t t l e  i n t e r f a c e s  (ISS b u s ,  communica- 
t i o n s )  -- v e r i f y  
. V e r i f y  h a b i t a b i l i t y  of s t a t i o n  
. Crew i n g r e s s  s t a t i o n  ( c o r e  module) 
s h i r t s l e e v e  
. A c t i v a t e  remaining ECLSS: - C02 manage- 
ment; f ~ r l l  a tmospher ic  c o n t r o l ;  w a t e r  
management; w a s t e  management; hygiene 
Phase Time, 
Hours 
4 t o  26 (max) 
1 
3 
2 
6  
Cumulative Time 
t o  Complete 
Days + Hours 
181+2 (max) 
181+3 
1 8  1+6 
181+8 
181+14 
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Table  1-5. Modular Space S t a t i o n  Bui ldup Opera t ions  ~ i m e l i n e - ( C o n t )  
(Cargo Module D e l i v e r y  and Assembly) 
Opera t i  on 
STATION ACTIVATION (FINAL) (Cont) 
. Deploy manipu la to rs  f o r  so l -a r  a r r a y  
deployment v iewing by TV 
. Deploy s o l a r  a r r a y s  complete ly  d u r i n g  
s u n l i g h t  p e r i o d  
. S t a t u s  cargo module 
CREW REST PERIOD 
. 2 meals ,  s l e e p ,  p e r s m a l  l ~ y g i e n e  
STATION VERIFICATION 
. V e r i f y  c o n t r o l  of a l l  subsystems from 
b o t h  control .  s t a t i o n s  
CREIJ REST PERIOD 
. 1 meal., p e r s o n a l  hygiene 
DEPLOY AND BERTH CARGO MODULE 
. V e r i f y  ca rgo  module s t a t u s  
. Remove b e r t h i n g  p o r t  env i ronmenta l  
cover  (+Y forward p o r t )  
. I n s t a l l  TV camera at. +Y forward p o r t  
. Check TV al ignment  and o t h e r  b e r t h i n g  
a i d s  
. Disc.onnect cargo m o d u l e / s h u t t l e  i n t e r -  
f a c e s  
. Engage ca rgo  module ( i n  s h u t t l e  bay) 
w i t h  manipu la to r  
. L i f t  and deploy cargo module from 
cargo bay w i t h  manipu la to r  
. Ber th  ca rgo  module t o  +Y forward p o r t  
d u r i n g  s u n l i g h t  p e r i o d  
. Ver i fy  ha rd  b e r t h  through h a r d l i n e  
communications 
CREW REST PE,RT.OD 
. 2 mea ls ,  s l e e p ,  p e r s o n a l  hyg iene  
CARGO MODULE INTERFACE AS SEPiBLY 
. Equa l ize  p r e s s u r e  - cargo  module t o  
s t a t i o n  ( u s i n g  p r e s s u r e  equa l . i za t ion  
v a l v e  i n  c o r e  module h a t c h )  
. Open core  module +Y forward h a t c h  
. Crew manually connec t s  and v e r i f i e s  
ca rgo /  c o r e  module i n t e r f a c e  l i n e s  : 
Phase Time, 
Ilours 
12 
5 
2 
5 
12 
6 
Cumulative Time 
t o  Complete 
Days + Hours 
182+2 
1.82+7 
182+9 
182+14 
183+2 
183+8 
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Table  1-5. Modular Space S t a t i o n  Buildup Opera t ions  Timel ine  (Cont) 
(Cargo Module D e l i v e r y  and Assembly) 
-/ 
2 
Curnulati-ve T i m e  
t o  Complete 
Days + Hours 
183+10 
183+15 
184+3 
1 8  5+5 
O p e r a t i o n  
CARGO FIODSTLE INTERFACE ASSEMBLY (Cont) 
7 H20 l i n e s  
1 O7 l i n e  
1 N; l i n e  
1. H2 l i n e  
7. A i r  l i n e  
2 A i r  d u c t s  
2 E l e c t r i c a l  power connec.tors 
1 2  E l e c t r i c a l  s i g n a l  fee.d-throughs 
(ECLSS, ISS, comnimica t ions -aud io /  
v i s u a l )  
. S h u t t l e  crew d i sengage  m a n i p u l a t o r  from 
c a r g o  module and s tow 
CKEW REST PERIOD 
. 1 meal ,  p e r s o n a l  hyg iene  
VERIFY ELR CTRICAL TNTERFACE C /  CM 
, V e r i f y  deadface  s w i t c h  p o s i t i o n s  
. Hook up t e s t  u n i t  t o  deadface  switch.  
t e s t  p o i n t s  
. P c r f o r n  c o r ~ t i n u i t y  and r e s i s t a n c e  checks 
. Disconnec t  t e s t  u n i t  
. Ope11 deadface  s ~ a i t c h e s  
CP,EW REST PERIOD 
. 2 mea l s ,  s l e e p ,  p e r s o n a l  hyg iene  
INITIATE NOR.MAI, STATION OPERATIONS 
SHUTTLE DEORBIT AND LmD 
Phase Time, 
Hours 
2  
5  
12 
4 t o  26 (max) 
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vary  f r o m  4 to 26 hours  since phasing i s  required between the shuttle and 
core  module. Activation of the co re  module.RCS, G&C subsystem, and 
rendezvous aids by shuttle R F  link occur approximately 90 minutes before 
the final ~ h a s e  of rendezvous. After the shuttle rendezvous with the core  
module, the shuttle/MSS adapter i s  disconnected f r o m  the cargo bay mounts 
and, by using the shuttle manipulator, deployed and berthed to the passenger 
docking port  on the shuttle. The shuttle c rew then commands by R F  link the 
core  module to maintain a stable initial attitude prepara tory  to re t r ieva l  and 
berthing. The shuttle then closes  with the c o r e  module; the shuttle manipu- 
lator attaches to the core  module; the module and G&C subsystem RCS a r e  
deactivated by R F  commands ; and the module i s  berthed to the adapter.  
The core  module docking port  used i s  on the t Z  axis neares t  the power 
module/core module interface.  Fur the r ,  the core  module is  berthed so that 
i t s  longitudinal axis is  rotated 45 degrees  relative to the shuttle longitudinal 
axis as shown in Figure 1 - 1 9 .  This unique berthing orientation i s  used to  
minimize manipulator reach requirements  during berthing of the power 
module to the core  module. After the c o r e  module has been berthed to the 
adapter, the shuttle /adapter /core  module interfaces a r e  manually connected, 
and the core  module environment i s  verified for  shir ts leeve entry. The 
power module i s  disconnected f r o m  the shuttle cargo bay, deployed, and 
berthed to the +X axis port  on the core  module by the shuttle manipulator. 
The special  crew (two men) en ters  the core  module, manually connects 
and verifies the power module/core module interfaces and configures the 
assembly for detached operations (power module subsystems a r e  not 
activated at  this t ime).  The special  crew returns to  the shuttle, and the 
interfaces between the adapter and core  module a r e  disconnected. The 
shuttle manipulators a r e  then used to detach the core  module f rom the 
adapter. The core  module and power module cluster  is  then rotated and 
reberthed to the adapter at  the core  module - X  axis port. The adapter on 
the - X  axis port of the core  module remains on-orbit with the cluster .  It i s  
the designated shuttle/modular c luster  berthing interface (SIMCBI) for  the 
remainder of the buildup operations a s  well a s  for subsequent routine 
ope rations. 
After the adapter-to-core module interface i s  connected and verified,  
the adapter /core  module /power module cluster  i s  manually disconnected 
f r o m  the shuttle and positioned for final operational verification before 
release.  Through R F  links,  the special  crew conducts final checkout and 
activates the core  module subsystems,  and the modular c luster  i s  re leased 
in the gravity gradient attitude. Autonomously the separation t ransients  a r e  
dampened, and the gravity gradient attitude mode i s  stabilized by the core  
module subsystems. The cluster  i s  then configured for quiescent operations, 
and its  subsystem operational status i s  verified using R F  by the shuttle crew 
before  departure  and ear th return.  This mode i s  maintained until the 
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F igu re  1 - 19. Power  Module Ber thing 
@A!!! Space Division North American Rockwell 
modular c luster  i s  awakened, and i ts  subsystems a r e  activated before the 
next module delivery, approximately 26 days la te r .  
Sixty days after the co re  module i s  launched, the third module, SM-1, 
i s  launched. Since phasing i s  required,  the elapsed ascent t ime f rom launch 
to. rendezvous can va ry  f rom 4 to 26 hours.  The sequence of operations for 
delivery of SM- 1 i s  summarized in F igure  1-20. (This sequence i s  r e p r e -  
sentative of the operations required during the delivery of all  subsequent 
station modules. ) After the shuttle accomplishes rendezvous, the CM/PM 
cluster i s  commanded to stabilize and maintain attitude and i s  configured 
for berthing by R F  commands f r o m  the shuttle by the special  crew. The 
shuttle then closes  with the modular c luster  and the CM/PM cluster i s  
re tr ieved by the shuttle manipulator. The core  module RCS i s  deactivated, 
and the cluster  i s  berthed to the shuttle passenger berthing port .  
F o r  all  station module, cargo module, and RAM deliveries to the 
initial station, the berthed orientation of the core  module Y and Z axes i s  
ske\ved45 degrees with respect  to the longitudinal axis of the shuttle a s  shown 
in Figure 1-2 1. This berthing orientation i s  used to  minimize manipulator 
reach requirements  during berthing o r  unberthing of modules as well a s  to 
provide manipulator a r m  (and elbow) clearance in removal and replacement 
of modules in the cargo  bay. 
The modular c luster  /shuttle interfaces a r e  manually connected and 
verified,  and the CM/PM habitable environment i s  established. The special  
crew then enters  the berthed cluster  (in shir ts leeves)  and configures it for 
SM- 1 attachment to the forward +Z axis port  on the CM by uncovering the 
berthing port  and checking the television camera  and alignment. After c rew 
egress  f r o m  the CM, SM- 1 interfaces a r e  disconnected f rom the shuttle. The 
module i s  lifted out of the cargo bay and berthed to the designated port  on 
the CM by the shuttle manipulator. The special  crew enters  the CM; the 
CMISM- 1 electr ical  and fluid interface connections a r e  manually assembled;  
and a habitable environment i s  established and verified in SM-1. The crew 
enters  SM-1, and the control center  i s  activated for modular c luster  subsys- 
t e m  integration and checkout with the ISS. The pr imary  power buses a r e  
.engaged; the solar  a r r a y  panels a r e  deployed 25 percent and their  operation 
and electr ical  power output (4.87 kw) a r e  verified.  P r i m a r y  power i s  then 
t ransfer red  f r o m  fuel cel ls  to  so lar  a r r ay .  The electrolysis units for the 
RCS and fuel cel ls  a r e  activated, and the cluster  subsystems operation i s  
checked out. The modular c luster  i s  then configured for f ree  flight; the 
shut t le /cluster  interfaces a r e  disconnected; and the cluster  i s  deployed and 
positioned for release by the shuttle manipulator. A final operability check 
on the modular c luster  subsystems i s  performed by RF link; the RCS i s  
enabled; the solar  a r r a y  panels a r e  uninhibited; and the cluster  i s  released. 
Separation t ransients  a r e  dampened, and a principal-axis attitude flight 
mode i s  accomplished autonomously by the modular cluster.  The principal- 
axis attitude i s  maintained for 25 days until the next shuttle vis i t  when the 
module i s  commanded by R F  link to  fly an XPOP inert ia l  attitude before 
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STATIONKEEP WITH CLUSTER 
ATTACH MANIPULATOR TO CORE MODULE 
INHIBIT CORE MODULE RCS 
BERTH COflE TO SHUTTLE (CORE -X AXIS PORT TO ADAPTER1 
ESTABLISH SHUTTLEISTATION INTERFACE CONNECTIONS 
REMOTE ACTIVATION I / ACOUIRE RENDEZVOUS ATTITUDE CREW INORES 
ACTIVATE RENDEZVOUS AIDS 
ATMOSPHERE CHECK FOR SHIRTSLEEVE OPS 
CHECK TV CAMERA ALIGNMENT AT BERTHING PORT 
CREW EGRESS TO SHUTTLE 
BERTH SM-1 TO CORE MODULE 
CREW INGRESS STATION 
(SHIRTSLEEVE) 
SM-IICORE INTERFACE 
HOOKUP & VERIFICATION 
SUBSYSTEM ACTIVATION & CHECKOUT 
PRIMARY CONTROL. TRANSFER FROM CORE MODULE 
ACTIVE THERMAL CONTROL ISM.1 RADIATORS) 
DEPLOY SOLAR ARRAYS (PARTIAL) 
VERIFY AUTOMATIC & MANUAL POSITIONING 
TRANSFER FROM FUEL CELL TO PRIMARY POWER 
CONFIGURE FOR UNMANNED OPS & SUBS RENDEZVOUS 
REDUCE SUBSYS OPS TO MIN  RE0  
DISCONNECT SHUTTLEISTATION INTERFACE CONNECTIONS 
CREW EGRESS TO SHUTTLE 
ORIENT SHUTTLEISTATION FOR SEPARATION 
SHUTTLEISTATION SEPARATION 
ACTIVATE STATION RCS TO DAMP SEP TRANSIENTS & TO 
MAINTAIN ATTITUDE CONTROL 
DEACTIVATE FOR QUIESCENT OPERATIONS 
QUIESCENT (MINIMUM) 
STATION OPERATIONS 
Figure  1-20. Typical  Delivery Operat ions  Sequence 
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F i g u r e  1-2 1. Shutt le  N o r m a l  Ber th ing  Or ien ta t ion  
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berthing. The cluster  i s  configured for par t ia l  quiescent operations by R F  
commands, and i t s  s ta tus  i s  verified by the shuttle c rew before departure  
and ea r th  return.  
The e stimated duration of operational activities a ~ s o c i a t e d  with the 
assembly of the control and crew module a r e  listed in Figure 1-22. For  the 
activit ies l isted, it i s  assumed that two special  crewmen working together,  
in shir ts leeves,  will pe r fo rm the activities while the shuttle pilot crewmen 
monitor caution and warning devices, maintain the prefer red  shuttle attitude, 
and provide some limited operational support f rom the shuttle vehicle. One 
work day r e f e r s  to a period of 10 hours.  
SM- 1 -to-station hookup and verification a r e  based on 19 fluid and gas 
l ines ,  o r  ducts, at the interface of which eight have line b a r r i e r s  which 
prevent the escape of dangerous gases  o r  fluids into the station. Twenty-four 
e lec t r ica l  connectors a r e  included in the hookup and verification sequence. 
As noted, one day of on-orbit  contingency t ime i s  available to complete 
the listed operations.  This represents  the minimum t ime  available since 
additional t ime  (up to 1 t days)  may be available f r o m  the maximum t imes  
assumed for ascent and deorbit .  
OPERATIONS ACT IV ITY  
ASCENT TO ORBIT  & RENDEZVOUS 
BERTHING - SHUTTLE TO STATION 
ESTABLISH SHUTTLEI STATION INTERFACE CONNECTIONS 
CREW INGRESS, ATMOSPHERE CHECK & PRE-BERTHI NG PREPARATIONS 
(SM-1)  
BERTH S M - 1  TO STATION 
SM-11  STATION INTERFACE HOOKUP & VERIFICATION 
SUBSYSTEM ACT IVAT ION & CHECKOUT 
ACTIVATE P R I M A R Y  CONTROL, TRANSFER CONTROL FROM C M  
IN IT IATE  ACTIVE THERMAL CONTROL 
DEPLOY SOLAR ARRAYS (PARTIAL)  
VERIFY AUTOMATIC SOLAR ARRAY POSIT IONING 
TRANSFER FROM FUEL CELL TO P R I M A R Y  POWER 
PREPARE CONFI G FOR QUIESCENT (UNMANNED) OPERATIONS 
DISCONNECT SHUTTLEI STATION INTERFACES & CREW EGRESS 
S H U l l L E  DETACHMENT & SEPARATION 
DEORBIT & LANDING 
" 1 DAY REMAINS  FOR ON-ORB I T  CONTINGENCY 
ESTIMATED DURATION, HR 
2 6 )  - l t D A Y  
2 - 1 WORK DAY : I  
15 ) - 1.5 WORK DAYS 
1 ] - 5 WORK DAY 
6 DAYS*  
Figure 1-22 .  Typical Module Assembly Oqerations and Checkout 
1 - 5 8  
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Ninety days af ter  the co re  module i s  launched, the  fourth module, 
SM-2, i s  launched. Ascent t ime  f r o m  launch to rendezvous may va ry  f r o m  
4 to 26 hours  since phasing with the  orbit ing modular  c lus te r  i s  required.  
After the shuttle accomplishes rendezvous,  the  modular c lus te r  i s  com- 
nlanded to a s sume  and maintain an XPOP iner t ia l  flight attitude and i s  p re -  
pared for  berthing, which includes inhibiting the  so la r  a r r a y  panels.  The 
shuttle then c loses  with the c lu s t e r ,  and the c lus te r  i s  re t r ieved by the 
shuttle manipulator.  The core  module RCS i s  deactivated, and the c lus te r  
i s  berthed to  the shuttle passenger  berthing port .  The modular c lu s t e r /  
shuttle interfaces  a r e  manually connected and verified,  and the CM/PM/  
SM- 1 habitable environment i s  established. The special  c r ew then en te r s  
the berthed c lus te r  (in sh i r t s leeves)  and configures i t  fo r  SM-2 attachment 
to  the aft tZ axis por t  on the CM by the  shuttle manipulator.  This includes 
removal  of the berthing port  cover and checking of the  television c a m e r a  
alignment and operation. The special  c r ew again en t e r s  the  CM after SM-2 
berthing; the CM/SM-2 interfaces  a r e  manually connected and verified and a 
habitable environment i s  established and verified in SM-2. The c rew en te r s  
SM-2, and the flexport  i s  manually extended and connected to  the flexport  
hatch on SM- 1. The modular c luster  (CM/PM/SM- 1 ISM-2) i s  configured 
for f r ee  flight; the shut t le /modular  c lus te r  interface i s  disconnected; and 
the c luster  i s  deployed and positioned for  r e l ea se  by the shuttle manipulator 
in its approximate flight mode attitude. A final operabil i ty check on the 
modular c luster  subsystems i s  per formed by using R F ;  the RCS i s  enabled; 
the solar  a r r a y  panels a r e  uninhibited; and the c luster  i s  re leased.  Separa-  
tion t rans ien ts  a r e  then dampened, and a principal-axis attitude flight mode 
i s  stabilized by the modular c lus te r .  The principal axis attitude i s  main- 
tained for  26 days until the next shuttle vis i t .  The c lus te r  i s  configured for  
par t ia l  quiescent operations and i t s  s ta tus  i s  verified (using RF)  by the 
shuttle c rew depar ture  and ea r th  r e tu rn .  
SM-3, i s  the  fifth module del ivered to orbi t ,  i s  launched 120 days after 
the  launch of the co re  module. The ascent ,  awakening, re t r ieva l ,  berthing, 
at tachment,  interfacing, and the like operations a r e  s imi la r  to those p r e -  
viously descr ibed for  SM-2, except that  the flexport i s  not extended and 
connected until SM-4 i s  delivered.  SM-3 i s  berthed to the forward - Z  axis 
port  on the core  module. The CM/PM/SM-1/SM-2/SM-3 cluster  will fly a 
principal axis attitude mode during i t s  par t ia l  quiescent operations phase 
that l as t  for  26 days.  
SM-4 i s  the sixth and l a s t  of the station modules that  make up the 
basic  ini t ia l  MSS to be del ivered.  This  module i s  launched 150 days after 
init ial  launch of the co re  module and i s  attached to  the  aft - Z  axis por t  on 
the co re  module. The ascent ,  re t r ieva l ,  berthing and the l ike operations 
a r e  s imi la r  to  those previously descr ibed for  SM- 2, including the flexport  
extension and attachment operation between SM-4 and SM-3. In addition, 
the second control  cen te r ,  s imi l a r  to that  on SM-1, i s  activated, connected 
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to the data bus,  and checked out. The unmanned MSS flies a principal-axis 
attitude mode during i t s  par t ia l  quiescent operations phase that l a s t s  for 
26 days.  
One hundred eighty days after launch of the CM, the f i r s t  cargo module 
and initial six-man station crew a r e  launched. As before,  the ascent t ime 
takes f r o m  4 to  26 hours ;  the unmanned MSS subsystems a r e  statused each 
day before shuttle launch; and af ter  rendezvous, the station i s  commanded 
to an XPOP iner t ia l  mode, and i t s  solar a r r a y  panels a r e  inhibited for 
r e t r i eva l  and berthing. After the unmanned station i s  re tr ieved and berthed 
to the passenger  berthing port  of the shuttle, the shuttle/station interfaces 
a r e  connected and verified and a habitable environment i s  verified in the 
station. The initial manning crew then enters  the station; the so lar  a r r a y  
panels a r e  fully deployed, both control centers  a r e  fully activated; and al l  
subsystems a r e  brought onto line and checked out. 
After operational integrity of the station has been established, the 
cargo module / shuttle cargo bay interfaces a r e  disconnected, and the cargo 
module i s  deployed and berthed to the station by the shuttle manipulator. 
The cargo module may be berthed to either of the forward Y axis (t  o r  - )  
por ts .  The s tat ionlcargo module interfaces a r e  manually secured,  and the 
shuttle p repa res  for ear th  return.  The cargo module s tays with the station 
and acts as a supply center a s  well as provides a 96-hour emergency life 
support capability. The shuttle/station interfaces a r e  disconnected; the 
shuttle per forms a separation maneuver f r o m  the station and configures for 
ea r th  re turn .  At this  t ime,  approximately 185 days after launch of the CM, 
the  station is  fully assembled, activated, manned, and capable of initiating 
routine operations.  
The resultant orbi ta l  configuration of the initial space station, shown 
in Figure 1-23, consists of the co re  module, power module, four station 
modules, and the init ial  cargo module. During the period of routine station 
operations,  RAM's a r e  delivered and berthed to the aft Y axis (t o r  - )  
berthing ports  a s  required to support experiment operations. 
After five to six yea r s  of init ial  space station operations, additional 
modules a r e  delivered to achieve a growth (12-man) space station capability. 
Growth capability i s  achieved by replacement of the solar a r r ay ,  addition 
of a second (short)  core,  and addition of two station modules with c rew 
quar t e r s  and life support capability. Shuttle operations for  the growth 
buildup phase a r e  s imi lar  to those for buildup to the initial space station. 
The  shuttle pe r fo rms  a rendezvous with the station; shuttle / station berthing 
i s  accomplished with the manipulator;  and the station module is removed from 
the cargo bay and berthed to the appropriate - Y  axis core module port .  The 
space station configuration a t  each stage of the buildup (Figure  1-24) shows 
building f rom an initial station that has  two RAM's attached. 
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F i g u r e  1-23. In i t ia l  Space  S ta t ion  O r b i t a l  Configurat ion 
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F i g u r e  1-24. Growth  S p a c e  Sta t ion  Buildup 
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1 . 1 . 4  SHUTTLE SUPPORT OPERATIONS 
During buildup of the space station, the space shuttle i s  used to deliver 
and assemble the modules in orbit. The capability of the space shuttle 
impacts the design constraints which must be imposed on the modules in 
t e r m s  of the g r o s s  module weight at  shuttle liftoff. In this section, the 
shuttle payload delivery capability for the f i r s t  and subsequent modules i s  
discussed.  Also, the implications of the shuttle delivery capability and the 
limiting module weights a r e  presented. 
The shuttle design reference mission (DRM) provides the capability to  
deliver a 25, 000 -pound payload to a 270 -nautical-mile,  55-degr e e  inclina- 
tion orbit. The capability also exis ts  to re turn  an equivalent payload, e. g. , 
delivery and re turn  of cargo modules. This capability i s  associated with 
routine space station operations and i s ,  therefore,  based on a shuttle mission 
profile which includes rendezvous and docking operations. These operations 
a r e  not required for delivery of the f i r s t  space station module; therefore the 
on-orbit  AV requirements  a r e  decreased.  The reduced AV requirements  
dec rease  the propellant requirements  (ACPS and OMS) by approximately 
4725 pounds, a dec rease  which permi t  a corresponding increase  in the f i r s t  
module weight. The corresponding payload increase ,  i l lustrated in Fig-  
u r e  1-25, pe rmi t s  the delivery of a 29,725-pound payload on the f i r s t  module 
launch (including shuttle tariffs and weight growth margin allowance). 
The source  of the propellant reduction i s  shown in Table 1-6, which 
shows the shuttle DRM on-orbit propellant requirements  and the reduced 
requirements  associated with the f i r s t  module delivery. The total  shuttle 
DRM propellant requirement  is  27, 730 pounds, including 4538 pounds for 
rendezvous and 467 pounds for docking. The propellant requirement  for the 
fir st module launch is  reduced to 23,005 pounds by eliminating the rendezvous 
and docking propellant requirements  while increasing the orbi t  injection pro-  
pellant requirement .  The increased orbi t  injection propellant i s  required to 
permi t  del ivery of the f i r s t  station module to an altitude above 270 nautical 
mi l e s  since orb i t  makeup i s  not performed during the ear ly  phases of space 
station buildup. The f i r s t  module i s  delivered to 272 nautical miles  and 
allowed to decay during the f i r s t  two to th ree  months of the buildup operations. 
Additional propellant reductions, and thus payload increases ,  could be 
achieved by fur ther  reducing the on-orbit maneuver requirements .  The 
capability for five days of stationkeeping was retained-694 pounds of attitude 
control propulsion subsystem (ACPS) propellant-although the baseline space 
station mission profile i s  estimated to requi re  only one day. Also, the capa- 
bility to re t r ieve  and re turn  the f i r s t  module was retained to permi t  r e tu rn  
of the module i f  it cannot be fully activated and i t s  operability verified by R F  
link on-orbit. Elimination of this capability would also eliminate the redock- 
ing ( r  eberthing) propellant requirement (622 pounds of ACPS propellant) and 
reduce the deorbit ,  preentry,  and entry propellant requirements .  
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Associated with the delivery of the space station modules a r e  support 
i tems which must  be charged against the shuttle payload. During buildup of 
the MSS, these tar i f fs  vary f r o m  1264 pounds for the core  module up to a 
maximum of 2764 pounds for the power module. The tar i f fs  for a l l  modules 
and the tariff i t ems a r e  defined in Table 1-7. These tar i f fs  effectively 
reduce to shuttle payload since the identified i tems a r e  not inherently pro-  
vided by the shuttle. As an example, delivery of the core  module imposes 
a 1264-pound tariff. The core  module i s  the f i r s t  station module for  the 
selected buildup sequence. Therefore,  the maximum launch weight of the 
core  module (including weight growth margin allowance) i s  28,46 1 pounds. 
The corresponding maximum allowable module launch weights for  a l l  space 
station modules a r e  also shown in Table 1-7. The weights shown, with the 
exception of the core module, a r e  based on a 25,000-pound payload launch 
weight capability and, therefore,  include any weight growth margin allowance. 
OPERATIONAL ALLOCATION 
SHUTTLE MANEUVERING PROPELLANT 
(OMS t ACPS) 
OPERATIONS N O T  REQUIRED 
/FOR IST MODULE DELIVERY 
PROPELLANT WEIGHT 
(103 LB) RENDEZVOUS / .DOCK 
.ORBIT INJECTION 
.STATIONKEEPING 
DRM 1ST MODULE LAUNCH 
(270 N M I  X 55') (272 N M I  X 55") 
i 
PAYLOAD INCREASE 
UP 8 D O W N  
PAYLOAD WEIGHT (LB) 
25,000 
(-4,725 LB 
' SHUTTLE b MANEUVERING 
PROPELLANT A 
Figure 1-2 5. Shuttle F is t  Module Launch Capability 
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Table  1-6. On-Orbit P rope l lan t  Requi rements  
( F i r s t  Module Del ivery)  
Table  1-7. Shuttle Tariffs 
Miss ion P h a s e  
Orb i t  injection 
Rendezvous 
Docking (ber thing)  
Stationkeeping (f ive days )  
R edocking (r  eber thing)  
Deorbi t  
P r e e n t r y  
E n t r y  
Total  
Requi rements  
Tar i f f  I t e m  
Fir s t  Space 
Station Module 
Delivery 
Total  
( lb)  
11, 342 
- 
- 
6 94 
622 
8 ,998  
149 
1 ,200  
23, 005 
Shuttle DRM 
T a r i i i  Weight (lb! 
ACPS 
(lb) 
751 
1 ,242  
46 7 
6 94 
622 
254 
149 
1 ,200  
5, 379 
C o r e  
(WBS 01) 
P o w e r  ShI-1 I Ski-7 5x1- 3 SM- 1 i 
(WBS 0 2 )  (ii.85 3 3 )  1 ( 8 5 5  01) 1 (ilrBS 0 5 )  iTvYBS 0 6 )  
400 
300 
3 54 
OMS 
(lb) 
10, 311 
3, 296 
- 
- 
- 
8 ,744  
- 
- 
22, 351 
Two c r e w  1 400 1 400  
Total  
( lb)  
11,062 
4 ,538  
46 7 
6 94 
622 
8 ,998  
149 
1 ,200  
27,730 
Two c r e w  p r o ~ r i s i o n s  
Two PLSS and two P G A  
I 
400  / 400  
300 1 300 
3 54  3 54 
155  
1 6 5  
365  
4 2 5  
600  
2 ,  764  
22,  236 
3 5 4  I I 
190  
180 
4 9 5  
4 2  5 
N A 
2 , 3 4 4  
2 2 , 6 5 6  
P a s s e n g e r  p rov is ions  I 6 3 
1 
Leakage  m a k e u p  oxygen and / 
ni t rogen  0 I 
Shuttle EPS r e a c t a n t s  i 5  0 
Delta tank weight  9 7 
hlSS/ shut t le  a d a p t e r  NA I - 
T o t a l  / 1, 264  
k l a x i m u m  al lowable module  
weight  (including growth  
m a r g i n  a l l o ~ v a n c e )  
160 / 160 1 166 
I 
210 1 210 1 2 10 I 
383  3 8 3 ;  40 5 
4 2 5  1 7 5  4 2 5  
I I 
2 8 , 4 6 1  
NA 
2 , 2 3 2  
22 ,  7 6 8  
' NA I NA 
2,  237 
22,  768  
2 , 2 6 0  
22 ,  740 
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1 . 2  ROUTINE MISSION OPERATIONS 
1 . 2 . 1  STATION OPERATIONS 
Routine space station operations a r e  those daily activities necessary  
to maintain the operational integrity of the space station. During the routine 
operations mission phase, severa l  operations either impact  the space station 
design requirements or  a r e  driven by the design concept selection. The 
principal considerations a r e  the flight mode selection and the associated 
orbit  makeup requirements .  Other factors  dictated by these considerations 
a r e  the required so lar  a r r a y  orientation t ime his tory and the total station 
consumable requirements .  
Flight Mode 
In the selection of the space station flight mode, the influences of both 
subsystem and experiment operations must  be considered. The major  
factors  which ei ther  impact o r  a r e  impacted by the flight mode selection a r e  
summarized in Figure 1-26. Evaluation of the severi ty  of these inter-  
ferences or  effects on the identified subsystems and the experiments has  
resulted i n  the selection of a p re fe r red  flight mode. 
One of the principal factors  influencing the flight mode selection i s  
module hea t  rejection capability. The module heat rejection capability i s  
shown i n  Figure 1-27 for selected module locations. Although the module 
heat rejection capability i s  configuration dependent and must ,  in  the final 
analysis, be integrated over an  orbit ,  the minimum heat  rejection capability 
shown provide an  indication of the hea t  re ject  capabilities. As can be seen,  
the vertical  modules which a r e  the fa r thes t  f r o m  the solar  a r r a y  have the 
highest heat  rejection capability. The vertical  modules adjacent to the solar  
a r r a y  have a reduced capability, but i t  i s  s t i l l  better than either of the 
horizontal modules. The preference on the basis  of ECLSS considerations 
would be to provide radiators  on the vert ical  modules. F rom design 
simplicity and operational consi'derations, i t  i s  prefer red  to have the 
radiators  on station modules ra ther  than RAM'S o r  cargo modules. This 
selection resul ts  in  the heat  rejection f r o m  modules whose interfaces a r e  
established and nominally remain unbroken throughout the operational 
lifetime of the space station. 
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Figure  1-26. Flight Mode Considerations 
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The resul tant  prefer red  local-vertical  flight mode i s  with the station 
modules ver t ical .  During the short  periods of iner t ia l  attitude hold, the 
lnodules will not remain vert ical ,  a degraded heat rejection capability being 
the resul t .  The iner t ia l  mode was not considered a major  dr iver  since 
these periods will nominally be for  one day or  l e s s .  
Considerations of the heat rejection capability provided one constraint 
in the selection of the p re fe r red  flight mode. The remaining viable a l te r -  
natives a r e  shown in Figure 1-28. In all  the remaining alternative modes,  
the space station t Z  axis (geometric) i s  in  the direction of ear th  a s  shown 
in the figure.  Whether o r  not the tZ axis i s  opposite the space station 
position vector depends upon which attitude reference axes a r e  used: geo- 
lnetric a ses  or principal axes .  The prefer red  alternative i s  to orient the 
station with respect  to the geometric axes since they a r e  constant and pro-  
vide a constant refel-ence base for external  viewing experiments.  Use of 
principal axes would reduce the G&C subsystem and RCS sizing requirements ,  
but the orientation of the principal axes i s  dependent upon the space station 
configuration. Therefore,  the orientation of the principal axes i s  time 
varying (e .  g.  , with the addition of each RAM).  
Figure 1-2 8. Flight Mode Alternatives 
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The remaining alternatives shown i n  Figure 1-28 differ only i n  the 
direction of the SX and SY axes.  In two of the alternatives,  the SX axis i s  
perpendicular to the orbi t  plane (XPOP). The variations of this mode a r e :  
3-Y axis along the space station velocity vector (XPOP/YAVV) and +Y axis 
opposite the velocity vector (XPOP/YOVV). For  the remaining alternatives,  
the SY axis i s  perpendicular to the orbi t  plane (YPOP), and the SX axis i s  
e i ther  along the space station velocity vector (YPOP/XAVV) o r  opposite the 
velocity vector (YPOP/XOVV). The selection of the p re fe r red  mode f r o m  
this reduced se t  i s  dependent upon additional subsystem and experiment 
operations considerations.  
The impact  of the flight mode selection on the sizing requirements  for  
the G&C subsystem and RCS i s  summarized  in  Figure 1-29. As can be seen 
f r o m  the figure,  the flight mode selection has  a significant impact  on the 
CMG and total impulse requirements .  Although the values shown a r e  for  a 
specific space station configuration, the conclusions obtained f r o m  this case  
a r e  representat ive of the conclusions obtained f r o m  the investigations of 
alternative configurations. In general,  the XPOP flight modes (either 
XPOP/YAVV o r  XPOP/YOVV) required sma l l e r  CMG1s than the YPOP flight 
modes.  Also, longer intervals  between desaturation maneuvers could be 
tolerated with reasonable sizing requirements .  In contrast ,  the impulse 
requirements  for  CMG desaturation and orbi t  makeup for the XPOP flight 
modes a r e  higher than the YPOP requirements .  As a resul t ,  the logistics 
resupply requirements  a r e  increased.  F o r  the differences shown, the 
XPOP flight mode would require the equivalent of two additional shuttle 
flights over a ten-year operational period. Since the G&C subsystem and 
RCS sizing requirements  a r e  configuration dependent, the final configuration 
mus t  be  selected and additional factors  must  be considered in the flight 
mode selection. 
An additional consideration affecting the final flight mode selection i s  
the location of the RCS thrus ters .  Since the prefer red  thruster  location was 
on the core  module (Reference 2 ) ,  the flight mode selection ~ 7 i l l  i n f luence  
where on the co re  module the thrus ters  a r e  located. The considerations 
which impact  the thrus ter  location selection a r e  summarized i n  Figure 1-30 
for  the XPOP and YPOP flight modes. The basic  considerations a r e  (1) the 
number of th rus t e r s  available for orbi t  makeup, ( 2 )  the ability to combine 
orbi t  makeup and CMG desaturation maneuvers ,  and ( 3 )  th rus ter  plume 
impingement. 
In a l l  ca ses  except one, only two th rus t e r s  a r e  available for  orbi t  
makeup. The exception i s  the XPOP flight mode with thrus ters  i n  the X-Z 
plane ( Z  axis th rus t e r s ) .  Fo r  this case ,  four th rus t e r s  a r e  available for  
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F i g u r e  1-29.  G& C Siz ing  R e q u i r e m e n t s  
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\ 
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orbi t  makeup maneuvers .  This alternative,  as  well a s  the YPOP/Z axis 
th rus t e r s  alternative,  also permi ts  combined orbit  makeup and CMG desat- 
urat ion maneuver s . The significance of having this combined maneuve r 
capability i s  reflected i n  the resultant propellant requirements .  The 
impulse requirements  for  CMG desaturation a r e  ei ther  grea ter  than o r  only 
slightly l e s s  than the requirements  for orbit  makeup. Thus, proper  sched- 
uling of CMG desaturat ion maneuvers will a l so  satisfy,  o r  nearly satisfy, 
the orbi t  makeup requirements .  (The degree to which combined maneuvers 
will sat isfy the orbi t  makeup requirements depends upon configuration and 
operational altitudes. ) On the basis  of these considerations,  the prefer red  
combination of attitude mode and thruster  location would be one which 
pe rmi t s  combining CMG desaturation and orbit  makeup. Of the two a l te r -  
native s available,  the XPOP flight mode with Z axis thrus ters  has  the most  
(four) th rus t e r s  available for  orbi t  makeup and i s  the prefer red  flight mode 
and thrus ter  arrangement .  
Examination of the plume impingement considerations shows that all 
alternatives have some impingement; only the conditions differ under which 
i t  occurs .  The wors t  case  of plume impingement occurs  with the YPOP/ 
XOVV flight mode. Impingement on the so lar  a r r a y  will occur during orbi t  
makeup since the so lar  a r r a y  i s  trail ing (Figure  1-28) in this mode. 
The final consideration before attitude mode selection relates  to the 
so lar  a r r a y  orientation t ime his tory and the associated solar  a r r a y  inter-  
ference considerations.  The required solar  a r r a y  orientation t ime his tor ies  
a r e  shown i n  F igure  1-3 1 f o r  the XPOP and YPOP flight modes.  The 
f igures  show the required solar  a r r a y  rol l  and pitch angles a s  a function of 
the space station orbital  position and the angle between the orbit  plane and 
the ear th-sun  vector (solar  out-of-plane angle, P). Also shown a r e  the 
conditions under which the sun will be occulted by the ear th.  For  the XPOP 
flight mode, the so lar  a r r a y  pitch angle i s  constant for  a given solar out-of- 
plane angle. Therefore,  the ra te  a t  which the a r r a y  must  rotate about the 
pitch a s s  i s  relatively slow and i s  defined by the orbi t  regress ion  ra te  and 
the motion of the ea r th  about the sun. The a r r a y  must  have the equivalent 
of the capability to rotate through 360 degrees once each orbit, however. 
This capability could be achieved by cycling the a r r a y ;  and for those solar 
out-of-plane angles where the sun i s  occulted by the ear th,  this cycling could 
be performed during the dark side pass .  F o r  high solar  out-of-plane angles, 
the space station will be continuously illuminated, and a r r a y  cycling will 
have to be based on other considerations,  pr imar i ly  orientation mechanism 
design. 
The s h o r t - t e r m  magnitude of the solar a r r a y  rol l  angle requirements  
i s  l e s s  seve re  f o r  the YPOP flight mode, but the r a t e s  a r e  higher.  Also, 
the overall  orientation t ime his tory i s  m o r e  complex. In the XPOP mode, 
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the pitch angle i s  essent ial ly  fixed, and the a r r a y  rol ls  a t  orbital  ra te .  The 
YPOP mode requi res  combined pitch and roll  motions to maintain the a r r a y  
normal  to the station-sun vector.  The complexity of the orientation his tory 
for the YPOP mode m u s t  a l so  be a s ses sed  when the feasibility of manually 
orienting the a r r a y  following a fai lure ,  or  fa i lures ,  of an  automated solar 
a r r a y  drive mechanism i s  considered. In the XPOP mode, the a r r a y  pitch 
angle could be periodically se t ,  and the a r r a y  could be rolled a t  a uniform 
(orbital)  r a t e .  The YPOP mode would require  continuous, generally non- 
uniform ra t e ,  orientation of the a r r a y .  This i s  considered to be a complex, 
not ve ry  accurate ,  manual operation. 
The so lar  a r r a y  interference considerations,  i l lustrated i n  Figure 1 - 32, 
include line -of- sight interference with antennas and external  viewing sensors ,  
shadowing of modules with heat rejection rad ia tors ,  and shadowing of the 
a r r a y  by the station modules. The solar  a r r a y  interference effects a r e  
summarized in  Figure 1-33 for  the XPOP flight mode and Figure 1-34 for the 
YPOP mode. F o r  each case ,  the effects a r e  summarized  for  the two l imit-  
ing conditions: in-plane solar  orientation ( @  = 0 degrees)  and maximum out- 
of-plane so lar  orientation ( P  = 78.4 degrees) .  
Shadowing of the so lar  a r r a y  by the space station modules will occur 
with both flight modes,  but the conditions under which they occur differ. For  
the XPOP mode, the a r r a y  will be shadowed when the solar  out-of-plane angle 
i s  a maximum ( p  = 78 .4  degrees)  and the sun-station vector i s  in  the direction 
of the station SX axis .  No shadowing occurs  when the sun i s  i n  the station 
orbi t  plane o r  when the so lar  out-of-plane angle i s  a maximum and the sun- 
station vector i s  opposite the direction of the station SX axis.  Solar a r r a y  
shadowing occurs  when the station i s  i n  the vicinity of the terminator ,  and 
the sun i s  in-plane for  the YPOP flight mode. The interference occurs  a t  
sunrise  for  the YPOP/XOVV mode, a s  shown i n  Figure 1-34 and a t  sunset 
for the YPOP/XAVV mode. No a r r a y  shadowing occurs  when the solar 
out-of-plane angle i s  a maximum for the YPOP mode. The a r r a y  shadowing 
occurs  when the period of so lar  illumination i s  a maximum for  the XPOP 
flight mode and when i t  i s  a minimum for the YPOP mode. Therefore,  the 
effects  of solar  a r r a y  shadowing a r e  minimized with the XPOP flight mode. 
The interference of the solar  a r r a y  with earth-viewing sensors  i s  
s imi lar  for  both flight modes.  There  i s  no interference a t  the closest  
approach to the subsolar point (Rstation x Rsun = minimum).  Either the 
edge o r  the r e a r  of the so lar  a r r a y  will be i n  the field of view in  the vicinity 
of the terminator  for both flight modes.  The basic  difference for the two 
modes i s  the direction i n  which the solar  a r r a y  interference with ear th-  
viewing sensor s  occurs .  The interference i s  normal  to the orbit plane for 
XPOP mode and in-plane fo r  the YPOP mode. The YPOP in-plane in ter -  
fe rence  i s  opposite the direction of motion for  the YPOP/XOVV mode 
(Figure 1-34) and i n  the direction of motion for  the YPOP/XAVV mode. 
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Figure 1-32.  Solar Array Interference Considerations 
On the bas is  of these earth-viewing sensor  interference considerations, 
the YPOP/XOVV flight mode i s  prefer red  since the interference effects 
a re  considered the most  acceptable; i. e . ,  when interference occurs ,  i t  i s  
opposite the direction of motion of the space station. The YPOP/XAVV 
mode i s  considered the leas t  desirable because interference occurs  i n  the 
direction of motion and the capability for  unobstructed viewing in  this 
direction i s  considered to be highly desirable .  Although not as  desirable  
a s  the YPOP/XOVV mode, the XPOP (either YOVV o r  YAVV) mode i s  
considel- 713 acceptable. 
The final interference consideration i s  the solar  a r r a y  blockage of the 
comlmunication link l ine-of-sight to the detached RAM'S and to a tracking and 
data re lay  satell i te (TDRS). In a l l  flight modes,  periodic interference with 
tlle TDRS line of sight of a single antenna will occur ,  but the interference 
will be of shor t  duration and will be predictable. Therefore,  this effect 
can be minimized by operational procedures and i s  not considered a major  
driver on the flight mode selection. Since the orbi t  of the detached RAM'S 
\i~ill  be coplanar,  the YPOP flight mode places the a r r a y  i n  the line of sight 
whether t Y  o r  - Y  i s  along the velocity vector.  Hence, XPOP modes a r e  
prefer  red fo r  detached RAM communications. 
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F igure  1-33. So la r  A r r a y  Interference Summary  (XPOP)  
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In the final selection of the preferred flight mode, the combined effects 
of the influencing factors which have been discussed must  be considered. 
The principal considerations a r e  summarized i n  Table 1 - 8, and the funda- 
mental conclusions that were developed a r e  noted, i. e . ,  station modules 
vertical (ZLV) for heat rejection, RCS engine quads in  the X - Z  plane (Z axie 
thrusters) ,  and attitude reference to geometric axes on the basis of experi- 
ment conside rations. The remaining considerations have conflicting 
requirements and depend partly on configuration. 
The impact of the conflicting CMG sizing and impulse requirements 
was minimized by selecting a configurhtion that is  more symmetrical than 
the configuration present in  Figure 1-29. The selected configuration and 
the associated CMG sizing and impulse requirements a r e  shown in  
Figure 1-35. 
The remaining considerations a r e  the impact of the engine quad location, 
the solar a r r ay  orientation history, solar a r r ay  shadowing, and interference 
of the solar a r r ay  with external viewing experiments. On the basis of these 
considerations, the YPOP/XOVV mode i s  unacceptable because of RCS plume 
impingement on the solar a r r a y  even though this mode i s  the preferred mode 
for experimental external viewing. The YPOP/XAVV mode i s  the leas t  
desirable for experiment viewing; and a s  with the YPOP/XOVV mode, complex 
FLl  GHT 
STAT ION MODULES 
CARGO & RAM *Y 
(MILLIONS OF LB-SEC) 
PER 120 DAYS 
CMG SIZING 
Figure 1-35. CMG Sizing and RCS Impulse Requirements 
(Selected Configuration) 
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solar  a r r a y  motion i s  required.  Both YPOP modes present  communication 
interference problems with detached RAM'S. Because of these considera- 
tions, the YPOP mode was eliminated. The desirable  features  of the 
remaining mode (XPOP) are :  
1. Four RCS thrus ters  a r e  available for orbi t  makeup. 
2 .  Combined CMG desaturation and orbi t  makeup maneuvers can 
be performed with Z axis th rus t e r s .  
3. No RCS plume impingement on the solar  a r r a y  will occur during 
nominal operations. 
4. The solar  a r r a y  orientation motion i s  simple. 
5.  Effects of solar  a r r a y  shadowing by the station modules a r e  
minimized. 
6 .  The solar  a r r a y  interference with earth-viewing sensors  i s  
acceptable. 
Of these desirable  features ,  the second is also applicable to the Y P O P  flight 
mode. 
The resultant prefer red  local-vert ical  flight mode and the desirable  
character is t ics  thereof a r e  shown i n  Figure 1-36. There were  no strong 
dr ivers  which would permi t  the selection of either an XPOP/YAVV o r  
XPOP/YOVV mode. F o r  cons is tencyin  the study, however, i t  was necessary  
to select a single mode, and the XPOP/YOVV was selected a s  the reference 
flight mode. 
1 .2 .2  ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS 
Although the atmospheric density a t  the space station operational 
altitudes i s  extremely low, the density i s  of sufficient magnitude to produce 
aerodynamic torques and drag forces  on the orbiting space station. These 
forces  a r e  of sufficient magnitude that they will have an impact on the space 
station CMG sizing and RCS impulse requirements .  These subsys tems must  
be sized to accornrnodate the aerodynamic forces  produced over the opera- 
tional envelope (240 to 270 nautical mi les  a t  an orbi t  inclination of 55 degrees) .  
The atmospheric model, effects of aerodynamic forces ,  and the resultant 
space station sizing requirements  a r e  discussed i n  this section. 
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Figure 1-36. Flight Mode Charac te r i s t ics  Summary 
Severa l  a tmosphere  models reflecting the dynamic atmosphere  aspects  
of the upper a tmosphere  have been prepared ,  and the one m o s t  widely 
accepted and the one used i n  this study i s  the Jacchia  model which gives the 
orbi ta l  density a s  a function of position and t ime,  . and incorporates  the effect 
of the solar  activity, diurnal bulge, geomagnetic flux, and the l ike.  With 
this model ,  the orbi ta l  d rag  becomes a function not only of altitude but a l so  
of the yea r ,  orientation (launch t ime) ,  inclination position i n  orbi t ,  and t ime 
of y e a r .  
The var ia t ion of density with t ime,  over the period of in te res t ,  a s  
computed with the Jacchja  model i s  shown in F igu re  1-37 for  an  altitude of 
240 nautical mi les  and an inclination of 55 degrees .  Presen ted  a r e  the 
nominal annual var ia t ion and the annual average and t20- densi t ies ,  the 
$ 2 ~  values represent ing the peak density experienced i n  orbi t  during a 
t2u  level of so la r  activity. Also shown i s  the annual average 4-20- mean  
density,  which i s  the mean density over one orb i t  revolution. 
The nominal annual average and the t2u mean  annual average densit ies 
were  chosen a s  the operate- to  and design-to densi t ies  to be used, respectively, 
a s  shown i n  Table 1-9.  The usage i s  based on es t imated init ial  stat ion 
operational da tes .  To establ ish es t imates  of logis t ics  resupply requirements  
the 270 -nautical-mile nominal Jacchia  a tmosphere  a t  55 -degree  inclination 
on Februa ry  for  each year  f r o m  1982 to 1987 was used.  The RCS impulse 
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(ALTITUDE = 240 N M I )  
( INCLINATION = 55 DEG) 
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Figure 1 - 3 7 .  Atmospheric Density 
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Table 1-9. Equipment Sizing Cr i t e r i a  
requi rements  for  equipment sizing to pe r fo rm the neces sa ry  orbi t  maneuvers  
were  generated by using the 240-nautical-mile Jacchia  a tmosphere  fo r  
F e b r u a r y  1982 and the 270-nautical-mile Jacchia  a tmosphere  for  nominal 
resupply requi rements .  
Equipment 
CMG' s 
EC LSSIRCS electrolysis  
capabil i ty 
Solar a r r a y ,  end of 
life power 
Logistic resupply 
The design-to a tmospheric  model for  so la r  a r r a y  sizing was s e t  a t  
the end of five yea r s  of init ial  stat ion operation.  The a r r a y  mus t  be s ized 
to provide adequate power for e lectrolysis  of water  to supply RCS reactants  
that a r e  a function of the a tmosphere  density. Other constra ints  used i n  
deriving the impulse  requirements  were  that orbi t  makeup would normally  
be conducted concur ren t  with CMG desaturation,  and two RCS jets i n  the 
station X - Z  plane would be used. Fu r the rmore ,  the nominal t ime between 
CMG desaturat ion would not be  l e s s  than 12 hour s  and venting of other 
gases  and liquids would be scheduled during desaturation.  This venting 
requi rement  provides a ten-hour c lear  period for  ea r th  survey  and ast ronomy 
observations assuming  two ( 2 )  hours  will be  adequate for  the dissipation of 
vented gases  and l iquids.  The effects of o rb i t  makeup and CMG desaturation 
impulse  a s  a r e su l t  of a tmospheric  variation a r e  presented i n  Table 1-10. 
Atmosphere  and Altitude 
240 nautical  mi les  
2u m e a n  Jacchia  a tmosphere  
a t  Feb rua ry  1982 
240 nautical mi l e s  
2 u  nominal Jacchia  a tmosphere  
a t  Feb rua ry  1987 
-- 
270 nautical mi les  
Nominal Jacchia  a tmosphere  
a t  Feb rua ry  1982 to 1987 
Table 1-10 shows that the RCS tanks have been s ized to accommodate 
the highest  90 day impulse  requirement .  However, a s  previously stated,  
logist ic resupply requi rements  a r e  based on the 270-nautical-mile a tmos-  
phere .  The ini t ia l  RCS consumable value used i n  estimating the overal l  
stat ion resupply requirements  was taken a s  292 pounds of water  per  90 days. 
Figure  1-38 shows how much RCS logistic water  resupply requirements  
dec rease  in  the yea r s  f r o m  1982 to 1987 ... . . 
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Table  1-10. Atmospher ic  Model Impac t  Compar i son  
(IOC, F e b r u a r y  1982 ) 
CALENDAR YEAR 
r 
Atmospher ic  Model 
Jacch ia  
2cr m e a n  240 nautical  m i l e s  
( s i ze s  so l a r  a r r a y )  
Nominal 240 nautical  m i1 . e~  
( s izes  so l a r  a r r a y )  
Nominal 270 nautical  m i l e s  
( s i ze s  logis tic requ i rements )  
F igure  1 - 38. RCS Logis t ics  Resupply Requirements  
Init ial  Station 
Impulse  / 9 0 Days 
( lb -sec)  
196,600 
149,000 
93,400 
Water  
Requi rement /  
90 days ( lb)  
614 
46 5 
2 92 
I 
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1 . 3  PERIODIC OPERATIONS 
Pe r iod i c  space  s ta t ion operat ions  a r e  those  m a j o r  ac t iv i t ies  that  occu r  
on a  cyclic,  r e cu r r i ng ,  inter .mit tent ,  o r  infrequent  ba s i s  concurrent ly  with 
routine space  s ta t ion opera t ions .  The  ,major  per iodic  operat ions  a r e  logis t ics  
resupply  of consumables  and c r e w  rota t ion by the space  shutt le ,  the de l ive ry  
and r e t u r n  of RAM'S,  and the r ep l acemen t  of the  space  s ta t ion s o l a r  a r r a y .  
The f requency a t  which t he se  operat ions  occu r  i s ,  in  pa r t ,  dictated by the  
scheduling of the  exper iments ,  a s  d i s cus sed  in  Section 3, Miss ion Sequence 
Plan.  
1 . 3 . 1  LOGISTICS SUPPORT 
Logis t i cs  resupply  operat ions  a r e  the  flight operat ions  requ i red  to 
t r a n s p o r t  and r e t u r n  c r ewmen  and to de l ive r  c a r g o  to the stat ion.  The  f r e -  
quency of logis t ic  flights i s  d ic ta ted  by the  suppor t  r equ i r emen t s  (consumables ,  
s p a r e s ,  r ep l acemen t s ,  was te ,  down experi .ment data ,  and c r ew  rota t ion) ,  but 
i s  always l e s s  than 180 days ,  the  m a x i m u m  c rew  rota t ion in terval .  Station 
operat ions  i n  suppor t  of logis t ics  resupply  operat ions  cons i s t  of command 
control ,  ber th ing,  c r e w  and c a r g o  t r a n s f e r ,  and at t i tude and stabil i ty control  
operat ions .  
In the  logis t ic  concept se lec ted  fo r  the MSS, the ca rgo  module  i s  
employed a s  a  supply cen t e r ,  o r  pantry ,  fo r  s ta t ion and experi .ment consum- 
ab les  a s  wel l  a s  providing the  l ife suppor t  consumables  fo r  the 96-hour 
emergency  r equ i r emen t .  In th i s  concept, a  c a r g o  ,module i s  r equ i red  con- 
tinuously, and one i s  a lways  ber thed to e i t he r  of the two fo rward  Y ax i s  
por ts  on the CM. 
A typical  c a rgo  module  de l i ve ry / r ep l acemen t  begins with the shutt le  
de l ive ry  of the new c a r g o  module to the vicinity of the stat ion.  The  s ta t ion 
then t r a n s f e r s  to  and s tab i l i zes  in  a n  X P O P  ine r t i a l  at t i tude mode,  and the  
shutt le  i s  c l e a r ed  to in i t ia te  ber th ing operat ions .  The shutt le  manipula tor  
a t t aches  to the s ta t ion adap te r  on the -X ax i s  CM por t  and be r t h s  the s ta t ion 
to the shut t le  pa s senge r  por t .  Af ter  the  shu t t l e / s t a t ion  in te r faces  a r e  
connected and verified, th& new s ta t ion c r ew ,  i f  one h a s  been brought up, exits  
the  ca rgo  module  and e n t e r s  the s ta t ion through the  shutt le .  The  new ca rgo  
module shut t le  c a rgo  bay in te r faces  a r e  disconnected,  and the module i s  
lifted out of the  bay and ber thed to the "f ree"  fo rward  Y ax i s  po r t  on the  CM 
by the manipu la to r .  ,The used ca rgo  module /  s  tat ion in te r faces  a r e  then 
disconnected,  and the 'module  i s  detached and stowed in  the shutt le  c a rgo  bay 
by the manipu la to r .  Af te r  the used ca rgo  module / shu t t l e  
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connected and ver i f i ed ,  the shu t t l e l s t a t ion  i n t e r f ace s  a r e  disconnected,  and 
the  shut t le  i s  p r epa red  fo r  e a r t h  re tu rn .  If a s ta t ion c r ew  i s  being re tu rned  
to e a r t h ,  the re tu rn ing  c r e w  exi ts  the  s ta t ion through the  adap t e r  and en t e r s  
the used ca rgo  -module through the shutt le ,  a f t e r  the ca rgo  module / shu t t l e  
i n t e r f ace s  and ca rgo  module habitable environment  a r e  es tabl ished.  
The  scheduling of the  logis t ics  suppor t  operat ions  depends on the 
scheduling of the space  s ta t ion opera t ions  defined by the Miss ion  Sequence 
Plan.  The  Miss ion Sequence Plan,  s u m m a r i z e d  i n  F igu re  1-39, provides  the 
t ime  phasing of a l l  pr0gra .m e lements ,  including the  shut t le  suppor t  r equ i r e -  
m e n t s .  The  Miss ion Sequence P l a n  (detai led i n  Section 3 )  defines the schedule 
f o r  del iver ing the  s ta t ion modules ,  del iver ing and re turning ca rgo  ~modules ,  
and del iver ing and re tu rn ing  space  s ta t ion c rewmen.  It a l s o  defines the 
scheduling of a l l  F P E ' s  identified in  the  1971 Blue Book. The  logis t ics  sup-  
por t  r equ i r emen t s ,  which a r e  d i scussed  i n  m o r e  deta i l  f u r t he r  on, a r e  s u m -  
m a r i z e d  a s  we l l  a s  the scheduling of a l l  shut t le  launches .  The  resu l t an t  
operat ional  pr0gra.m has  a durat ion of approximately  16 y e a r s  f r o m  the f i r s t  
space  s ta t ion .module launch to the r e t u r n  of a l l  c r ewmen  a f t e r  the completion 
of exper iment  operat ions .  
Six months  wi l l  be requ i red  f o r  in i t ia l  s ta t ion buildup, with IOC occur r ing  
in J anua ry  1982. The s ta t ion wi l l  ope r a t e  a t  a  s i x -man  leve l  fo r  f ive y e a r s  
while exper iments  a r e  conducted i n  s ix  of the seven  exper iment  d isc ipl ines .  
In i t ia l  opera t ions  wi l l  be pr i ,mar i ly  conducted in  the GPL .  However,  the f i r s t  
a t tached RAM wil l  be introduced midway of the f i r s t  y e a r  of exper iment  
operat ions ,  and the f i r s t  detached RAM wil l  be  launched in  the  fourth yea r .  
As p resen ted ,  the Miss ion Sequence P l a n  w a s  developed on the  assumpt ion  
that  each F P E  wil l  be operated fo r  the 1ninimu.m durat ion consis tent  with the  
ach ievement  of significant  objectives.  Thus ,  each F P E  wil l  be  accom.modated 
a t  the  e a r l i e s t  poss ible  date .  
The to ta l  logis t ics  r equ i r emen t s  n e c e s s a r y  to suppor t  the  space  s ta t ion 
operat ions  and the exper iment  pr0gra .m defined by the Miss ion  Sequence P l a n  
a r e  shown in  Tab le  1 - 11. Approximately 1900 pounds p e r  month wi l l  be 
r equ i r ed  for  bas ic  operat ions  of the in i t ia l  space  stat ion,  whe rea s  3600 pounds 
p e r  month wi l l  be  requ i red  for  the growth space  stat ion.  Based on the expe r i -  
ment  scheduling previously  identified, approxi.mately 1000 pounds p e r  month 
wi l l  be r equ i r ed  fo r  operat ions  of the in i t ia l  space  s ta t ion exper iments ,  and 
1800 pounds p e r  month for  the growth space  stat ion.  The  exper iment  logis t ics  
r equ i r emen t s  shown a r e  a n  ave rage  value of the  require .ments  fo r  consumables  
and exper iment  equipment that  m u s t  be de l ive red  during the operat ion of the 
space  stat ion.  An addit ional  logis t ics  require .ment  i s  imposed by the need fo r  
oxygen and ni t rogen for emergency  opera t ions .  The  resu l t an t  cumulative 
r equ i r emen t s  a r e  .shown in  F igu re  1-40, w h e r e  the lower  l ine r e p r e s e n t s  the  
cumulat ive  require .ments  fo r  bas ic  s ta t ion opera t ions  and the upper  l ine 
r e p r e s e n t s  the  to ta l ,  including exper iment  opera t ions .  
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F i g u r e  1-39. M i s s i o n  Sequence  Plan S u m m a r y  
(Sheet 1 of 2 )  
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Figure 1 - 3 9 .  M i s s i o n  Sequence Plan Summary 
(Sheet 2 of 2 )  
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Table 1- 11. Average Stat ion Resupply 
Requi rements  
LOGISTICS ITEM 
CLOTHING 
LINENS 
GROOMING 
MEDICAL 
UTENSILS 
FOOD 
GASEOUS 
STORAGE - O 2  
- N 2  
WATER * 
SPECIAL LIFE 
SUPPORT LaOH 
WATERMANAGEMENT 
ATMOSPHERIC 
CONTROL 
C 0 2  MANAGEMENT 
WASTE MANAGEMENT 
HYGIENE 
1 RESUPPLY REOUIREMENT 
ILB:30 DAYSI 
INIT IAL I GROWTH 
AVERAGE EXPERIMENT 
RESUPPLY 
SPARES 31 
I I 
TOTAL 30-DAY AVERAGE I 2884 5415 
IJP-DOWN EMERGENCY I 
68 
I96 H R I  o2 1 4 0 4  1 633 
*Inc ludes  RCS Impulse R e q u i r e m e n t s  
3615 SUBTOTAL 
I 23 30 
Figu re  1-40. Cumulative Stat ion 
Resupply Requi rements  
1884 
TOTAL EMERGENCY I 427 
The resu l tan t  shutt le  r equ i r emen t s  f o r  suppor t  of the space  s ta t ion a r e  
summar ized  in F igu re  1-41 and Table  1-12 in  t e r m s  of the m i s s i o n s  requ i red  
for  the de l ive ry  of stat ion modules ,  c r ew  a n d / o r  cargo,  RAM'S, and RAM 
suppor t  sect ions .  Six shutt le  m i s s i o n s  wil l  be requ i red  fo r  de l ive ry  of the 
ini t ial  space  s ta t ion modules ,  and a n  addit ional  four shutt le  m i s s i o n s  wi l l  be  
requ i red  for  buildup to  the  growth space  stat ion,  including one launch fo r  
rep lacement  of the s o l a r  a r r a y .  Seventy-four shutt le  m i s s i o n s  wi l l  be 
requ i red  fo r  the  de l ive ry  of c r ew  and cargo,  and 51 flights wi l l  be  requ i red  
for  R A M ' S  and suppor t  sect ions .  The shut t le  launch frequency fo r  del ivery  
of c r ew  and ca rgo  i s  d ic ta ted  p r i m a r i l y  by considera t ions  of c r ew  rotat ion,  
because  t he se  m i s s i o n s  occu r  a t  a  f requency that  pe rmi t s  the concur ren t  
del ivery  of the ca rgo  n e c e s s a r y  fo r  the  suppor t  of the s ta t ion and exper iment  
operat ions .  The logis t ics  capabil i ty fo r  c r ew  and ca rgo  de l ive ry  i s  based on 
a ca rgo  module  capacity of approximately  11, 800 pounds p e r  flight fo r  shutt le  
m i s s ions ,  which concur ren t ly  de l ive r  up to s ix  c rewmen.  As previously  
noted, the  ca rgo  r equ i r emen t s  wi l l  be  approximately  2900 pounds p e r  month 
for  the in i t ia l  space  stat ion,  and 5400 pounds p e r  month fo r  the  growth space  
stat ion.  
669 
In addit ion t c  the  shut t le  m i s s i o n s  required fo r  the  de l ive ry  of the 
stat ion modules  and f o r  c r e w  and ca rgo  del ivery ,  addit ional  shutt le  m i s s ions  
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CARGO MODULE CAPABILITY I 
SHUTTLE 
TRANSPORT 
MISSIONS 
STATION 
MODULES 
CREWXARGO 
CARGO 
RAMS 
SUPPORT 
SECTIONS 
IN IT IAL  STATION 2884 LBIMO 
GROWTH STATION 5415 LRIMO I 
EXCLUDES UP DOWN EMERGENCY CARGO 
YEAR 
,. /  SHUTTLE SUPPORT SUMMARY I 
INITIAL STATION 
w STATION MODULES 6 
CREWICARGO 
RAMS 
20 I '36 FLIGHTS 
(-118 WEEKS) 
w SUPPORT SECTIONS 1 
GROWTH STATION 
STATION MODULES 4 
CREW & CARGO 54 ] 99 FLIGHTS 
RAMS 29 (-116 WEEKS) 
SUPPORT SECTIONS 12 
97 81 
F i g u r e  1-41.  Shutt le  Suppor t  Requ i rements  S u m m a r y  
I 
-- . .- 
I 
I 
I 
..................... " ....................................... - 
I 
. . . . . . . . . .  I 
1  1 1  I 1  I A 1 Y I A 1 1 1 1 1  1  I kb 
I 1  17 1 1 1  
I ' I w l l :  ' 1' I  i ,I 
I 1 - r i  I 7 1 1  I'm - 
wi l l  be r e q u i r e d  f o r  the  d e l i v e r y  of RAM'S  and the  suppor t  sec t ions  n e c e s s a r y  
f o r  the  opera t ion  of de tached R A M ' s .  F o r  the  r e f e r e n c e  e x p e r i m e n t  p r o g r a m ,  
only two s u p p o r t  s e c t i o n s  wi l l  be  r e q u i r e d  to  s u p p o r t  the  opera t ions  of de tached 
RAM's .  T h e s e  s u p p o r t  sec t ions  and RAM's  wi l l  b e  per iodica l ly  r e t u r n e d  t o  
e a r t h  fo r  r e f u r b i s h m e n t  and r e d e l i v e r e d  to o r b i t  fo r  f u r t h e r  ut i l izat ion.  
The  r e s u l t a n t  t o t a l  shut t le  s u p p o r t  r e q u i r e m e n t  i s  36 f l ights  f o r  the  
in i t ia l  s p a c e  s ta t ion  and 99 f l ights  f o r  the  growth s p a c e  s ta t ion ,  including 
the  four shut t le  l aunches  f o r  d e l i v e r y  of the  s t a t ion  modules  n e c e s s a r y  for  
buildup to  the  growth s p a c e  s ta t ion .  The r e s u l t a n t  launch f requency i s  
approx imate ly  one e v e r y  eight  w e e k s  f o r  the  in i t ia l  s p a c e  s ta t ion  Land one 
e v e r y  s ix  w e e k s  f o r  the  growth s p a c e  s ta t ion .  
82 
1 . 3 . 2  RESEARCH AND APPLICATION MODULE (RAM) DELIVERY 
83 
RAM de l ive ry  opera t ions  include the  shut t le  opera t ions  needed t o  de l ive r  
a t tached and detached R A M ' s  t o  the  s ta t ion .  The  t iming of t h e s e  f l ights  wi l l  
depend on the  e x p e r i m e n t  p r o g r a m  schedule .  Stat ion opera t ions  i n  suppor t  of 
these  opera t ions  inc lude  c o m m a n d  contro l ,  ber th ing contro l ,  and a t t i tude  and 
s tabi l i ty  con t ro l .  A typ ica l  RAM de l ive ry  begins  when the  shut t le  d e l i v e r s  the  
RAM t o  the  s ta t ion .  The  s t a t ion  t r a n s f e r s  to and s t ab i l i zes  i n  a n  X P O P  
84 94 85 95 96 86 87 93 88 89 90 91 92 
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i ne r t i a l  a t t i tude mode  and the  shut t le  i s  c l e a r ed  to in i t ia te  ber th ing operat ions .  
The shutt le  manipula tor  a t t aches  to the  s ta t ion adap te r  on the  -X ax i s  CM 
por t  and be r t h s  the s ta t ion  to  the  shut t le  pa s senge r  i n g r e s s / e g r e s s  port .  
Af ter  the shu t t l e / s t a t ion  i n t e r f ace s  a r e  connected,  the  RAM i s  lifted out of 
the  ca rgo  bay and ber thed  t o  the des ignated af t  Y ax i s  po r t  on the  CM by the  
.manipulator.  If no RAM'S a r e  to  be re tu rned  to e a r t h  o r  rep laced  in  o rb i t ,  
the  shutt le  i s  detached and s epa ra t ed  fr0.m the s ta t ion  and both ele,ments 
(s ta t ion and shut t le)  a r e  configured for t he i r  r e spec t i ve  m i s s i o n  phase .  If a  
RAM i s  to be  r e tu rned  to  e a r t h  o r  placed in  o rb i t ,  the  .manipulator of the 
a t tached shutt le  wi l l  l a t ch  onto the  des ignated RAM, the  stat ion/RAM in t e r -  
f a c e s  disconnected,  and the  RAM detached and stdwed i n  the shutt le  c a rgo  
bay.  The shu t t l e / s t a t ion  in te r faces  a r e  then disconnected,  the  shutt le  sepa-  
r a t ed ,  and both e lements  configured fo r  the i r  next m i s s i o n  phase .  
1 . 3 . 3  SOLAR ARRAY REPLACEMENT 
Planned o r  unplanned s o l a r  a r r a y  rep lacements  m a y  be  requ i red  during 
the operat ional  l i fe of the MSS. The  p r i m a r y  s o l a r  a r r a y  rep lacement  ope ra -  
t ions  cons i s t  of a  shut t le  launch to  de l i ve r  the  r ep l acemen t  a r r a y  and r e t u r n  
the used a r r a y ;  a  power t r a n s f e r  to  the fuel c e l l  power s y s t e m ;  e lec t ro lys i s  
units  shutdown; folding back ( r e t r a c t i ng )  the  old a r r a y  pane l s ;  detachment  
and stowage of the used a r r a y ;  a t t achment  of the new a r r a y  to the  boom; 
deployment of the new a r r a y  panels ;  t r a n s f e r  of the power s o u r c e  f r o m  the 
fuel  ce l l  to the s o l a r  a r r a y ;  and e l ec t ro ly s i s  units act ivation.  
During s o l a r  a r r a y  rep lacement ,  r eac tan t s  f o r  fuel  c e l l  opera t ion a t  a n  
ave r age  10 kw usab le  fo r  five days  .must  be  provided a s  we l l  a s  a  five-day 
supply of ga se s  fo r  s ta t ion a tmosphe r i c  ,makeup and RCS r equ i r emen t s .  
T h e s e  consumables  and assoc ia ted  s to r ing  and t r a n s f e r  equip.ment wil l  be  
de l ive red  on the s a m e  launch that  br ings  up the  new so l a r  a r r a y .  
The opera t iona l  require .ments  at tendant with s o l a r  a r r a y  r emova l  and 
replace .ment  a r e  i l lus t ra ted  in  the sequence of ske tches  i n  F i g u r e  1-42. The  
sequence begins a f t e r  the shutt le  ha s  removed the ber th ing adap te r  f r o m  -X 
ax i s  s ta t ion location and ha s  ber thed to  the  power boom (the s o l a r  a r r a y s  
have been r e t r a c t e d  and folded and s ta t ion power i s  obtained f r o m  the fuel 
c e l l s ) .  The  old a r r a y  i s  s epa r a t ed  f r o m  the power boom using the  .mani- 
pula tor .  The shut t le  .moves to a  stat ionkeeping posit ion to  perf0r.m the a r r a y  
exchange shown in  sketches  4  through 7 (F igu re  1-42) .  The old a r r a y  i s  
ber thed to  the  f ix ture  a t  the  end of the ca rgo  bay and the  new a r r a y  i s  posi-  
tioned on the berthing adap te r  ( ske tch  5 ) .  Before  reber th ing  the  new a r r a y  
to  the  stat ion,  the launch suppor t  s t r u c t u r e  (which suppor t s  the  a r r a y  in  the 
ca rgo  bay) i s  moved f r o m  the  new a r r a y  to the  old a r r a y  a s  shown in  sketch 6. 
The old a r r a y  i s  then stowed i n  the c a r g o  bay. With t he  manipula tor ,  the  
power boom of the s ta t ion i s  captured and ber thed to  the new a r r a y .  Af t e r  
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shu t t l e l adap t e r  separa t ion ,  the new s o l a r  a r r a y s  a r e  unfolded, extended, and 
act ivated,  and the ber th ing adap te r  i s  r ep laced  on the c o r e  .module -X ax i s  
por t .  
1 .  3 .4  S P A C E  STATION DISPOSITION 
Upon complet ion of routine space  s ta t ion operat ions ,  the modules  wil l  
be  r e t u rned  to  e a r t h  by the  shutt le .  Resea r ch  and applicat ion modules  wi l l  
be  r e t u rned  f i r s t  followed by a planned d i s a s semb ly  of the s ta t ion in  the 
r e v e r s e  sequence used fo r  buildup. The  p r i m a r y  .exception t o  the  r e v e r s e  
sequence i s  that  a  c a rgo  module wi l l  r ema in  a t tached to  the c o r e  module  to 
provide  s t o r age  fo r  fuel  r eac tan t s  (needed fo r  e l e c t r i c a l  power) until  a l l  the 
s t a t ion  modules  and the power .module a r e  re tu rned .  The  final r e t u r n  
sequence wi l l  be:  s ta t ion .modules; power .module; c a rgo  module;  and c o r e  
module.  
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2. CREW OPERATIONS 
2 . 1  CREW OPERATIONAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL CONCEPTS 
The crew i s  a cr i t ical  p a r t  of the MSS sys tem and, like other valuable 
resources  of this system, must  be used effectively. The MSS sys tem crew 
consists of a la rge  number of trained individuals whose activity and partipa- 
tion vary  widely over the many years  of the program operation. The nominal 
crew size for the initial space station i s  s ix  members  a t  any specific t ime. 
This c rew size represents  a range of technical and scientific disciplines 
operating a s  independently a s  any naval vessel  or  remote expedition with 
periodic logistics support. This independence f r o m  ground support requi res  
skil ls  and capabilities to conduct a l l  normal  operations and maintenance and 
emergency repa i r  a s  well as  a comprehensive program of research ,  investi-  
gation, and development operations.  Technical support and direction will be 
available f r o m  the ground through the MSS communications system. 
The application of some for ma1 organizational guidelines appears 
necessary  if the desired degree of operational effectiveness i s  to be achieved 
and maintained. At the minimum, the requirements  of safety dictate the  use 
of an authoritative commander.  In addition, the duality of the station mission, 
i. e. , per fo rm experiment operations and operate the vehicle, indicates the 
need for delegation of responsibility. 
2 . 1 . 1  ANALOGOUS INSTITUTIONS 
A review was conducted of the organizational and personnel mix  
complements of cer tain civilian and quasimil i tary organizations. Included 
was the North American Rockwell Science Center.  The principal similarity 
i s  that the p r i m a r y  objectives of the science center  a r e  to conduct r e sea rch  
and experimentation. The center  i s  d iss imi lar  i n  that, though i t  i s  self- 
sufficient f r o m  m o r n i ~ g  to night, i t  does not have 24-hour personal living 
facil i t ies,  nor i s  i t  a complex, mobile vehicle i n  a hazardous environment. 
Also, the personnel size i s  significantly l a rge r .  The organization i s  based 
pr imar i ly  on a group of scientific specialty cel ls ,  consisting of scientists 
and support technicians. General technical support functions a r e  shared by 
al l  units. The total organization, including smal l  administrative units, i s  
under the direction of a company executive. A comparison of the Science 
Center organization s t ructure with that of the MSS i s  shown i n  Table 2-1.  
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Table 2 - 1 .  Selection of Space Station Crew 
Using NR Science Center Analog 
A Coast Guard vesse l ,  U .  S. C. G. Burton Island, was surveyed on the 
bas is  that i t  supports the conduct of scientific investigations in  the Antarctic.  
Other s imi lar i t ies  a r e  that the vesse l  operates  self-sufficiently and near ly  
autonomously fo r  extended periods (about nine months) with a multi-system 
vehicle i n  a hazardous environment. Dissimilar i t ies  include the fact that 
the vesse l  does not provide experiment facil i t ies per  s e ,  that scientists a r e  
quar te red  aboard for relatively short  segments of the mission, and that 
they a r e  outnumbered by the large crew size about 30 to 1 .  The crew i s  
organized according to Coast Guard o r  Naval convention, with a n  authori- 
tative commander ,  and various subordinate ranks.  The shipf s captain has  no 
control over the scient is ts ,  who have no control of any shipf s functions other 
than to request  support for scientific activit ies.  A comparison of the 
organizational s t ruc tu re  of the Burton Island with that of the space station i s  
shown i n  Table 2  -2 .  
Job Specialty 
Executive s 
Upper management 
Sec re t a r i e s  
Ph.,D group leaders  
Ph.  D exper imenters  and 
theoris ts  
Direct  assoc ia tes  and 
technicians 
Shop supervision 
Designers ,  mechanics,  
technicians 
Services  supervision 
Services  personnel 
Total 
Other types of U.S. Navy vessels  which operate under the control of 
Military Ships Transpor t  Service (MSTS) a r e  manned by civil service crews 
and pe r fo rm scientific investigations under the direction of an onboard crew 
of invest igators .  The ship 's  captain i s  totally responsible in  ma t t e r s  affecting 
the safety of the ship, and has  the final say  in operations recommended by 
Manpower 
Distribution 
(percent) 
2  I 1  
11  
I 26 
25 
I 9 
15  I 
100 
Analog to 
Space Station 
(percent x 6 )  
0 . 2  
Allocated 
2 . 2  
1 . 7  
0 . 7  
1 . 2  
6 . 0  
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s c i en t i s t s .  The  s c i en t i s t s  gene ra l l y  d i r e c t  the de s i r ed  c o u r s e  and objective.  
The  sc ien t i s t s  a r e  coordinated b y  one of the i r  number  fo r  pu rpose s  of 
ef f ic iency and commonal i ty .  Tab le  2 - 3  compa re s  crew-dis t r ibut ion analogs 
with the se lec ted  c r e w  for  routine ac t iv i t i e s .  
Table  2 -2.  Compara t ive  Organizat ional  Breakdown - 
U. S. C .  G.  Bur ton  Is land Ve r sus  Space Stat ion 
Table  2 -3.  Selected C r e w  Ver sus  Crew -Dis t r ibut ion Analogs 
Analog to 
Space Stat ion 
(percen t  x 6 )  
0 . 6  
0. 8 
0 . 5  
0. 8 
Allocated 
0 . 9  
0 . 9  
0 . 7  
0 . 5  
0 . 2  
0 . 1  
6 . 0  
Off icers  
Admin is t ra t ive  
Utility s y s  terns 
E lec t ron ic  s y s  terns 
Seamen 
Enginemen 
Damage and f i r e m e n  
Cornrnis s a r y  (cooks)  
Scient is ts  
Medic a1 
P i lo t s  
Total  
Manpower 
Dis t r ibut ion 
(percen t )  
7 . 5  
10 .0  
6 . 0  
9 . 5  
25. 0 
1 2 . 0  
12 .0  
8 . 0  
6 . 5  
2 . 0  
1 . 5  
100 .0  
Funct ion 
- 
Executive 1 Adminis t ra t ive  
Scient is ts  ( expe r imen t e r s )  
Support  technic ians  
Stat ion ope ra t ions  
Stat ion s e r v i c e s  
Tota l  
NR 
Science 
Cente r  
0 . 2  
2 . 2  
1 . 6  
0 . 7  
1 . 3  
6 . 0  
USCG 
Burton 
Is land 
0. 6 
0 . 5  
3 . 1  
1 . 0  
0. 8 
6 . 0  
- 
Selected 
Stat ion 
Crew 
0 . 4  
3 . 5  
0 . 8  
0 . 6  
0 . 7  
6 . 0  
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RECOMMENDED ORGANIZATION 
The space station shal l  be under the control of one man who i s  respon- 
sible for the safety and operation of the vehicle. This station commander 
should delegate command responsibilities to other individuals to a s  su re  
operation and safety of a l l  onboard sys tems and the accomplishment of 
maintenance and housekeeping tasks,  and to per form a l l  bas ic  flight opera- 
tions and miss ion  tasks .  This delegation provides backup to the command 
function and makes maximum use  of onboard specialt ies.  Two other a r e a s  
of responsibility not associated with station command a r e  to coordinate the 
requirements  and scheduling of a l l  experiment activit ies,  and to monitor 
health and life-support conditions. These delegations a r e  not necessar i ly  
a s  signed to four different crew members ,  but a r e  dependent on crew makeup 
a t  a given miss ion  t ime.  No purpose would be served  in  identifying these 
individuals by a title other than that reflected by their  job, since a rank 
would be meaningless.  These functions d i rec t  and support any necessary  
technician support personnel and would act for  the commander a s  necessary  
under appropriate procedure or precedence. 
Each FPE and discipline should be under the control of one man, 
operating independently except for the necessary  l iaison with other experi  - 
mentors  via the experiment coordinator and with the approval of the station 
commander.  The crewman assigned to act  a s  an experiment coordinator 
would work to achieve efficiency, commonality, and to establish pr ior i t ies  
for the various experiment  disciplines, a s  well a s  directing o r  operating 
h is  own specialty a r e a s .  The p r imary  purpose of this job i s  to present  
unified and coordinated requirements to the station commander.  Figure 2-1 
shows the recommended space station organization, subject to variations 
i n  skil ls  and manpower needs.  
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2 .2 CREW OPERATIONS CONSTRAINTS 
Various missions,  mission support, station, and experiments e lements  
a r e  constraints for c rew operations. These a r e  sometimes subject to t rade-  
offs but, in  a l l  ca ses ,  require  integration and scheduling to establish c rew 
operations and skill  requirements .  
2 . 2 . 1  CONTINUOUS EXPERIMENT FUNCTIONS 
Experiment activit ies such a s  ea r th  and celest ia l  observation a r e  
available for  scheduling throughout a 24-hour period. Regardless of t rue  
workload, three men  could profitably be assigned to participate i n  the 
experiment operation. Functions of this nature thus tend to constraint crew 
duty cycles . The tradeoff involved i s  the value of continuous observation 
i n  one discipline versus  the application of the ex t ra  man-hours to a different 
discipline. 
2 . 2 . 2  ON-ORBIT MAINTENANCE 
The station-life t ime which dictates the on-orbit maintenance concept 
requires  that the crew makeup always contain a t  l eas t  a minimum of skil ls  
and manpower available for  maintenance. The minimum i s  based on safety 
and crit icali ty considerations,  a s  well a s  on the tradeoff between cost  of 
on-orbit  manpower versus  cost  of shor t - t e rm logistics support (ground 
crews) .  The maintenance workload i s  established to cor re la te  with the 
number of skilled personnel who would be required on orbit  to respond to 
safety needs. 
2 . 2 . 3  ROUTINE ORBIT OPERATIONS 
The nature of the nominal ear th  orbit  i s  that flight operations a r e  
generally routine, with infrequent special  flight operations. This requi res  
design of equipment and possibly special  job aids to maintain proficiency 
i n  complex operator tasks over extended periods.  
2 . 2 . 4  CREW STAY TIME 
The necessity of qualifying crews for  extended zero-g operations 
cons t rains  the s tay t imes of the ear ly  c rews .  
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2. 3 CREW DEFINITION 
F o r  this study, the on-orbit  station crew i s  divided into three func- 
tional categories:  flight operations crewmen, support technicians, and 
scient is ts  /experimente r s  . These t e r m s  a r e  oversimplifications used to 
designate basic  skil l  and background requirements ,  and should not be 
interpreted a s  specific a r e a s  i n  which a crewman will be exclusively utilized. 
Since the p r i m a r y  purpose of the MSS i s  to per form experiments,  i t  i s  
expected that the ent i re  c rew will be involved to some degree in  the experi-  
ment activities, with station operations a s  a pa r t -  time activity by cer tain 
eligible crew members .  
2 . 3 . 1  FLIGHT OPERATIONS PERSONNEL 
This t e r m  applies to c rewmen considered "next-generation" a s t ro -  
nauts (in the sys tem sense ,  not biological). In general  t e rms ,  this i s  a 
trend away f r o m  the mi l i ta ry  and engineering t e s t  pilot and toward the 
sys tems engineer o r  operator  of complex automated sys tems,  perhaps 
analogous to the flight controller i n  some respec ts .  Flight operations 
personnel a r e  responsible for  station operation, management, and main- 
tenance (comrnande r ,  flight control ler ,  and systems engineer).  
2 . 3 . 2  SUPPORT PERSONNEL 
The t e r m  "technician" generally implies  an individual well grounded 
i n  the technical skil ls ,  including manual and ce reb ra l  capabilities. It i s  not 
intended to rule out undergraduate academic training. On the contrary,  i t  
i s  anticipated that degrees for  an  engineer, in some cases ,  o r  for  most  
laboratory technicians, in  other c a s e s ,  a r e  virtual requirements .  In the 
a r e a s  of e lectr ical ,  mechanical,  and electronics ,  these persons support 
both the station and experiment operations.  
2 . 3 . 3  EXPERIMENTS PERSONNEL 
The t e r m  "scientist" i s  generally used to identify individuals who a r e  
specialized i n  more  c lass ica l  disciplines and who generally have achieved 
advanced degrees and, perhaps,  recognition i n  their  field. These individuals 
a r e  responsible for  the conduct of experiments (astronomer/astrophysicist, 
mater ia l  scientist ,  medical doctor,  e tc .  ) .  
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2 . 4  NOMINAL CREW (INITIAL STATION) 
Selection of c rews  for the initial station i s  based on qualifications 
determined by the skills  and disciplines needed to control, operate ,  and 
support the MSS f i r s t  and then the F P E ' s  a s  t ime, skill,  and disciplines 
allow. Initial crew makeup consists of three operations personnel,  two 
support personnel,  and one scient is t  ( re fer  to ~ a ' b l e  2-4) .  As a general  
rule,  each crew member  i s  assumed to have a basic skill background (eight 
to ten yea r s  training and experience) and a capability of achieving a level 
of proficiency in two s imi lar  fields. 
It i s  estimated that average workload allocations for  the init ial  station 
will require  approximately 40 percent  of the available man-hours  fo r  vehicle 
operations and 6 0  percent  for  F P E  activit ies.  For  the growth station, the 
man-hour distribution rat io  i s  expected to be 25  percent f o r  vehicle opera-  
tions and 75 percent  for  experiments .  
Table 2 -4. Nominal Six-Man Crew Makeup and 
Work Allocations (Initial Station) 
1 
Position 
1. Com~nander (28) 
2. Flight controller (29) 
3. Systcins enginccr (30) 
4. Electro~necha~iicd 
technician ( I  2) 
5. Electronic cnginccr (13) 
6. Esperi~ncnt  coordinator 
or scicntist 
Basic Skill and Background 
Engineering. test and operations, 
co~nrnand/controI 
Engineering (electronic), navi- 
gation and orbital operations 
Engineering (acrr,n:~uticaI/ 
~ncclianical) 
Engineering (incclianical). 
test aiid ~ ~ ~ a i ~ l t c ~ i a ~ i c ~  
Enginccring (clc~,tronic). test 
and ina in tenan~,~  
hdcdiciiie or astronolny or 
physics, ctc. - progran phased 
Coinpatible 
Espcrirnent Skill Area 
Advanced technology, rnaterial 
processing 
Coin~nandcr/naviption, advanced 
technology ( F F  RAM monitoring 
and colltrol) 
Life support, man-machine 
interfaces, etc. 
Various cquipinent operator skills 
Various cq~~ip lnent  operator skills 
Generally by discipline 
Total 
Average Man-HoursIDay 
Station 
4.3 
5.9 
5.9 
3.8 
3.8 
1 . 1  
24.8 
Experiments 
5.7 
4.1 
4.1 
6 . 2  
6.2 
8.9 
35.2 
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2 . 5  CREW PERSONAL REQUIREMENTS 
As crew sizes  and mission durations increase ,  the need for  detailed 
definition of crew personal  requirements takes on added importance. In 
U. S. spaceflights to date, the tasks demanded of mission timelines,  although 
fulfilled remarkably well by the various c rews ,  have often been i n  excess of 
levels desirable  for long-term space flight. Fo; extended-duration missions,  
the problem i s  one of pacing. Pre l iminary  studies suggest that the safest  
course for extended periods,  i s  to a i m  for  conventional, earth-based-type 
schedules, unless the part icular  type of mission o r  experiment strongly 
demands alternative scheduling. This means that c rews  should normally 
maintain a regular ,  diurnal schedule, more  than seven hours  of sleep per 
day, and work should not exceed 10 hours per  day. Paying attention to 
these principles should enhance the probability of mission success ,  while 
totally disregarding them would almost  surely resul t  i n  ser ious mission 
degradation o r  failure because of degraded crew efficiencies. 
2 . 5 . 1  PERSONAL TIME 
A nominal value of 14 hours  per man-day i s  established for  crew 
personal t ime.  This includes the following: 
Activity 
Time Allocation 
(hour s ) 
Sleep 
Eating 
Recreation, exerc ise ,  and medical 
Personal  hygiene 
Although the total personal  time value appears  higher than that deemed 
essential  for  routine operations,  i t  does allow for  grea ter  fleAbili ty of 
scheduling, and permi ts  contingency time encroachment without causing undue 
crew s t r e s s .  There  i s  no intention to specify individual t ime allowances. 
Individuals might spend two hours  on personal hygiene. Many people require  
more  than 8 hours  o r  a s  l i t t le a s  s ix  hours of sleep, etc. The purpose he re  
i s  to establish planning norms of 14 hours  personal and 10 hours work, with 
optional workloads available for  those who des i re  additional work. A dis- 
cussion of the personal t ime breakdown follows. 
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Sleep 
Sleep periods a r e  scheduled for about eight hours ,  with simultaneous 
sleeping of a l l  o r  the majori ty  of the crew prefer red .  The cr i te r ion  of 
concurrent sleep i s  to a s s u r e  maximum quiet and thus achieve seven-plus 
hours  of undisturbed s leep  for  each crewman. Slight differences i n  s t a r t  
and stop t imes m a y  be required to alleviate overloading of personal hygiene 
and dining facil i t ies.  Station design should not be constrained to this concept, 
however, and should allow split-  shift or continuous - shift operation. 
Contingency schedules should allow a t  l eas t  four consecutive hours 
for  sleep. 
Meal Periods 
Eating periods of 45, 45, and 60 minutes per  day a r e  allocated for  
daily food consumption. Meal periods a r e  shared by the crew to the maximum 
extent, l imited la rge ly  by the availability of dining accommodations. The 
dining a r e a  i s  sized to accommodate a minimum of s ix  crewmen at a t ime.  
Recreation and Exerc ise  
Provisions for  recrea t ion  and exercise  help maintain the mora le  and 
efficiency of long- te rm mission crews,  for physiological a s  well a s  psycho- 
logical reasons.  Approximately 2 . 5  hours per  man per  day a r e  established 
for  this purpose.  
A definite exerc ise  regime;- i s  required to counter the effects of 
weightlessness on physiological functioning, a s  well as fo r  the usual physio- 
logical benefits of exercise .  The exercise  a r e a  should be large enough to 
accommodate two men  and exerc ise  equipmen.t a t  one t ime. The biomedical 
t ime allocated indicates a requirement  for  some continuing crew monitoring 
and conditioning throughout the life of a mission. This t ime would be p re -  
empted by any specific biomedical r e sea rch  program.  
Recreational facil i t ies a r e  provided to combat confinement, enhance 
sensory  variation, and reduce social  friction, and to supply sufficient 
var iety to permi t  shifts i n  in t e res t  after extended time periods.  These 
facil i t ies include book, f i lm,  and educational provisions, and incorporate 
individual preferences .  In general ,  crew recreational periods should be 
concurrent to permi t  a s  much social  interaction a s  desired.  The proportion 
of the crew using the facil i t ies a t  one t ime may  va ry  f r o m  50 to 100 percent.  
Each crewman will have f reedom of choice i n  recreat ional  mater ia l s  i n  
addition to the provisions built into the station. 
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Potential activit ies whose recreat ional  validity may  be questionable 
but a r e  nevertheless worthy of consideration concern the possible use of 
tobacco products and alcoholic beverages by those crewmen s o  inclined. 
Although no ha rd  data a r e  available, the general consensus i s  that 
additional fi l tering requirements  (with possible significant sys tem impact) 
may be imposed on the ECLSS i f  smoking i s  permitted. This ,  coupled with 
health hazard  warnings present ly being issued by the medical profession 
and by the U. S. Department of Health, leads to the recommendation that no 
use of tobacco products be  allowed. On the other hand, occasional moderate 
was of alcoholic beverages might be useful in reducing tensions and stimula- 
ting social  interaction. This,  of course ,  must be weighed against possible 
adverse effects and political ramifications. Nevertheless,  i t  i s  recommended 
that provision be included for consumption of alcoholic beverages,  with the 
control of their  use being available to the spacecraf t  commander and doctor. 
Personal  Hvgiene 
A nominal value of one hour p e r  man per  day has been allotted fo r  
personal hygiene activit ies . Although the frequency of bathing i n  western 
civilization i s  much grea ter  than i s  justifiable for health reasons,  regular 
bathing i s  recommended on long-duration missions to a s s u r e  social accept- 
ability and for the individual satisfaction i t  provides.  The capability for 
two showers per  man  per  week i s  considered the minimum requirement 
to satisfy this need. 
Staggered scheduling will be observed to reduce facilities use,  with 
peak morning and evening periods staggered to accommodate approximately 
one-third of the crew.  Crew-time es t imates  a r e  approximately 15 to 
2 0  minutes for morning and evening use  and 5 to 10 minutes a t  other t imes. 
Sufficient quantities of expendable hygiene i t ems  (soaps, body wipes, 
bactericides,  dentifrice, and temporary  dental res tora t ives)  must  be pro- 
vided a s  well a s  hygiene procedures  and equipment which a r e  effective in  
zero  g.  The hygiene equipment (i. e.  , ha i r  and nail  c l ippers ,  shavers ,  and 
whole -body showers)  must  be capable of functioning properly over an  
extended period with minimal  maintenance and repa i r .  
2 . 5 . 2  WORK SHIFTS 
Crew availability to accomplish nominal station workload require-  
ments has  been established a t  60 man-hours p e r  day for  the initial station 
and 120 man-hours per  day for  the growth station. Selection of the crew 
shift schedule that bes t  sa t i s f ies  this requirement  will, of course,  depend 
more  on such fac tors  a s  the need for  t ime sharing of work space and facili- 
t ies than on individual preferences.  
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Concurrent,  consecutive, or  i r r egu la r  shift operations al l  offer cer tain 
advantages. However, each must  be investigated i n  depth to discover which 
schedule yields the bes t  performance.  Of p r imary  importance i s  the need 
to retain maximum scheduling flexibility. Sys tem constraints that would 
preclude a single-shift operation o r  preclude continuous operation a r e  not 
imposed on the station design. As a general  rule ,  baseline scheduling cr i te r ia  
will observe a single-shift operation, with second o r  third shift assignments 
a s  exceptions to this rule ,  and only for  demonstrable requirements .  
2 . 5 . 3  D U T Y  CYCLES 
Most studies concerning work-res t  cycles generally conclude that a 
24-hour period, distributed i n  a manner  to which man i s  a l ready adapted, i s  
the bes t  scheduling c r i t e r i a .  'When a typical cycle i s  imposed, man's 
physiological rhythms m a y  be  expected to show some adaptation to the non-24 
hour periodicity-but adaptation i s  not likely to be  uniform for a l l  individuals. 
This underscores  the desirabili ty of pre-adaptation to a given schedule i f  
that schedule i s  to differ significantly f r o m  the normal  regime of 16 hours  of 
wakefulness and 8 hours  of sleep. Additionally, the scheduling of crew act i -  
vit ies must  not mere ly  avoid gross  overload; i t  m u s t  be s t ructured to combat 
gradual degradations in in t e res t  and capacity. Continuous work periods 
without a b reak  should not exceed four hours  i n  length. Sleep periods should 
be arranged s o  they will come a t  essentially the same time each day s o  that 
adjustments to the circadian rhythms will be facilitated. 
Table 2 - 5  summarizes  the c rew duty cycle requirements .  
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Table 2 -5. Nominal Crew Duty Cycle 
Activity Man- Hours 
REQUIREMENTS 
Work 
Eating 
Sleep 
Personal  and hygiene 
Recreation, medical,  and exerc ise  
10.0 
2 .5  
8 . 0  
1 . 0  
2 .5  
SCHEDULE CRITERIA 
Medical and Exerc ise .  Consecutive s o  a s  to reduce equipment 
duplication and ensure  availability of medical skil ls .  
Work and Sleep. Concurrent,  with slight differences i n  s t a r t  
and stop t imes to reduce loading of eating and personal hygiene 
facil i t ies.  Second- o r  third- shift assignments a r e  exceptions 
to this rule ,  and a r e  only for demonstrable requirements.  
Eating. Crew size:  5 or l e s s ,  concurrent 
6 to 12, 50 percent  to 100 percent 
Personal  Hygiene. Random periods,  45, 45, and 60 minutes, 
with peak a . m .  and p. m .  periods and a staggered schedule 
of about 3 3  percent of the c rew to reduce facil i t ies use.  
Per iods  - 15 to 20 minutes a .  m .  and p. m .  , 5 to 10 minutes i n  
between. 
Recreation. Concurrent,  generally, to permit  a s  much social  
interaction as  crew des i r e s .  Percent  using facilities var ies  
with c rew size,  a s  follows: 7 to 12 - 70 percent to 100 pe r -  
cent, concurrent.  
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2 . 6  'JEHICLE OPERATIONS 
The following paragraphs define the c rew activities associated with the 
operation of the initial MSS and i t s  subsystems.  They cover a l l  on-orbit  
functions and the crew time requirements  associated with their  performance, 
except those dictated by conduct of experiments.  Vehicle operations a r e  
categorized a s  flight operations, administration and management, maintenance, 
and housekeeping and sanitation. 
The operation functions of each of these s ix  categories have t ime- 
related charac ter i s t ics  such a s  routine operations (normally occurring every 
day), periodic operations (occurring at  regular intervals other than i n  one 
day),  and random operations (not occurr ing a t  any regular interval) .  Crew 
time est imates  a r e  made i n  each category to aid i n  establishing the number 
of personnel assigned to each function. 
The equivalent manpower requirements  for station operations (initial 
station) a r e  estimated a t  24 .8  man-hours  pe r  day. These requirements  a r e  
summarized in Figure 2-2. 
2 . 6 . 1  FLIGHT OPERATIONS 
The crew will include personnel skilled i n  control and operation of 
spacecraf t  and their  subsystems.  However, with cer tain exceptions, the 
flight maneuvers performed i n  cu r ren t  spacecraft  and more  directly as  so- 
ciated with pilot skil ls  will not be required.  Rather,  the functions will be 
mainly those of a sys tems engineering operation and will be largely routine 
but considerably abbreviated by elimination of repetitive tasks.  
The performance requirements  for  the guidance and control subsystem 
a r e  current ly dictated by the ea r th  observation and astronomy experiments 
and by autonomous mission planning functions. In order  to satisfy these 
requirements,  i t  i s  estimated that the navigation equipment will ope ra te  
continuously. The p r imary  method of navigation employs a s t a r  t racker  and 
horizon scanners  to pe r fo rm s t a r  local-level measurements .  The sensor  
outputs a r e  fi l tered to provide continuous local-level attitude-control infor - 
mation and a r e  periodically sampled for  navigation update. This method has  
the advantage of being automatic and autonomous. Manual navigation i s  a 
backup method to provide navigational data if known landmarks a r e  tracked o r  
to est imate the location of targets  of opportunity i n  support of earth-viewing 
experiments.  The estimated crew time requirement for  manual navigation 
sightings i s  two man-hours per  day. 
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Figu re  2- 2. Station Operations-Crew Support  Summary  (Initial Station) 
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Station crew requirements  a r e  also affected by shuttle orbi ter  opera-  
tions. Basic flight operations requiring periodic c rew support a r e  those 
connected with rendezvous and berthing. 
Space station crew duties s t a r t  with advice f r o m  the ground on the 
planned shuttle launches and t imes .  F r o m  shuttle launch to rendezvous, 
the station receives updated t ime and position data and i s  prepared to provide 
mission control and tracking support to the ground or  shuttle. While the 
shuttle i s  in coelliptic orbit ,  before terminal  phase,  the crew init iates 
continuous open communication and tracking with the shuttle that will continue 
until af ter  berthing. However, tracking i s  not required af ter  the final 
terminal  phase of rendezvous. Crew time requirements in  command and 
control for  shuttle minimum phase angle launch or F P E  re t r ieva l  rendez- 
vous and berthing a r e  two hours  continuous plus two hours  i n  20-minute 
segments for  one man.  For  a maximum phase angle shuttle insertion, 
they a r e  two hours  continuous plus three hours  in  20-minute segments fo r  
one man. 
Space station crew requirements  during berthing operations a r e  to 
retain voice and data cornrnunications with the shuttle via radio frequency 
(RF)  until hardline attachments a r e  made.  Closed circui t  television (CCTV) 
also will be monitored up to ha rd  berth,  both station and shuttle verification 
of berthing completion being communicated by both station and shuttle to the 
shuttle c rews .  At leas t  one crewman will stand by the berthing hatch with 
capability for  visual monitoring and voice communication. His p r imary  
function will be to verify physical readiness  of the berthing port ,  along with 
alignment of both berthing interfaces,  to accomplish hatch operations and 
assemble interfaces af ter  docking. The control center operations require  
two men up to 15 rninutes af ter  berthing. The berthing port  observation 
and operation will occupy one man  for  30 minutes before and af te r  berthing 
(this does not include complete interface assembly)  . 
Requirements f o r  crew participation in  routine communication functions 
can  generally be divided into two functional a r e a s :  intercommunications 
between modules, compartments,  and subsys tems of the space station, and 
those involving communication links between the station, shuttle, and ground. 
Also included i s  c rew time for experiment communications processed through 
o r  handled by the station control center .  
Crew time requirements  for  conducting routine internal communications 
a r e  estimated a t  one man-hour p e r  day. Included a r e  the intercommunication 
of intelligence between compartments,  subsystems,  integral experiments,  
attached modules, and control centers ,  and to the external communication 
links. This intelligence consists of voice, audio a l a rm,  video, and public 
address  information; operations, maintenance, and experiment data; control 
and display signals ; and audio -video information. 
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The equivalent of two man-hours per day has been allotted for con- 
duc ting routine external communication functions . Included a re  the crew 
performance requirements associated with transmissions f rom the space 
station to ground, ground to station, and space station to shuttle and detached 
modules. Information to be handled includes image, voice, telemetry, 
text, hard  copy, and command transmissions. The communication link 
between the station and the ground i s  by direct  transmission o r  through the 
tracking data relay satellite system. 
Subsystem management encompasses the crew tasks associated with 
preparing the utility subsystems for operation during various mission phases, 
operating these systems,  and maintaining subsystem status.  The utility 
s ys tem management functions will normally be performed with minimum 
crew participation. Maximum use  i s  made of automatic techniques for data 
collection and evaluation. Crew time and skill will be required only for 
evaluation of displayed parameters  and to assess  subsystem compatibility 
with mission plans. Crew performance to support the subsystem manage- 
ment functions i s  estimated a t  one man-hour per  day. 
2 . 6 . 2  ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT 
This functional a r ea  encompasses all  tasks associated with station 
command, operation of the data management subsystems, logistics inventory 
and control, and crew ca re  activities. Equivalent man-hours required to 
accomplish the average daily administration and management functions a r e  
estimated a t  4. 5 man-hours per  day. Administration and management 
include any function associated with the control of operations of the station 
and the conduct of i t s  mission that affects the safety o r  day-to-day living 
needs of i ts crew. Mission management support, i. e . ,  long-range planning, 
scheduling, and logistics inventory control functions, will be provided 
through the ground-based mission management sys tem. On-board execution 
of these functions (mission control), however, will be under the adminis - 
trative direction of the spacecraft commander. While normally subservient 
to the needs of the experiment program, station operations may at the dis- 
cretion of the spacecraft  commander take precedence over experiments. 
Such changes in  priority will normally be to maintain a viable safety manage- 
ment program and to preclude or counteract any outright emergency. 
Pr ior i ty  changes may also be justified on the basis of significant operational 
efficiency. 
Command 
Station command encompasses the command decision tasks -based on 
the mission planning and operations scheduling functions -to a s  sure that 
all in-flight activities a r e  accomplished successfully and in an integrated 
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and coordinated fashion. These tasks include altering or updating schedules 
based on real-time decisions so that overall inission requirements can be 
satisfied. They also include scheduling and crew services administration 
and safety management. Approximately 1 . 5  man-hours per day a r e  esti-  
mated for  the station command functions. 
Data Management 
Data management functions can, in  general, be divided into two 
categories: (1) Operations data management, concerned with processing 
and routing of data received f r o m  the operating subsys tems; and (2) experi- 
ment data management, involving the reception, storing, processing, and 
routing of scientific data received f rom experiment operations. Crew-time 
requirements for  operations data management functions a re  estimated a t  
2 . 5  man-hours per day. The extent and duration of crew involvement with 
experiment data management activities i s  determined by the F P E  phasing 
schedule and the level of experiment activities being performed. 
Logis tics Inventory 
Logistics inventory and control functions a re  composed of crew 
visual tasks, rea l -  time monitoring and updating, and generation of con- 
s u m a b l e ~  profiles based on usage rates  for all replaceable supplies. Included 
in this category a r e  foods, atmospheric (ECLSS) components, supplies (paper, 
pens, pencils, and the like), spare parts ,  tools, specialized crew skills, 
and data storage needs. If a high degree of automation in  maintaining these 
data i s  assumed, requirements for manual inputs to the systems a r e  estimated 
a t  no more  than one man-hour per  week. 
Crew Care 
Crew medical data yielded from space flights to date indicate that 
in-flight s t r esses  may produce physiological or performance decrements in  
man. Ln addition to these, spontaneous pathological states (disease o r  
injury) may develop during a mission. On-board medical skills and resources 
must  be adequate to cope with these conditions. On-board equipment and 
treatment capability includes facilities and supplies adequate for the diagnosis 
and treatment of infectious disease, simple fractures,  minor dental and 
surgical emergencies,  and the initial ca re  of seriously injured or i l l  
crewmen to prepare them for evacuation to ground-based medical facilities. 
Flight -qualified equipment should include physical examination instruments 
and a laboratory facility which will allow basic X-ray, urinalysis, hematology, 
blood and urine chemistry, and bacteriology procedures. Selection of the 
in-flight treatment methods will depend upon the pathological manifestations 
predicted for a specific mission, upon selection of the most appropriate form 
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of therapy consistent with up-to-date medical pract ice,  and upon the applica- 
bil i ty of this therapy to the space-flight situation. Crew-care requirements  
for the c rew of s ix  (excluding biomedical monitoring and testing) should, 
generally,  be accomplished within a nominal value of four to s ix  man-hours 
p e r  week. The facilities should support alternative concepts of an on-board 
medical doctor,  on-board full- o r  par t- t ime medical technician skills ,  o r  
shuttle-delivered medical doctor. 
In general ,  the mode for crew treatment  i s :  
1. F i r s t  aid for injury and followup c a r e  f o r  severa l  days; crewman 
re tu rn  to ear th  by shuttle for m o r e  ser ious and more  extended 
t reatment .  
2. More extensive t reatment  only for conditions that would not permi t  
the elapsed t ime to r e tu rn  to ear th  or forces  encountered during 
entry.  
3 .  Il lness normally t reated and crewman returned to own qua r t e r s .  
4.  Probabili ty of i l lness  reduced by preflight quarantine of about 
three weeks.  
5. Routine physical examinations conducted for crewmen not 
participating in  biomedical r e sea rch  a t  about 30-day intervals.  
Information to date on space flights shows that principal problems a r e  
r e sp i r a to ry  infections and minor bodily o r  gastrointestinal discomforts.  
However, the potential exists for  more  ser ious problems. Overall prob- 
ability data  f r o m  various sources ,  pr imar i ly  USAF survey data, a r e  sum- 
summarized  for a 12-man crew per  year  a s  follows: 
1. One major  injury per  four yea r s  that probably would call  for 
immediate re turn  of crewman. 
2. About 0.0005 major  i l lness  per  year  which might require  
immediate re turn  of crewman. 
3 .  About 0.002 major  contagion per  year  which may require  return 
of a l l  crewmen. 
4 .  One minor injury per  1 . 5  yea r s .  
5. About 25 niinor i l lnesses  per year .  
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The predictions of i l lnesses and disease a r e  only estimates and 
usually only serve to indicate that sufficient probability exists to justify a 
flexible treatment capability. It should be realized that occurrences may 
become manifest at  any time in  the life of the station. It i s  not possible to 
predict the communication of disease, once i t  appears,  without detailed 
design information, procedures, and timelines; but i n  most cases i t  can be 
assumed that a highly viable pathogen, once introduced, will be propagated 
to some extent because communicability frequently precedes definitive 
symptoms. 
These predictions a r e  the basis for  the requirement for adequate 
medical facilities aboard the station during i t s  ten-year life. This require-  
ment may prevent the necessity for a shuttle flight due to il lness or  injury. 
It i s  assumed that the crew complement i s  made up of healthy males 
and females under the age of 40. The prevalence of diseases will probably 
be associated with crew changes and the intermittent contact with shuttle 
crewmen on cargo or RAM logistic flights. However, disease or i l lness 
spread in  a crew will also be due to the many potentially pathogenic organisms 
i n  the upper airways and intestinal t rac t  of man. Many diseases a r e  infec- 
tious before the acute stages and can easi ly be spread among the confined 
and intimate relationships inherent to space station life. Epidemics can 
occur far  more easily than on earth because of the intimacy of daily 
associations, and their prevention will be a function of waste management, 
personal hygiene, and ECLSS design and efficiencies. However, no effort 
has been made to estimate the occurrence of additional cases of a specific 
illnes s following i t s  initial appearance . 
Diagnostic and surgical training beyond that of the general physician 
i s  not considered a requirement so long a s  clinical laboratory and X-ray 
capabilities a r e  sufficiently extensive to provide detailed information to the 
ground for  consultation. A .large crew complement, with i t s  inherent, 
personal drug idiosyncrasies, and the individual resistances of many 
diseases to specific drugs (i. e .  , antibiotics), will necessitate an adequate 
pharmaceutical inventory. Rehydratable intravenous fluids will be desirable 
and should be developed. 
Tables 2-6 and 2-7 show examples of potential crew injuries and 
illnes ses ,  including consequences, and examples of special treatment and 
provisions required. However, considerable research i s  sti l l  required 
concerning the overall problem of categorizing potential i l lnesses and 
injuries and establishing specific prophylactics and treatment requirements 
and provisions. 
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Table 2- 6. Possible Crew Injuries and Required 
Treatment  and Provisions 
Table 2 -7 .  Possible Crew Illnesses and Required 
Treatment and Provisions 
Severity 
- 
Minor 
injury 
Major 
injury 
Examples of 
Poss ib le  Injury 
Abrasion, b l i s te r ,  minor 
lacerat ion 
Simple f rac ture  of w r i s t  
or  a r m ,  joint spra in ,  
minor muscle s t r a in ,  
minor burn 
F rac tu re  of back, leg, o r  
cranium; chest  wound; 
poisoning 
F rac tu re  of neck with 
para lys is ,  head injury,  
coma,  foreign body i n  
t rachea,  third-degree 
burns 
Consequences 
No los t  t ime 
Limited duty 
Bed r e s t  
Return to ear th  
Special Treatment  and 
Provisions Required 
Common firs t-aid-ki t  provisions 
X-ray,  p re s su re  bandages, cold 
packs, splints and cas ts ,  
analgesics ,  antibiotics 
X-ray;  traction devices, braces ,  
ca s t s ;  clinical laboratory tes t s ;  
gas t r ic  lavage; anticonvulsants ; 
surgical  closure provisions 
X-ray;  traction devices, braces ;  
bladder catheter;  anesthesia; 
blood transfusion; clinical 
labora tory  tes t s ;  fluoroscope; 
intravenous feeding and fluid 
replacement 
Special Treatment  and 
Provisions Required 
Fungicides, s teroids,  antibiotics, 
antihistamines, nose drops,  
decongestants, analgesics, 
anesthetic lozenges, improved 
hygiene pract ices 
Antibiotics, decongestants, 
antitus s ives ,  analgesics, cath- 
' a r t i c s ,  antispasmodics, anti- 
pyre t ics ,  isolation, anti- 
emi t ics ,  special  diet 
Antibiotics, intravenous fluids, 
surgery ,  X-ray, expectorants, 
clinical laboratory tes t s ,  
s te ro id  therapy, analgesics, 
catheterization, intensive ca re ,  
isolation; anticoagulant 
Intravenous fluids, tracheotomy, 
sedat ives,  oxygen, anticoagulant, 
clinical laboratory tes t s ,  anti- 
spasmodic s,  special diet 
':'Seriousness and extent of these i l lnesses m a y  require re turn  of crewmen to earth. 
Examples of 
Poss ib le  Illness 
Atheletes foot, dermati t is ,  
conjunctivitis, rhinitis,  
u re thr i t i s ,  pharyngitis,  
abscess  of mouth and gum 
Bronchitis,  cyst i t is ,  
d ia r rhea ,  dysentery,  
f e v e r , c o m m o n c o l d o r  
influenza, gas t r i t i s  
Appendicitis, bronchial 
pneumonia; infectious 
hepatitis,  meningitis - 
epidemic, prostat i t is ,  
thrombophlebitis 
Encephalitis,  myocardial  
infarction, i le i t is  
SC-verity 
Minor 
i l lness  
Major 
i l lness  
Consequences 
No los t  t ime 
Limited duty o r  
minimum los t  
t ime 
(<  one weeli) 
Bed r e s t  and 
10s t  t ime 
( > one week:::) 
Return to 
ea r th  
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2 . 6 . 3  MAINTENANCE 
This functional category encompasses all crew activity associated with 
the operation of station subsystems with the objective of preventing, discover- 
ing, isolating, and correcting equipment malfunction or  failure. Station 
maintenance falls into two broad categories: scheduled (preventive) main- 
tenance and unscheduled (corrective) maintenance. In-flight maintenance 
i s  the use of available maintenance accessories  and technical information, 
i n  accordance with procedures established in the in-flight maintenance plan, 
to maximize the safety of the crew, augment the probability of mission 
success,  and contribute to a complete MSS mission life. 
Preventive maintenance, scheduled to occur during the mis  sion, will 
be based upon the results of detailed and comprehensive maintenance 
analyses taking into account sys  tem hardware design, human factors ,  safety, 
and reliability considerations. Corrective maintenance inside and outside 
the spacecraft will be performed as a result  of equipment malfunction, 
failure, or  accidental damage to the spacecraft .  
Crew Considerations 
Principal considerations of maintenance for the crew a r e  total man- 
hours per period of t ime, required on-board skills, percent of total crew 
involved in maintenance, and average and peak man-hours per task. 
Four of the station crewmen a r e  normally expected to be qualified to 
perform all the on-orbit maintenance, station and experiment, in addition 
to their other activities. This number requires some overlap (thus 
redundancy) in skill a r ea s  without requiring excessive cross  training. 
Table 2-8 provides a matr ix  of the personnel and their complementary/ 
overlap skill a r ea s .  The concept assumes degrees of overlap expertise. 
Maintenance C o n c e ~ t  
The basic maintenance concept on the MSS i s  removal and replacement 
of inflight replaceable units (1FRU1s). A unit will normally be removed, 
replaced by another unit, and returned to earth.  On-board repair i s  
considered only where replacement of the failed unit i s  not feasible. This 
method of maintenance minimizes the skills and time required by the crew. 
Servicing, adjustment, and calibration will also be utilized where i t  further 
enhances system operation and i s  consistent with projected technology. 
These maintenance actions will normally be accomplished on a regularly 
scheduled basis .  
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Table 2 - 8 .  Matrix of Maintenance Skills and Personnel 
Important characteris t ics  of an IFRU are :  
Personnel 
Spacecraft 
Spacecraft systems engineer 
Electromechanical technician 
Electronic engineer 
1 
1. The design should permit direct  visual and physical access by 
the crew with interface and attachment provisions which facilitate 
ease of removal and replacement. Access should be available i n  
all  credible attitudes and require a minimum of subsystem 
disturbance. Access doors and panels should be sized so that 
affected components can easily be inspected, adjusted, or replaced. 
Hinged access doors should be provided with quick-release type 
of fasteners.  
2 .  Subsystems and their line-replaceable units should be designed 
so that removal and replacement of a faulty IFRU will not 
require removal of other IFRU1s nor breaking of any functional 
flight connection other than those required for removal of the 
faulty unit. 
Maintenance Category 
3 .  IFRU1s that a r e  part of t ime-critical functions should allow for 
two consecutive unsuccessful repairs  before a crit ical condition 
resul ts  . 
" rn 
5 4 
4. Provisions should be made to positively secure electrical,  
pressure ,  and fluid supply to IFRU interfaces to facilitate 
maintenance action. IFRU functional interfaces should be mini- 
mized to simplify maintenance, reduce human e r ro r  potential, 
rn 4 2 r 5 
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and permit  straight-forward off -line diagnostic routines with high 
confidence in  success of the maintenance action. Retest require- 
ments should necessitate only retest  of the replaced IFRU for  
compatible performance with interfacing subsystems. 
5. Capability should also be provided to isolate segments of station 
and experiment hardware so that, during maintenance, crit ical 
functions remain active and hazard to personnel and contamination 
of the environment or subsystem a r e  prevented. 
6 .  Maintainability design characteris tics should be incorporated 
which facilitate maintenance action without tools where practical, 
standard tools where necessary, and special tools where essential. 
7 .  Requirements for precision maintenance motions should be 
minirriized and facilitated with suitable aids (alignment guides , 
locks, and the like).  Spacing between plug-in units and other 
components should be sufficient to allow technicians to grasp by 
hand to remove and replace. 
8 .  Replaceable units should be designed so that removal of the unit 
does not disturb the integral structure of the module. 
9 .  Consideration should be given to current  technology for material 
selection and related design characteristics so that, where 
practical,  normal wear and age deterioration will not degrade 
performance beyond acceptable tolerances within subsystem or 
IFRU life cycle requirements . 
Onboard Checkout 
Certain features must ,be  incorporated into any system for i t  to be 
maintainable in  space. In general, failure or malfunction occurrence must  
be detected, and the problem must be isolated to a specific component 
relatively quickly and easily. The on-board checkout (OBCO) function of 
the ISS provides this capability. The space station crew will rely on OBCO 
to monitor and interpret  system operating condition, event verification or 
caution condition, and sys tem trouble. The OBCO must have the capability 
to receive data f rom subsystem sensor points, determine when a sub- 
assembly or a specific mode i s  not working, and isolate the fault to the IFRU 
level. To provide this fault detection and isolation service, i t  i s  necessary 
to know the failure pattern of the subassemblies and IFRU1s and to have 
sufficient monitoring points to make the necessary determination. The 
capability must also be provided to evaluate data after a repair  and a t  other 
periodic intervals.  
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Replaceable Units 
The replaceable units of the MSS were divided into two bas ic  c lasses :  
IFRUls and ground replaceable units (GRU1s). Within the bas i c  classifica- 
tions, there were  subclassifications: Type I required ISS fault isolation 
and detection; Type I1 required no ISS support. Figure 2 -3 i s  an example 
of the data sheets  that define the replaceable units within assemblies  a s  
either IFRU1s o r  GRU1s. As shown in the example, es t imates  were made 
that included quantities of units for  the initial station, es t imated life 
(in yea r s )  of these replaceable units, their classification, and the crew time 
(hours)  required to complete the removal and replacement (R&R) portion of 
maintenance. Figure 2 - 4  i s  a summation of the individual data sheets  for 
each subsys tem.  
Fa i lure  Data 
Two considerations were  applied to the useful life of replaceable units, 
i .  e .  , component wearout and random failure.  These categories  cause 
e s s entially al l  the in-  flight unscheduled maintenance actions and impose 
significant unplanned demands upon crew time. 
The wearout category includes a l l  IFRU1s having a useful l ife 
expectancy of grea ter  than 0 . 5  year  and less  than ten yea r s .  Wearout, a 
life limiting factor ,  i s  character is t ic  of rotating and cycling elements.  It 
a l so  applies to i tems and mater ia l s  whose performance i s  degraded or  
otherwise substandard because of deterioration. Shor t-life i tems (< 0. 5 year )  
a r e  not included i n  the wearout category and a r e  considered replaceable on 
a regular ly scheduled bas i s .  In computing crew time requirements ,  a 
nominal value of approximately 0. 5 hour was added to the est imated replace- 
ment t imes for preparat ion and closeout of each maintenance action. 
While the probability of random failure cannot be predicted with 
prec ise  accuracy,  predictive techniques can be quite useful in  defining 
subsystem a r e a s  where provisions for redundancy or  spa res  should be 
incorporated. Fa i lure  r a t e s  were established a t  the IFRU level,  based in 
pa r t  on fa i lure  ra te  data of s imilar  equipment. An extension of these data 
led to the projected IFRU random failures and the crew time (hours)  
required to complete the removal and replacement portion of maintenance. 
Additional c rew time (about 0. 5 hour)  was added for  preparat ion and close- 
out of each maintenance action. 
Examples of data computations used to determine crew time est imates  
for scheduled and unscheduled maintenance a r e  i l lustrated i n  Figure 2-5.  
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Figure 2-3. Subsystems Replaceable Unit Definitions 
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Figure 2-4, Pre l iminary  Est imates  of Replaceable Units 
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SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE - REGULAR PERIODIC REPLACEMENT 
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Figure 2- 5. Typical Estimating Data for  On-Orbit Maintenance 
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Figure 2 -6  i s  a summation of the crew man-hours pe r  month for 
unscheduled maintenance. Crew t ime associated with the GRU classification 
r epre s ent nominal crew involvement for  module replacement.  
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Maintenance est imates  for the MSS a r e  summarized on Figure 2-7.  
The total hours (approximately 178) a r e  consistent with recommended 
scheduling allocations for  the initial s ix-man station. If the present  es ti- 
ma tes  of maintenance man-hour requirements  a r e  incorrec t ,  that i s ,  too 
low or  too high, the resultant impact  occurs  with experiment operations.  
Because maintenance i s  a p a r t  of scheduled station operations, additional 
maintenance hours  will decrease  t ime available for experiment operation 
hours .  When maintenance i s  required for a cr i t ical  subsystem, completing. 
the maintenance action will have high pr ior i ty  and could also involve the use 
of unscheduled crew man-hours  (free t ime).  
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F igure  2-6.  C rew  Man-Hours  pe r  Month - Unscheduled Maintenance 
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Figu re  2-7 .  C r e w  Man-Hours pe r  Month - Maintenance Summary  
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2.6.4 HOUSEKEEPING AND SANITATION 
It i s  estimated that approximately seven man-hours per  day will be 
required for  basic hous elceeping functions, i .  e.  , cleaning, servicing, food 
preparation, cargo handling, and the l ike.  A nominal workload breakdown 
of housekeeping activit ies will generally be distributed a s  follows: 
I tem I Time (Man-Hours /Day) 
Food preparat ion 
Cleaning and s e rvicing 
0 . 5  h r  per  meal  
Galley - 0 . 3  h r  per  mea l  
Dining - 0.2  h r  per  mea l  
Personal  Hygiene - 1 . 0  h r  per  facil i ty 
General Surface - 6 . 0  h r  eve ry  
2 weeks 
Staterooms - 6 . 0  h r  every 2 weeks 
1 . 5  
Trash  collection and disposal 
Car  go handling 
2 .0  h r  per  week 
1 .0  
0 .6  
2 .0  
0. 5 (average) 
0.  5 (average) 
0 . 5  
0. 3 (average) 
While cer tain of these tasks may be deferrable  on the basis  of crew time 
availability, i t  i s  generally concluded that a daily average of s ix  to eight 
man-hours  will be required in  fulfilling the total housekeeping requirement .  
Equivalent man-hours p e r  day (averaged) 
The rotating roster  concept i s  generally recommended for  satisfying 
gener a1 cleaning, replenishment of soap and t issue dispensers ,  t r a sh  
collectioii and disposal, acd the l ike,  cleanup of crew staterooms being the 
responsibility of their  occupants. As a crew option, meal  preparation 
functions may be satisfied by using the rotating ros t e r  concept, o r  through 
selection of a "dedicated chef. " Regardless  of the concept selected, training 
and experience in this skill category a r e  required.  
6 . 9  
EXPERIMENT 
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OPERATIONS 
The preliminary edition of the Reference Earth Orbital Research and 
Applications Investigations (January 1971 Blue Book) provides the require- 
ments for crew skills, manpower, and schedules. 
2 . 7 . 1  EXPERIMENT DISCIPLINES 
The seven Blue Book disciplines and the FPE ' s  within these disciplines 
a r e  as follows: 
1. Astronomy 
X-ray astronomy (A-1) 
Advanced stellar astronomy (A-2) 
Advanced solar astronomy (A-3) 
Intermediate size U V  telescopes (A-4) 
High-energy stellar astronomy (A-5) 
IR astronomy (A-6) 
2. Physics 
Space physics research laboratory (P- 1) 
Plasma physics and environmental perturbations 
Laboratory (P-2)  
Cosmic ray  physics laboratory (P- 3)  
Physics and chemistry laboratory (P-4) 
3 .  Earthobservat ions  
Ear th  observations facility (ES-1) 
4.  Communications /Navigation 
Communications /navigation research facility ( C I N -  1) 
5 .  Mate r ials  Science and Manufacturing 
Mate r ials  science and manufacturing in space (MS- 1 )  
Space Division 
North American Rockwell 
6. Technology 
Contamination measurements (T-  1 ) 
Fluid management (T-2 ) 
Extravehicular activity (EVA) (T-3) 
Advanced spacecraft systems test  (T-4) 
Teleoperations (T-5) 
7. Life Sciences 
Medical research facility (LS- 1) 
Vertebrate research facility (LS-2) 
Plant research facility (LS-3) 
Cells and tissues research facility (LS-4) 
- Invertebrate research facility (LS-5) 
Life support and protective systems (LS-6) 
Manned sys tem integration (LS - 7) 
2 .7 .2  EXPERIMENT OPERATIONS CREW SKILLS 
The crew skill specialties required to support al l  the candidate FPE's  
a r e  given in the following list .  
Biological Technician 
Microbiological Technician 
Biochemist 
Physiologist 
Astronomer/Astrophysicist 
Physicist 
Nuclear Physicist 
Photo T echnicianlcartographer 
Thermodynamicist 
Electronic Engineer 
Mechanical Engineer 
Electromechanical Technician 
Medical Doctor 
Optical Technician 
Optical Scientist 
Meteorologist 
Microwave Specialist 
Oceanographer 
Physical Geologist 
Photo Geologist 
Behavioral Scientist 
Chemical Technician 
Metallurgist 
Material Scientist 
Physical Chemist 
Agronomist 
Geographer 
Space Division 
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These skills a r e  by no means required concurrently; and in  a l l  probability, 
the on-board skills  will not be identical for  any two crews. Conceptually, 
i t  i s  estimated that the average crew of s i x  (for the initial space station] 
will normally require  proficiency in no m o r e  than 7 to 9 specialty a r e a s ,  
although some additional skills might be needed for  backup. F o r  the growth 
space station, with a crew of twelve, approximately 11 to 19 experiment s p  
specialty skil ls  will be required depending on experiment schedules. Crew 
members  will specialize in  a r e a s  which show commensurate task t imes 
and secondarily will be assigned tasks in  the most  closely related a r e a s .  
In general, all cr i t ical  skil l  specialt ies will be backed up by one o r  m o r e  
overlap crewmen. Figure 2-8 shows candidate c rew skills by discipline. 
A gross  indication of the crew skill  distribution requirements for  the period 
1982 to 1986 i s  i l lustrated in F igure  2-9. Representative c rew mixes and 
typical workload allocations for  selected segments of the MSS mission 
sequence plan a r e  shown in the subsequent paragraphs.  
Figure 2-8. Candidate Crew Skills Versus Dis cipline-Experiment 
Ope rations 
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2 . 8  CREW INTEGRATED OPERATIONS 
This subsection integrates  the station operations with the experiment 
( F P E )  operations and identifies the resultant sys t em requirements ,  skil l  
requirements,  daily tasks,  and any unique duty- tour operations. As 
described previously the crew definitions a r e  broken down into three cate- 
gories:  station operations, crewmen support technicians, and scient is ts .  
and experimenters .  The crew requirements  for  station operations and 
experiment support operations a r e  on the order  of 25 man-hours per  day. 
These operations include the routine daily operations of the space station- 
routine and periodic maintenance, housekeeping, monitor and control of 
detached RAM'S and the like-and the experiment support operations 
associated with the daily conduct of the space station experiments.  Based 
on 25 man-hours per  day for  station operations and experiment support 
operations and a 10-hour work day, approximately 35 man-hours per  day 
remain available for experiment operations for the initial station. The 
corresponding crew t ime distribution for the growth space station i s  
30 man-hours per day required for station and experiment support opera-  
tions; the 90 man-hours per  day remaining a r e  available for  experiment 
operations. 
2 . 8 . 1  CREW SKILLS 
Twenty-seven crew skills have been identified that a r e  necessary  for 
conduct of the experiment ope rations.  Three additional skil ls  (Figure 2 - 10 ) 
have been identified for spacecraf t  operations and have been added to the 
basic 27 skills previously identified. The titles of the three additional 
skills a r e  represented  by actual spacecraf t  operational descriptions.  
Proficiency i n  one or m o r e  of the other 27 skills  will be required for speci- 
fic missions and probably would va ry  a s  miss ion  experiment operational 
requirements change. 
The time phasing of the skill  requirements ,  based on the mission 
sequence plan, Section 3 of this document, resu l t s  in  a variation in  the 
number of skil ls  required throughout the program.  During ear ly  phases of 
the initial space station operations, only four skil ls  a r e  required for 
experiment operations (plus three  skills  for  station operations),  o r  approxi- 
mately 1 .2  skills  per crewman. During remaining operations of the initial 
station, the average number of ski l ls  for station and experiment operations 
i s  11 .4  o r  approximately 1.  9 per  crewman. During operations of the 
growth station, between 14 and 22 ski l ls  a r e  required, o r  approximately 
1 .  5 skills pe r  crewman. 
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LIFE  SCIENCES 
'NOTE: THESE ADDITIONAL SKILLS (28, 29, 30) ARE PRESENTED ON THIS FIGURE BY ACTUAL 
SPACECRAFT OPERATIONS; HOWEVER, PROFICIENCY IN ONE OR MORE OF THE 
F igu re  2-10. Candidate Crew Skills Versus  Distr ibution 
2 . 8 . 2  CREW SKILL DISTRIBUTION 
Based on the phasing of the ski l l  r equ i rements ,  r ep re sen t ed  on the  
m i s s i o n  sequence plan, C rew  15, t ime  per iod Ju ly  1985, fo r  the init ial  
s ta t ion and c r e w  23/24,  t ime  per iod October 1987, f o r  the  growth s ta t ion 
w e r e  se lec ted  for  es tabl ishing a represen ta t ive  c rew,  complete with man-  
hou r s  p e r  day  pe r  each  sk i l l  r equ i rement  fo r  that  t ime  per iod  covering the 
scheduled exper iment  opera t ions .  F igu re  2-1 1 shows these  c r ew  skil ls-  
per-man-hours  -per -day  dis t r ibut ion.  
By utilizing the s a m e  represen ta t ive  c r ews  f o r  the in i t ia l  s ta t ion and  
growth s ta t ion previously  es tabl ished,  the man-hours  pe r  day  pe r  each 
sk i l l  r equ i rement  a r e  shown i n  F igu re  2 - 12. 
By combining data  in  F igu re s  2- 1 1 and 2- 12, the  s ta t ion ope ra t ion 
sk i l l s  pe r  man-hour  pe r  day and the exper iment  operations ski l l s  p e r  man-  
hour  p e r  day a r e  in tegrated into a single presenta t ion of total  c r e w  opera -  
t ional  ski l l s  p e r  day p e r  m a n  (F igu re  2- 13). The to ta l  hours  represen ted  
are in  accordance  with the previously es tabl ished 10-hour work day,  based 
on a six-day-week work schedule.  
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3. MISSION SEQUENCE PLAN 
The m o d u l a r  s p a c e  s ta t ion  i s  to s u p p o r t  the  conduct  of e x p e r i m e n t  
opera t ions .  It i s  t h e r e f o r e  n e c e s s a r y  to develop a  r e p r e s e n t a t i v e  e x p e r i m e n t  
p r o g r a m  i n  o r d e r  to s u p p o r t  s p a c e  s t a t ion  conceptual  des ign  and; f o r  a  given 
s p a c e  s t a t ion  des ign  concept ,  to va l ida te  the  capabi l i ty  of the concept  to  sup-  
p o r t  e x p e r i m e n t  o p e r a t i o n s .  Exper i ,men t  pr0gra .m a n a l y s e s  w e r e  conducted t o  
a s s e s s  the  sens i t iv i ty  of the  s p a c e  s t a t ion  des ign  concept ,  Volume 111, E x p e r i -  
.merit Ana lyses  (SD 7  1 - 2  17 - 3 ) ,  and to  establi .sh a  r e p r e s e n t a t i v e  experi .ment  
p r o g r a m  that  accom.modates  a  NASA 1971 Blue Book. The  s p a c e  s t a t ion  
pr0gra .m p r e s e n t e d  i s  not intended t o  r e p r e s e n t  the  e x p e r i m e n t  pr0gra .m tha t  
m u s t  b e  scheduled ,  b e c a u s e  the s p a c e  s t a t ion  h a s  the  inheren t  capabi l i ty  and 
flexibility to  a c c o m m o d a t e  a l t e r n a t i v e  p r o g r a m s ,  e .  g. , one that  e m p h a s i z e s  
soc io -economic  benefi ts  o r  one tha t  e .mphasizes  advance.ments i n  sc ient i f ic  
knowledge. The  p rogra ,m p r e s e n t e d  h e r e  i s  r e p r e s e n t a t i v e  of a  fami ly  of 
p rogra .ms  tha t  could be  a c c o m m o d a t e d  by the  s e l e c t e d  s p a c e  s ta t ion  des ign  
concept .  
To ta l  definition of a  s p a c e  s t a t ion  p r o g r a m  c o n s i s t s  of t i m e  phas ing of 
a l l  p r o g r a m  e l e m e n t s  along wi th  the  a s s o c i a t e d  m a s t e r  p r o g r a m  phasing and 
p r o g r a m  c o s t s .  T h e  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  n e c e s s a r y  to define the  s p a c e  s t a t ion  
p r o g r a m  a r e  s u m m a r i z e d  i n  F i g u r e  3-1 .  The  b a s i c  p r o g r a m  e l e m e n t s  c o n s i s t  
of the  gener i c  e x p e r i m e n t s  defined by the  NASA Blue  Book,  the MSS, the 
RAM'S  and the  e a r t h  o r b i t  shu t t l e .  The  opera t iona l  t i m e  phasing of t h e s e  
e l e m e n t s  i s  defined by the m i s s i o n  sequence  plan. F u r t h e r  defini t ion,  b a s e d  
on the m i s s i o n  sequence  p lan ,  i s  provided by the m a s t e r  Drogram phasing 
and the p r o g r a m  c o s t ,  which a r e  defined in  R e f e r e n c e s  3 and  4, r e s p e c -  
t ive ly .  The  t i m e  phasing of  the p r o g r a m  e l e m e n t s  and s igni f icant  c o n c l u s ~ o n s  
f r o m  i t  a r e  d i s c u s s e d  in th is  sec t ion .  
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I971 BLUE BOOK 
MODULAR SPACF t
G E N E R I C  E X P E R I M E N T S  
* E A R T H  O R B I T  SHL1TTI.F 
M A S T E R  P R O G R A M  
P H A S I N G  
F i g u r e  3 -  1. Space  Stat ion P r o g r a m  Definition S u m m a r y  
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3 . 1  MISSION SEQUENCE PLAN DEVELOPMENT .APPROACH 
The  o v e r a l l  a p p r o a c h  used  i n  developing the  r e f e r e n c e  p r o g r a m  i s  
shown in  F i g u r e  3-2.  T h e  b a s i s  of the  m i s s i o n  sequence  plan i s  the  NASA 
1971 Blue Book, which def ines  a  g e n e r i c  s e t  of  exper i .ment  l a b o r a t o r i e s  and 
the  a s s o c i a t e d  e x p e r i m e n t  equipment ,  r e s o u r c e  requ i re .men t s ,  and o p e r a -  
t ional  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  tha t  the  s p a c e  s ta t ion  m u s t  accommoda te .  The  Blue 
Book w a s  used  a s  a  b a s i s  f o r  genera t ing  a n  exper imen t  da ta  book tha t  p rov ides  
a n  i n t e r p r e t a t i o n  of the  Blue Book and p rov ides  the b a s i s  f o r  conduct  of a n  
e x p e r i m e n t  d r i v e r  a n a l y s i s .  F r o m  da ta  contained in the e x p e r t m e n t  da ta  
book, a n  evolut ionary  p r o g r a m  philosophy was  developed w h e r e i n  two b a s i c  
exper imen t  l a b o r a t o r y  ac t iv i ty  l eve l s  w e r e  identif ied.  The  philosophy per .mi ts  
the  defer .ment  of e x p e r i m e n t  c o s t s  and the  scheduling of .ma jo r  e x p e r i m e n t s  in 
each d isc ip l ine  to provide  a  ba lanced p r o g r a m  throughout the  to ta l  ope ra t ions  
of the MSS. F o r  e a c h  l a b o r a t o r y ,  the opera t iona l  concept  (dura t ion ,  acc0.m- 
.modation .mode, and s p e c i a l  r e q u i r e m e n t s )  and the  suppor t  r equ i re ,men t s  
( c r e w ,  e l e c t r i c a l  power ,  da ta ,  and l o g i s t i c s )  w e r e  defined.  Also ,  l a b o r a t o r y  
p r i o r i t i e s  w e r e  def ined;  they w e r e  b a s e d  on benefi t  c a t e g o r i e s  and wor th  
r a t ings  p r e s e n t e d  i n  the  e x p e r i m e n t  da ta  book. F r o m  t h e s e  da ta ,  a  r e f e r e n c e  
exper i .ment  p r o g r a m  w a s  developed by consider ing  F P E  in te r re la t ionsh ips  and 
cons t ra in t s .  With t h i s  p r o g r a m ,  the  f inal  m i s s i o n  sequence  plan w a s  
developed by cons ide r ing  opera t iona l  f a c t o r s  such  a s  s p a c e  s t a t ion  buildup, 
c r e w  rota t ion ,  RAM de l ive ry ,  and logis  t i c s  resupply .  T h e  r e s u l t a n t  .miss ion  
sequence  plan s u m m a r i z e s  the  opera t iona l  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  and e x p e r i m e n t  
scheduling tha t  a r e  compa t ib le  with the  se lec ted  MSS des ign  concept .  Both 
the  r e f e r e n c e  exper i .ment  p r o g r a m  and the m i s s i o n  sequence  plan sa t i s fy  the  
NASA-provided guidel ines  and c o n s t r a i n t s .  
The  p r inc ipa l  guidel ines  and c o n s t r a i n t s  appl icable  t o  the  defini t ion of 
the  e x p e r i m e n t  p r o g r a m  a r e  p a r a p h r a s e d  i n  Tab le  3  - 1. T h e  f i r s t  guidel ine 
and c o n s t r a i n t  (G&C 1.  102A) def ines  the  b a s i c  scheduling l imi ta t ions  within 
which the  s p a c e  s t a t ion  pr0gra .m m u s t  o p e r a t e .  Based  on a  P h a s e  C go-ahead 
in  f i sca l  y e a r  1975  and the  pr0gra .m development  schedule  d i s c u s s e d  i n  
Refe rence  3 ,  launch of the  f i r s t  s p a c e  s t a t ion  module  o c c u r s  on 1  July 1982. 
The  s p a c e  s ta t ion  wi l l  then  conduct  e x p e r i m e n t  opera t ions  a t  a  6 - m a n  l eve l  
( G & C 1 s  1. 102A and 1. 105A) followed by buildup to a  growth s p a c e  s t a t ion  
(12-man  capabi l i ty) .  T h e  in i t i a l  s p a c e  s ta t ion  i s  capable  of suppor t ing  
se lec ted ,  pa r t i a l ,  modif ied ,  o r  combined functional  pr0gra .m e l e m e n t s  ( F P E ' s )  
f r o m  the  Blue Book (G&C 1. 116) ,  the  exper imen t s  being conducted i n  the  
s p a c e  s t a t ion  g e n e r a l - p u r p o s e  l a b o r a t o r i e s  ( G P L )  and RAM'S (G&C 1. 105A). 
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EVOLUTIONARY 
PROGRAM PHILOSOPHY 
I ' LEVEL I l l  ill 
1971 BLUE BOOK 
INTERPRETATION & 
EXPERIMENT 
D A T A  BOOK 
-- 
LEVEL I I  
FPE A - l  111111 I OPERATIONAL CONCEPT 1 1 1  111 
I SUPPORT REOUIREMENTS 1 1 1  1 1 1  
I CREW ELECTRICAL POWER DATA 1 LOGISTICS IJJ 
I FPE PRIORITY 1 1 EXPERIMENT SCHEDULE 1 
BENEFIT WORTH 
FPE CATEGORY RATING 
ES. 1 
A-3  1-3 5 
11-1 5 
LS.1 
MISSION SEQUENCE PLAN 
EXPERIMENTS 
...- .... -.. 
LOGISTICS 
Figu re  3 - 2 .  Mission Sequence P l a n  Development Approach 
The growth space  s ta t ion  i s  capable of accommodating a l l  F P E ' s  defined by 
the Blue Book, but these  F P E ' s  a r e  not acco.m.modated s i~mul taneously  
(G&C 1. 117A). 
The remain ing  guidelines and cons t ra in t s  i.mposed p rog rammat i c  ope r  - 
at ional  r e s t r i c t i ons .  The  principal  i .mpact of the guidelines and cons t ra in t s  
on the shutt le  launch f requency (G&C 1. 204) i s  the space  s ta t ion buildup 
durat ion and the  a s soc i a t ed  impac t  on subsys tem require .ments  f o r  buildup 
opera t ions .  These  considera t ions  w e r e  d i scussed  previously.  G & C ' s  1. 205, 
1 .  11 1,  and 1.  202 p r i m a r i l y  cons t ra in  the des ign cha rac t e r i s t i c s  in t e r m s  of 
.module weight and space  stat ion consumable  s t o r age  r equ i r emen t s .  
In development  of the ,miss ion sequence plan, i t  was  n e c e s s a r y  to 
es tabl ish  the ba s i c  ground ru les  and assumpt ions  s u m m a r i z e d  i n  Table  3-2. 
The progra .mmatic  ground ru les  re la te  to  the f i r s t  ,module launch date ,  the 
da te  on which in i t ia l  opera t ing capability (IOC) of the space  s ta t ion i s  achieved 
and the period of opera t ion  of the in i t ia l  space  stat ion.  The  remaining ground 
ru les  and assumpt ions  r e l a t e  p r ima r i l y  to the shutt le  operat ions  in suppor t  of 
the MSS. 
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T a b l e  3 - 1. Appl icable  Gu ide l ines  a n d  C o n s t r a i n t s  
Des igna t ion  
1. 102A 
1.  105A 
1 . 1 1 1  
1. 116 
1. 117A 
1 . 2 0 4  
1 . 2 0 5  
1 . 2 0 2  
Gu ide l ines  a n d  C o n s t r a i n t s  
S p a c e  s t a t i o n  P h a s e  C go -ahead  i n  f i s c a l  y e a r  1975.  
T o t a l  p r o g r a m  l eng th  not  s p e c i f i e d .  
Ident i f iab le  p l a t eau  i n  i n i t i a l  s p a c e  s t a t i o n  conf igu ra t ion .  
F u l l  g r o w t h  s p a c e  s t a t i o n  capab i l i t y  f ive  t o  s i x  y e a r s  a f t e r  
l a u n c h  of t he  f i r s t  i n i t i a l  s p a c e  s t a t i o n  m o d u l e .  
Growth  s p a c e  s t a t i o n  o p e r a t i o n s  f o r  f ive  y e a r s .  
In i t i a l  s p a c e  s t a t i o n  o p e r a t i o n a l  when  ful ly  m a n n e d  ( a t  l e a s t  
s i x  c r e w m e n )  a n d  ful ly  con f igu red ,  inc luding  a g e n e r a l -  
p u r p o s e  l a b o r a t o r y  capab i l i t y  i n  addi t ion  to  a t  l e a s t  two 
R A M ' s .  
D e s i g n - t o  weight  of s h u t t l e - t r a n s p o r t e d  m o d u l e s  not  t o  
e x c e e d  2 0 , 0 0 0  lb .  
In i t i a l  s p a c e  s t a t i o n  c a p a b l e  of suppor t ing  s e l e c t e d ,  p a r t i a l ,  
mod i f i ed ,  o r  combined  F P E ' s  f r o m  t h e  B lue  Book ;  Blue  
Book e x p e r i m e n t s  a n d  R A M ' s  t o  b e  schedu led  i n  a c c o r d -  
a n c e  wi th  s t a t i o n  capab i l i t y .  
Growth  s p a c e  s t a t i o n  c a p a b l e  of a c c o m m o d a t i n g  all B lue  
Book FPE' s ,  b u t  not  s imu l t aneous ly .  
Shut t le  l aunch  f r equency ,  to  s u p p o r t  s p a c e  s t a t i o n  p r o g r a m ,  
no g r e a t e r  t han  one  e v e r y  30 d a y s .  
I n i t i a l  s p a c e  s t a t i o n  wi th  capac i ty  f o r  i ndependen t  o p e r a t i o n  
wi th  t h e  ful l  c r e w  f o r  a  p e r i o d  of 1 2 0  d a y s ;  c a p a c i t y  c a n  
b e  inc luded  i n  c a r g o  m o d u l e .  
A t  l e a s t  30 d a y s  of c o n s u m a b l e s ,  inc luding  s u b s y s t e m s  a n d  
e x p e r i m e n t s ,  a v a i l a b l e  beyond schedu led  r e  supp1.y 
m i s  s  ion. 
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3 . 2  REFERENCE EXPERIMENT PROGRAM 
In o r d e r  to develop the m i s s i o n  sequence plan, i t  was  f i r s t  n e c e s s a r y  to 
develop a r e f e r ence  exper iment  p r o g r a m  that  defines the  t i m e  phasing of a l l  
exper iments .  The ove ra l l  approach  used i s  shown in  F igu re  3 - 3 .  The bas ic  
data  s o u r c e s  w e r e  the l abora to ry  definition, p r i o r i t i e s ,  and scheduling i n t e r  - 
re la t ionships  and cons t ra in t s  deta i led  i n  SD 7 1-2 17-3 .  F o r  purposes  of 
completeness ,  the data  sou rce s  used  to develop the r e f e r ence  exper iment  
p r o g r a m  a r e  summar i zed  in this  subsect ion.  On the ba s i s  of the l abora to ry  
p r io r i t i e s  and the scheduling in te r re la t ionsh ips  and cons t ra in t s ,  a  p r e f e r r e d  
exper iment  sequence was  defined. Th is  sequence plus the applicable guide- 
l ines and cons t ra in t s  and scheduling ground ru l e s  provided the ba s i s  fo r  
developing the r e f e r ence  exper iment  p rog ram.  
I LABORATORY DEFl N l T l O N  I 
-- 
Figu re  3 -  3. Refe rence  Expe r imen t  P r o g r a m  Development 
L 
SCHEDULING 
INTERRELATIONSHIPS GUIDELINES 
SCHEDULING 
GROUND RULES 
AVAILABLE MAN-HOURS/ & CONTRAINTS 
PRECURSORS CONSTRAINTS -  DAY CONCURRENCY a NUMBER O F  RAM'S 
Space Division 
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F o r  development  of  the r e f e r ence  exper iment  p rog ram,  the exper iment  
l abo ra to r i e s  a r e  adequately defined by the number  of operat ional  cycles ,  
number  of y e a r s  pe r  cycle ,  man-hours  pe r  day, and re furb i shment  in te rva l .  
In o r d e r  to schedule  the l abo ra to r i e s ,  p r i o r i t i e s  m u s t  be  defined. The 
technique used  during th is  study w a s  to  a s s i gn  each F P E  ( o r  exper iments  
within the F P E ' s )  a  benefit ca tegory  and worth  ra t ing.  These  data  provided 
a m e a n s  by which a rank designation could be  ass igned  to each F P E  o r  s o m e -  
t i m e s  to individual exper iments  within F P E ' s .  In addition, scheduling i n t e r  - 
re la t ionships  and cons t r a in t s  that  impose  a p r e f e r r e d  re la t ive  o r d e r  of F P E 1 s  
o r  exper iments  w e r e  developed. 
The  definition of the exper iment  operat ing cyc les  a s  in te rpre ted  f r o m  
the 197 1 Blue Book i s  s u m m a r i z e d  i n  Table  3 - 3  f o r  Leve l  I1 and Level  111 
definitions of the l abo ra to r i e s .  Also shown, w h e r e  appropr ia te ,  a r e  the 
p r e f e r r e d  separa t ion  i n t e rva l s  between mul t ip le  cyc les  of a given l abora to ry  
As wil l  be d i s cus sed  in deta i l ,  applicat ion of these  operat ing durat ions  
resu l t ed  i n  a n  excess ive ly  long exper iment  p r o g r a m .  
The  manpower  r equ i r emen t s  to suppor t  the  exper iment  operat ions  and 
the assoc ia ted  c r e w  ski l l s  r equ i r emen t s  a r e  s u m m a r i z e d  in Tab les  3-4  and 
3-5.  Table  3 -4 shows that  the  man-hour -per -day  r equ i r emen t s  va ry  f rom a 
min imum of 4 f o r  some  a s t ronomy  exper iments  t o  a max imum of 2 4  for  
F P E ' s  in  the e a r t h  observat ions ,  technology, and l i fe  sc iences  disc ipl ines .  
During the  ana ly se s ,  the manpower  r equ i r emen t s  w e r e  in te rpre ted  a s  being 
equivalent  man -hou r s  pe r  day,  based  on a 10-hour  day, 6-day work week.  
Of the 3 0  c r e w  sk i l l s  identified fo r  operat ions  of the space  s ta t ion and the 
expe r imen t s ,  21 sk i l l s  w e r e  r equ i r ed  fo r  exper iment  operat ions .  Of these ,  
four a r e  r equ i r ed  only during the operat ions  of detached RAM'S.  
The logis t ic  require .ments ,  in t e r .ms  of pounds p e r  .month fo r  suppor t  of 
the expe r imen t  operat ions ,  a r e  sum.marized in  Table  3 -6. Both the  minimu.m 
and .maxi.mum requ i r emen t s  a r e  tmpos ed by l abo ra to r i e s  in the technology 
disc ipl ine .  Average  values  a r e  approximately  133 pounds p e r  month fo r  a l l '  
Leve l  I1 l abo ra to r i e s  and 289 pounds p e r  .month fo r  the Level  I11 l abora to r ies .  
The  cor responding  power require ,ments ,  i n  t e r ,ms  of the  maximu.m susta ined 
power ,  a r e  shown in  Table  3 -7 .  The  a v e r a g e  power r equ i r emen t  fo r  Level. I1 
l abo ra to r i e s  i s  approximately  1. 02 kw, and 1 . 2 6  kw i s  the ave r age  r equ i r e -  
m e n t  fo r  the Leve l  I11 l abo ra to r i e s .  
The foregoing definitions of the l abo ra to r i e s  es tabl ish  the r e s o u r c e  
r equ i r emen t s  that  .must  be  provided fo r  conduct of the exper iment  p rog ram.  
Fu r the r '  definition i s  provided by the exper iment  p r i o r i t i e s  given in Table  3-8, 
w h e r e  the expe r imen t  number ,  benefi t  ca tegory,  wor th  rat ing,  and rank 
designation a r e  defined. Experi .ments that  have both high socio-economic 
benefi t  and high sc ient i f ic  value a r e  schedul.ed f i r s t  t o  produce a balanced 
progra 'm.  
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Table  3 -4 .  Manpower Requi rements  Ma t r i x  
(Sustained Equivalent Manhours p e r  Day) 
Discipl ine  
T i t l e  
As t ronomy 
Phys i c s  
E a r t h  
Observa t ion  
Co.mmunications and 
Navigation 
Ma te r i a l  
Sciences  
Technology 
Life 
Sciences  
:::Level I1 
:I:: Level  UI 
:::::::::Level UA 
Code 
A 
P 
E 
MS 
T 
LS 
4 
14 
5 
9 
37 
10 
11 
5 
9 
1 0 
- 
19 
F P E  
3 
8 
10 
8 
10 
24 
24 
8  
1  1  : :: :: 
13 
1 
4 
8  
11 
13 
14 
2 4  
10 
18 
13 
14 
9 
9 
9 
18 
2 
4 
15 
19 
19 
- 
20 
6 
14::: 
1  2 : :: 
1 
11 
7 
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Table 3 -5 .  C r e w  Ski l l  R e q u i r e m e n t s  (Man-Hours  p e r  Day)  
1. 
2 .  
3 .  
-1. 
5. 
6 .  
- 
I .  
8. 
?. 
L O .  
11 .  
1 2 .  
1 3 .  
14. 
15 .  
LO. 
C r e w  Ski l l  
Biological  Techn ic ian  
h l i c r u l ~ i o l o g i c a l  Techn ic ian  
Uiochcniist  
Phys io log i s t  
r ' i s t r o n o m e r / A s t r o p h y s i c i s t  
P h y s i c i s t  
Nuc lea r  P h y s i c i s t  
Photo  l ' e c h n i c i a n / C a r t o g r a p h e r  
T h e r m o d y n a m i c i s t  
E lec t ron ic  E n g i n e e r  
Mechanical  E n g i n e e r  
E l e c t r o m e c h a n i c a l  Techn ic ian  
Medical  Doc to r  
Opt ica l  Techn ic ian  
Opt ica l  Sc ien t i s t  
Mcteo ro log i s t  
X,licro\va\~e S p e c i a l i s t  
0c:eanoyrapher  
P h y s i c a l  (;eologist 
Photo  Geo log i s t  
13chavioral Sc ien t i s t  
C h e n ~ i c a l  Techn ic ian  
h4eta l lurgis t  
hf la ter ia l  Sc ien t i s t  
P l ~ y  sic.al Che tn i s t  
ALI rononi is t  
(;cog raphe  I. 
D = when de tached  R A M  i s  docked 
( D )  - opt ional  with o t h e r  D 
L e v e l  
FPE 
A - 6  A -  1  A - 5  A - 2  A - 3  A - 4  
Space Division 
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T a b l e  3 -5 .  C r e w  Skill R e q u i r e m e n t s  (Man-Hours  p e r  Day)  (Cont)  
C  r ew Sk i l l  
I .  B io log ica l  T e c h n i c i a n  
2. Mic rob io log ica l  T e c h n i c i a n  
3 .  B i o c h e m i s t  
4. P h y s i o l o g i s t  
5 .  Astronomer/Astrophysicist 
6.  P h y s i c i s t  
7 .  N u c l e a r  P h y s i c i s t  
8. P h o t o  T e c h n i c i a n / C a r t o p r a p h e r  
9. T h e r m o d y n a m i c i s t  
10. E l e c t r o n i c  E n g i n e e r  
11. M e c h a n i c a l  E n g i n e e r  
12. E l e c t r o m e c h a n i c a l  T e c h n i c i a n  
13. M e d i c a l  D o c t o r  
14.  O p t i c a l  T e c h n i c i a n  
15.  O p t i c a l  S c i e n t i s t  
16.  M e t e o r o l o g i s t  
17. i\/Iicrowave S p e c i a l i s t  
18. O c e a ~ i o g r a p h e r  
19. P h y s i c a l  Geo log i s t  
20. P h o t o  Geo log i s t  
2  1. B e h a v i o r a l  S c i e n t i s t  
22.  C h e m i c a l  T e c h n i c i a n  
23. M e t a l l u r g i s t  
24. M a t e r i a l  S c i e n t i s t  
25. P h y s i c a l  C h e m i s t  
26. A g r o n o m i s t  
27. G e o g r a p h e r  
Any 
F P E  
C / N - I  ES-1 P -4  P- 1  
I11 
1  
5 
P-2 P-3  
I11 
4  
1  
1 1  
4 
4 
2  
4  
2  
2  
I1 
3  
10 
I1 
1  
1 3  
4 
I11 
9 
10 
9  
I1 
2  
3 
2  
L e v e l  
I11 
9  
6 
4  
I1 
1 2  
5 
5 
111 
12 
7 
I1 
2 
5 
3 
I11 
7 
4 
I1 
10 
9  
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Table 3-5. C r e w  Skil l  Requi rements  (Man-Hours  pe r  Day) (Cont)  
C r e w  Ski l l  
Biological  Techn ic ian  
Mic rob io log ica l  Techn ic ian  
Biochemis t  
Phys io log i s t  
~stronomer/Astro~h~sicist 
P h y s i c i s t  
N u c l e a r  P h y s i c i s t  
Photo  ~ e c h n i c i a n / C a r t o e r a p h e r  
T h e r m o d y n a m i c i s t  
E l e c t r o n i c  E n g i n e e r  
Mechan ica l  E n g i n e e r  
E l e c t r o m e c h a n i c a l  Techn ic ian  
Medica l  Doc to r  
Opt ica l  Techn ic ian  
Opt ica l  Sc ien t i s t  
Meteoro log i s t  
Mic rowave  S p e c i a l i s t  
O c e a n o g r a p h e r  
P h y s i c a l  Geo log i s t  
Pho to  Geo log i s t  
Behav io ra l  Sc ien t i s t  
C h e m i c a l  Techn ic ian  
h4eta l lurgis t  
M a t e r i a l  Sc ien t i s t  
P h y s i c a l  C h e m i s t  
Ayronomis t  
G e o g r a p h e r  
(n)  = n ro ta ted  through o t h e r s  mar lced ( 
FPE 
T - 5  T - 4  T - 3  T - 2  MS-1 T - 1  
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Table  3 -5. C r e w  Skill Requi rements  (Man-Hours pe r  Day)  (Cont)  
C r e w  Ski l l  
1 .  Biological  Techn ic ian  
2.  Mic rob io log ica l  Techn ic ian  
3. B i o c h e m i s t  
4 .  Phys io log i s t  
5. kstronomer/Astrophysicist 
6. P h y s i c i s t  
7. N u c l e a r  P h y s i c i s t  
8. Pho to  ~ e c h n i c i a n / C a r t o g r a p h e r  
9. T h e r m o d y n a m i c i s t  
10. E l e c t r o n i c  E n g i n e e r  
11. Mechan ica l  E n g i n e e r  
12. E l e c t r o m e c h a n i c a l  Techn ic ian  
13. Medica l  Doc to r  
14. Opt i ca l  Techn ic ian  
15. Opt i ca l  Sc ien t i s t  
16. M e t e o r o l o g i s t  
17. Mic rowave  S p e c i a l i s t  
18. O c e a n o g r a p h e r  
19. P h y s i c a l  Geo log i s t  
20. Pho to  Geologis t  
21. Behavioral  Sc ien t i s t  
22. C h e m i c a l  Techn ic ian  
23. M e t a l l u r g i s t  
24.  M a t e r i a l  S c i e n t i s t  
25.  P h y s i c a l  C h e m i s t  
26. A g r o n o m i s t  
27. G e o g r a p h e r  
Any 
n / d  = n  h r / d a y  e v e r y  d  days  
F P E  
LS-1 LS- (2 -5 )  LS-6 
11 
5  
1 2  
3 
I1 
3 . 5  
1 5 4 2 2  
1 1 1 1 1  
111 
8  
1  
4 
LS-7 C o r e  Equ ip  
IIA 
2  
111 
7 
4 
7 
6 
I1 
L e v e l  
I11 
L 
8  
I11 
919 
11 /10  
5  / 3  
2 / 5 
5 8  
I1 I1 
1  
1 
IIA 
2  
1 1 3  
1 2 3  
I11 
3 
3 
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T a b l e  3 - 6. Log i s  t i c  R e q u i r e m e n t s  M a t r i x  
( L b / M o n t h  E x p e r i . m e n t  Suppor t )  
D i s c i p l i n e  
T i t l e  
A s t r o n o m y  
P h y s i c s  
E a r t h  
O b s e r v a t i o n  
C o m m u n i c a t i o n s  
and  Naviga t ion  
M a t e r i a l  
S c i e n c e s  
Techno logy  
Li fe  
S c i e n c e s  
:::Level I1 
:::::Level 111 
:: :: :: L v e 1 11 A 
7 
4 5  
300 
C o d e  
A 
P 
E 
"" 
MS 
T 
LS 
6 
183::: 
183:::::: 
- 
7 3 
1 
60 
60 
180 
280 
265 
92 0 
42 
63 
603 
603 
33 
33 
25  
94 
2 
85  
170 
18  
24 
- 
370 
3 
122 
153 
300 
345 
220 
1000 
75 
2 5 0 : : :; 
795 
L a b o r a t o r y  
4 
12 
25 
100 
200 
72  
160 
5 
88  
111 
- 
400 
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T a b l e  3 -7 .  E l e c t r i c a l  P o w e r  Requ i r e .men t s  M a t r i x  
( M a x i m u m  Sus t a ined  K W )  
D i s c i p l i n e  
T i t l e  
A s t r o n o m y  
P h y s i c s  
E a r t h  
O b s e r v a t i o n  
C o m m u n i c a t i o n s  
a n d  Nav iga t ion  
M a t e r i a l  
S c i e n c e s  
Techno logy  
L i f e  
S c i e n c e s  
::Level 11 
::::::Level III 
:::::::::Level j-JA 
L a b o r a t o r y  
C o d e  
A 
E 
5 
0 .  12 
0 .  25 
- 
0 . 3 0  
1  
0. 22 
0 . 4 5  
1 .  60 
1 . 6 3  
4 . 1 0  
4 . 1 0  
0. 96 
6  
0.  75::: 
0. 75:::::: 
- 
1 . 0  
2  
0 .  22 
0. 57 
0. 25 
0 . 3 5  
1 1 . 0 7  
7  
0 . 0 5  
0 . 4 0  
- 
0 . 2 5  
MS 
LS 
C o r e  
1 . 2 5  
1 . 3 0  
1. 90 
3  
0 .  72 
0 . 7 8  
0. 70 
0 . 7 1  
5 . 0  
5 . 0  
0 . 4 0  
0 . 4 0  
0. 05 
1 . 2 6  
4 
0. 30 
0. 60 
0 . 3 4  
3 .  85 
0 . 3 3  
0 . 3 3  
0. 05 
0  . 1 5 :: : : 
0. 16 
3 . 0  
3 . 0  
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Table 3 -  8. Balanced P r o g r a m ,  P r i o r i t y  Ratings 
Space Division 
North American Rockwell 
The  scheduling in te r re la t ionsh ips  and cons t ra in t s  that  m u s t  be  sa t is f ied  
a r e  s u m m a r i z e d  h e r e .  
1. S t a r t  T - 1  a t  l e a s t  s ix  .months be fore  E - 1  initiation. 
2 .  S t a r t  T - 1  a t  l e a s t  two y e a r s  be fore  A-3 initiation. 
3. Conduct  T - 1  and P - 4  i n  sa.me ti.me f r a m e ,  i f  possible.  
4 .  Conduct  T -  1 and P - 2  i n  s a m e  t i m e  f r a m e ,  i f  poss ible .  
5. S t a r t  P - 1  a t  l e a s t  one y e a r  be fore  A-2 initiation. 
6 .  S t a r t  E - 1  a t  growth IOC. 
7 .  S t a r t  T - 1  (growth phase)  a t  growth IOC. 
F P E  n u m b e r s  used  i n  the preceding s u m m a r y  a r e  defined a s  follows : 
T - 1 Contamination m e a s u r e m e n t s  
E -  1 E a r t h  observat ions  faci l i ty 
A-2 Advanced s t e l l a r  
A-3 Advanced s o l a r  
P- 1 Space physics  r e s e a r c h  facil i ty 
P - 2  Plas.ma physics  and environmental  PERTS  
P - 4  Phys i c s  and chemis t ry  faci l i ty 
The  ba s i c  cons t ra in t  imposed  i s  r e la t ive  to those  l abo ra to r i e s  that p e r m i t  
m e a s u r e m e n t  of the environment  about the  operat ing space  stat ion.  The 
p r inc ipa l  F P E  for  conducting t he se  operat ions  i s  the contamination .measure  - 
.merit F P E  ( T - 1 ) .  This  F P E  es tab l i shes  the space  s ta t ion ex t e r i o r  environ- 
.merit through which ex t e rna l  viewing s e n s o r s  ( e a r t h  su rveys  and as t ronomy)  
m u s t  opera te .  It i s  de s i r ab l e ,  although not requ i red ,  that the  ex te rna l  
viewing physics  exper i .ments  ( P - 2  and P - 4 )  be  scheduled i n  the sa.me ti.me 
f r a m e  a s  the contamination m e a s u r e m e n t  exper iments .  The scheduling 
des i rab i l i ty  i s  based  p r ima r i l y  on considera t ions  of s i m i l a r  equipment r equ i r e -  
men t s  fo r  the  opera t ions  of these  F P E '  s .  An addit ional  constraining cons ider -  
a t ion i s  the  opera t ion  of the  space  physics  r e s e a r c h  l abora to ry .  Th is  
l abo ra to ry  includes  a s m a l l  a s t ronomy te lescope experi ,ment (P-1 .4 )  and i t  i s  
d e s i r a b l e  to conduct  experi-ments with t he se  s e n s o r s  a t  l e a s t  one yea r  before  
opera t ions  of the advanced s t e l l a r  astrono.my experi .ments ( F P E  A-2) a r e  
s t a r t e d .  By operat ing F P E  P - 1  before  F P E  A-2,  e a r l y  knowledge wil l  be  
gained re la t ive  to the e a r t h  orbi ta l  operat ions  of a s t e l l a r  telescope.  
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The p r e f e r r e d  scheduling sequence that  r e su l t s  f r om the applicat ions 
of the rank designation and the applicat ion of the scheduling in te r re la t ionsh ips  
and cons t ra in t s  i s  shown in Table  3-9.  Exception fo r  the f i r s t  F P E ' s  a t  the 
Level  I1 l abora to r ies ,  the scheduling sequence follows the rank designation.  
As d i scussed  previously,  the f i r s t  t h r e e  l abo ra to r i e s  a r e  scheduled concur -  
rently fo r  measu r ing  the  space  s ta t ion environment  and fo r  the s ake  of con- 
venience. At Leve l  111, the  physics  exper iments  a r e  o rde r ed  by t he i r  rank 
designation when only the contaminat ion F P E  (T -1 )  ha s  a high scheduling 
o r d e r .  Again, the high sequence fo r  F P E  T -  1 i s  justified to m e a s u r e  the 
space  s ta t ion environment  a t  the  growth level .  
Before  the scheduling cons idera t ions  that  have been d i scussed  thus f a r  
w e r e  applied,  a  s e t  of exper iment  scheduling ground ru l e s  was  developed. 
These  ground r u l e s ,  s u m m a r i z e d  in  Table  3-10, r e l a t e  to  considera t ions  such 
a s  the c r ew  man-hou r s  pe r  day avai lable  f o r  experi .ment operat ions ,  the 
ini t ial  and growth space  s ta t ion IOC da tes ,  the capabil i ty to acco.mmodate 
at tached o r  detached RAM'S ,  and the scheduling philosophy. These  ground 
ru les  a r e  consis tent  with the  guidelines and cons t ra in t s  and the  operat ional  
capability of the se lec ted  space  s ta t ion des ign  concept. 
Al ternat ive  approaches  f o r  developing the  r e f e r ence  experi ,ment p rog ram 
w e r e  investigated.  F igu re  3-4  i s  2 sche-matic represen ta t ion  of the a l t e r -  
natives cons idered .  In the f i r s t  approach,  a l l  Leve l  II and Leve l  111 act iv i t ies  
w e r e  scheduled sequential ly,  and mul t ip le  Level  I11 cycles  w e r e  a l s o  scheduled. 
The resul tant  exper iment  p r o g r a m  emphasized the high p r io r i ty  F P E '  s  and 
requ i red  30 to 40 y e a r s  to co.mplete. Th is  definition was  not cons idered  to be 
represen ta t ive  of the opera t ions  of the MSS. 
A second approach  was  invest igated i n  which a l l  Leve l  I1 ac t iv i t i e s  w e r e  
co.mpleted before  ini t iat ion of Leve l  111 act iv i t ies .  Again, ,multiple Leve l  I11 
cycles  w e r e  uti l ized in this  progra-m.  The  experi .ment p r o g r a m  resul t ing 
fr0.m the second approach  i s  s u m m a r i z e d  in  F igu re  3-5. As shown, the high- 
p r io r i ty  F P E ' s  a r e  e.mphasized once the Level  I11 l abora to r ies  have been  
ini t iated.  This  p r o g r a m  r e q u i r e s  approximately  35 yea r s  to complete  and 
was ,  a s  with the f i r s t  approach,  not cons idered  to be represen ta t ive  of the 
space  s ta t ion exper iment  operat ional  p r o g r a m .  
The th i rd  a l t e rna t ive  approach  was  to co.mplete the  Level  I1 ac t iv i t ies  
and co.mplete only a s ingle  cyc le  of the Leve l  I11 act iv i t ies .  Table  3 - 11 
defines the l abora to r ies  in  t e r m s  of the accommodat ion m o d e  and the operating 
durat ion fo r  this  philosophy. The  m a x i m u m  operat ional  durat ion fo r  any given 
l abora to ry  i s  5 y e a r s  (med i ca l  r e s e a r c h ) .  In general ,  the Level  111 labora -  
to r ies  opera te  fo r  one o r  two y e a r s .  The r e s u l t  of t runcating the  operat ional  
durat ion of the l abo ra to r i e s  i s  i l lus t ra ted  in  F igu re  3-6, which sche,matical ly 
shows which cycles  w e r e  dropped fo r  the l abora to r ies .  
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Table 3 - 10. Experiment Scheduling Ground Rules 
Ground Rule 
Crew man-hours  per  day available for 
experiment ope ra t ions ,  init ial  stat ion = 
35 man-hours  /day 
Crew man-hours  per  day available for 
esper iment  operations,  growth = 
90 man-hours  /day 
Initial space station IOC = Jan  1982 
Growth space station IOC = July 1987 
Initial space station i s  capable of 
accommodating two RAM'  s (attached 
or  detached).  
Growth space  station i s  capable of 
accommodatillg th ree  attached RAM'S 
and three detached RAM'S.  
Operations of high-pr ior i ty  init ial-  
phase labora tor ies  a r e  init iated a t  
initial space station IOC. 
Operations of high-priori ty growth- 
phase labora tor ies  a r e  init iated a t  
growth space station IOC. Sched- 
uling of lower-pr ior i ty  ini t ia l -phase 
laborator ies  continues.  
Operations of init ial  -phas e labor  a -  
tor ies  a r e  completed before opera-  
tions of growth-phase labora tor ies  
a r e  s ta r ted .  
In growth phase,  a l l  cyclic labora-  
to ry  operations a r e  l imited to 
one cycle .  
P r io r i t y  of exper iments  i s  based on 
Remarks  
R A M  scheduling i s  dependent 
upon experiment requirements  . 
RAM scheduling i s  dependent 
upon experiment requi rements .  
Gap between completion of 
init ial-phase labora tory  opera-  
tions and initiation of growth- 
phase laborator ies  i s  minimized. 
Initial-phase laboratory opera-  
tions a r e  considered p recu r so r  to 
growth-phase labora tory  
operations.  
ES- 1 i s  considered continuous, 
although i t  i s  refurbished 
annually. 
"balanced p rog ram-pr io r i t y  rating,  I '  
(Table 3-8) .  
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The  exper i ,ment  p r o g r a m  shown i n  F igu re  3 - 7  r equ i r e s  approximately  
15 y e a r s  to complete .  The  p r o g r a m  provided the ba s i s  f o r  development of 
the .miss ion sequence plan d i s cus sed  in  the next  subsect ion.  The  bas ic  con- 
s t r a i n t  used in  development  of the r e f e r ence  experi.ment p r o g r a m  was  c r e w  
man-hou r s  p e r  day.  During th is  and pa s t  ana ly se s ,  i t  was  de te rmined  that  
c r e w  ,man-hours  p e r  day a r e  the m o s t  v i ta l  space  s ta t ion  r e s o u r c e  and a l l  
o the r  r e s o u r c e  l imi ta t ion can  be  m e t  by judicious s h o r t - t e r m  scheduling. 
All Leve l  I1 ac t iv i t ies  a r e  co,mpleted dur ing the  f i r s t  eight y e a r s  of space  
s ta t ion  opera t ions .  Leve l  I11 act iv i t ies  a r e  ini t iated a t  growth space  s ta t ion 
IOC and a r e  completed a f t e r  10 y e a r s  of growth space  s ta t ion operat ions .  
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Figure 3-7 .  MSS Reference Experiment Program 
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PRECEDING PAGE B L m  mm 
3 . 3  REFERENCE PROGRAM 
The building blocks that  we re  in tegrated to  es tab l i sh  a r e f e r ence  pro-  
g r a m  a r e  p resen ted  in  F igu re  3-8. The bas ic  building block was  the r e f e r ence  
exper iment  p r o g r a m  defined in  the previous section.  In o r d e r  to es tab l i sh  the 
to ta l  m i s s ion  sequence plan (MSP), the space  s ta t ion buildup operat ions ,  and 
c r e w  rotat ion operat ions  m u s t  b e  in tegrated.  The resul tant  t o t a l  operat ional  
p rog ram i s  p resen ted  i n  F igu re  3-9. 
The MSP  integrated the scheduling of a l l  F P E ' s ,  the  shut t le  f l ights to  
support  the space  s ta t ion and exper iment  operations,  the  logis t i c s  r equ i r e -  
ments  fo r  s ta t ion and  exper iment  operat ions ,  and the c r e w  rotation cycles .  
The fundamental  cha rac t e r i s t i c s  of the MSP and the pert inent conclusions 
obtained t h e r e f r o m  a r e  summar i zed  in  F igures  3-10 through 3-13. 
The deg ree  of continuity i n  the operations of exper iments  within each  
of the seven disc ipl ines  i s  i l lus t ra ted  i n  F igure  3-10, which shows both the  
levels and the  c r e w  man-hou r s  per  day by discipline. The operat ions  of 
REFERENCE 
EXPERl ME NT 
EXTENDED STAY 
QUALIFICATION PROGRAM 
PREFERRED TOUR 
ASSEMBLY SEQUENCE 
NUMBER OF RAM'S 
NUMBER OF SUPPORT 
NUMBER PASSENGERS 
* MSS STORAGE CAPACITY 
F i g u r e  3-8. Miss  ion Sequence P l a n  Development 
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exper iments  within the as t ronomy,  physics,  and life sc iences  disciplines a r e  
relat ively continuous. Also, re la t ively  continuous operations of exper iments  
in  the technology discipline a r e  achieved once the Level I11 labora tory  capa- 
bility i s  achieved. Operations of the  e a r t h  observat ions  ( F P E  ES-1) i s  
relat ively l imi ted due p r imar i l y  to the  high manpower  requ i rements ,  the  
desi rabi l i ty  of accommodating the  en t i r e  Blue Book within a reasonable  t ime  
period,  and the desi rabi l i ty  of retaining a re la t ively  balanced p rog ram through- 
out the space  stat ion operat ional  l i fet ime. The sho r t  operat ional  durations 
f o r  the communications /navigation and  m a t e r i a l s  sc ience  disciplines a r e  
due p r imar i l y  to  the abil i ty to  "complete" the Blue Book-defined exper iments  
in  re la t ively  sho r t  t ime  periods.  
The ove ra l l  operat ional  capabil i ty of the space  s ta t ion i s  presented i n  
Table 3 -  12. The table shows,  in  t e r m s  of equivalent crewmen,  a g r o s s  
approximat ion of the level  of act iv i ty  tha t  can be accommodated by the  init ial  
and growth space  s ta t ions .  The in i t ia l  space  s ta t ion i s  capable of supporting 
the equivalent of a one-man level  of act iv i ty  in  as t ronomy,  a 1. 5-man level  
of activity i n  physics and e a r t h  observa t ions ,  and a one-man level  in  the  
remaining disc ipl ines .  F o r  the growth space  stat ion,  the  values  v a r y  f r o m  
the equivalent of a one-man leve l  up to  a max imum of a two-man level  i n  the 
life sc iences  disciplines.  The foregoing values  a r e  based  on the re fe rence  
exper iment  p rog ram,  and the se lec ted  space  stat ion design concept h a s  the 
inherent  flexibility to accommodate  var ia t ions  in  the distr ibutions.  The data 
in  Table 3 -  12 do indicate,  however ,  the  re la t ively  balanced operat ional  
capability that  can be achieved.  
Another significant conclusion that  can be drawn f r o m  the MSP i s  the 
distr ibution of the uti l ization of the  fac i l i t i e s  (GPL,  a t tached RAM's and 
detached RAMS), a s  shown in  F igu re  3 -  11. As would be expected,  the G P L  
faci l i t ies  wil l  be used  continuously throughout the p rograms .  No m o r e  than 
t h r ee  a t tached RAM's wi l l  be requ i red  a t  any point in  the p rogram.  Only one 
a t tached RAM will  be requ i red  a t  any  point in  t ime  during operations of the  
init ial  space  station. During growth space  s ta t ion operat ions ,  only one 
a t tached RAM will  be requ i red  approx imate ly  50 percent  of the t ime ,  two for  
approximately  30 percent  of the t ime ,  and  t h r e e  fo r  the remaining 20 percent  
of the operations.  
The r e f e r ence  MSP  a l s o  min imizes  the number  of detached RAM's 
requ i red  throughout the p rog ram,  and  a t  no point in  the p rog ram will  m o r e  
than two detached RAM's  be required.  The re fo re ,  only two RAM support  
sect ions  will  be requ i red  to  support  the  exper iment  operation.  As a resu l t ,  
only t h r ee  support  sect ions  will  be  r equ i r ed  to  support  the  to ta l  p rog ram,  
including one s pare .  
Space Division 
North American Rockwell 
Table 3- 12. Approximate Exper iment  Operations Manpower Distr ibution 
The to ta l  number  of RAM's r equ i r ed  (at tached and detached) wil l  
usual ly  be  four o r  l e s s ,  although two re la t ively  s h o r t  periods occur  when five 
RAM's  ( t h r ee  a t tached and two detached)  wil l  be required.  By limiting RAM 
requ i r emen t s ,  p rog ram cos t s  can  be  reduced by l imiting the  requ i red  number 
of exper iment  equipment modules  and support  sect ions .  
Discipline 
Astronomy 
Phys ics  
E a r t h  Observat ions  
~ o m m u n i c a t i o n / ~ a v i g a t i o n  
Ma te r i a l s  Science 
Technology 
Life Sciences  
Total  Available 
1 
One impac t  the number  of RAM' s operating concurrent ly  wi l l  have i s  on 
the uti l ization of the  space  s ta t ion docking /ber thing por ts .  A represen ta t ive  
docking/ ber thing por t  ut i l ization h i s t o ry  i s  presented in  F igure  3- 12. During 
the period of in i t ia l  space  s ta t ion operat ions ,  P o r t s  5 and 7 wi l l  be used 
a l t e rna t e ly  fo r  c a rgo  module berthing. One berthing port  f o r  a growth space  
s ta t ion module ( P o r t  6 o r  P o r t  8)  wil l  be  u sed  for  a t tached as t ronomy and 
physics RAM's.  During the in i t ia l  per iod of space  stat ion operations , a l l  
the nominally avai lable  berthing por ts  wil l  be  requ i red  to  support  the operations 
of a t tached and detached RAM's.  Since the  ca rgo  module  u s e s  two por ts  
a l t e rna te ly ,  one por t  wil l  be available between resupply operations that  i s  
not used  i n  the  MSP. During the  r ema inde r  of the  p rogram,  berthing por t s  
wi l l  be requ i red  fo r  a t tached RAM's and  fo r  periodic support  of the  detached 
RAM's .  
The c r e w  rota t ion plan that  resu l ted  f r o m  development of the MSP 'is 
s u m m a r i z e d  i n  F igu re  3-13. Crew qualif ication f o r  s t ay  t imes  up to 120 days 
wi l l  be accomplished during operat ions  of the in i t ia l  space  s ta t ion and extended 
to 180 days during growth stat ion operat ions .  The assoc ia ted  distr ibution of 
the c r e w  ski l ls  requ i rements ,  based  on the  c r e w  sk i l l s  requ i rements  defined 
i n  F igu re  2-8,  i s  presented in Table 3-13. The distr ibutions of the  c r ew  ski l ls  
a r e  p resen ted  i n  t e r m s  of the c r e w  number ,  defined i n  F igure  3-13, and the  
da te  on which the sk i l l  i s  f i r s t  r equ i red .  During in i t ia l  space  stat ion 
Manpower Distr ibution 
Initial 
Station 
1 .0  
1. 5 
- 
1 .0  
3 .  5 
Growth 
Station 
1 .0  
1 .0  
1. 5 
- 
1. 5 
1. 0 
2 . 0  
9 .  0 
a!!?!! Space Division North Amei-;can Rocl<well 
operations, a maximum of 12 crew skills will be required. An average of 
18. 5 skil ls  will be required during growth space station operations, with 
maximum of 22 skills  required during a single t ime interval. The resultant 
average number of skil ls  per experiment and station operations crewman a r e  
approximately 1. 9 and 1. 7 for the init ial  and growth space stations, 
respectively. 
Space Division 
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Table 3- 13. C r e w  Team Skills 
C r e w  Ski l l  
1. Biological  Technicia l  
2.  Microbiological  Technician 
3. B iochemis t  
4. Physiologis t  
5. A s t r o n o m e r  /As t rophys ic i s t  
6. P h y s i c i s t  
7. Nuclear  P h y s i c i s t  
8. Photo T e c h n i c i a n l c a r t o g r a p h e r  
9. Thermodynamic i s t  
10. E lec t ron ic  Engineer  
1  1. Mechanica l  Engineer  
12. E l e c t r o m e c h a n i c a l  Technician 
13. Medical  Doctor  
14. Opt ical  Technic ian  
15. Opt ical  Sc ien t i s t  
16. Meteoro log is t  
17. Microwave Spec ia l i s t  
18. Oceanographer  
19. P h y s i c a l  Geologist  
20 .  Photo Geologist  
2 1. Behaviora l  Scient is t  
22. C h e m i c a l  Technician 
23. Meta l lu rg i s t  
24. M a t e r i a l  Scient is t  
25. P h y s i c a l  C h e m i s t  
26. Agronomis t  
27. Geographer  
28. C o m m a n d e r  
29. Fl ight  Cont ro l le r  
30. S y s t e m s  Engineer  
Tota l  Number  of Ski l ls  
Average  Number  of Ski l ls  
Average  Ski l ls  p e r  C r e w m a n  
C r e w  Number  
1 -3  4-9 
1/82 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
7 
7  
15-16 10-14 
1. 1 1 .9  
7 /82  
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
12 
19 17 
Date 
1 2 / 8 3  
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
11 
18 
Requi red  
7 / 8 5  
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
10 
11 .4  
2 / 8 6  
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
11 
5 /86  
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
12 
8 / 8 6  
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
12 
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Table  3-13. Crew T e a m  Skil ls  (Cont) 
C r e w  Ski l l  
1. Biological  Techn ic ian  
2. Mic rob io log ica l  Techn ic ian  
3. B iochemis t  
4. Phys io log i s t  
5. A s t r o n o m e r  / ~ s t r o p h y s i c i s t  
6. P h y s i c i s t  
7. Nuc lea r  P h y s i c i s t  
8. Photo  T e c h n i c i a n / C a r t o g r a p h e r  
9. T h e r m o d y n a m i c i s t  
10. E l e c t r o n i c  E n g i n e e r  
11. Mechan ica l  E n g i n e e r  
12. E l e c t r o m e c h a n i c a l  Techn ic ian  
13. Medica l  Doc to r  
14. Opt ical  Techn ic ian  
15. Opt ical  Sc ien t i s t  
16. Meteoro log i s t  
17. Mic rowave  Spec ia l i s t  
18. Oceanographer  
19. P h y s i c a l  Geologis t  
20. Photo  Geologis t  
2  1. Behav io ra l  Sc ien t i s t  
22. C h e m i c a l  Techn ic ian  
23. Meta l lu rg i s t  
24. M a t e r i a l  Sc ien t i s t  
25.  P h y s i c a l  Sc ien t i s t  
26. Agronomis t  
27. Geographer  
2 8. C o m m a n d e r  
29. Fl ight  C o n t r o l l e r  
30. S y s t e m s  E n g i n e e r  
T o t a l  Number  of Sk i l l s  
Average  N u m b e r  of Ski l l s  
Average  S1.rills p e r  C r e w m a n  
C r e w  Number  
2  2  
2  3  
2  3 
2  4 
6 / 8 7  
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
x 
X 
X 
2 0 
2  4 
2 5 
2  5 
2 6  
1. 5 
10187 
-X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
16 
2  7  
2  8  
2 6  
2  7  
2  8  
2  9  
Date  
1 / 8 8  
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
2 0 
Requi red  
4 / 8 8  
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
15 
10188 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
19 
18. 
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X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
16 
1 / 8 9  
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
2 1  
5  
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Table 3 - 1 3 .  Crew Team Skills (Cont) 
C r e w  Sk i l l  
1. B io log ica l  
2. Mic rob io log ica l  Techn ic ian  
3 .  B i o c h e m i s t  
4. Phys io log i s t  
5. ~stronomer/~strophysicist 
6. P h y s i c i s t  
7 .  N u c l e a r  P h y s i c i s t  
8 .  Photo T e c h n i c i a n l c a r t o g r a p h e r  
9. T h e r m o d y n a m i c i s t  
10. E l e c t r o n i c  E n g i n e e r  
11. M e c h a n i c a l  E n g i n e e r  
12. E l e c t r o m e c h a n i c a l  Techn ic ian  
13. M e d i c a l  Doc to r  
14. Opt ica l  Techn ic ian  
1  Opt ica l  Sc ien t i s t  
16. Meteoro log i s t  
17. M i c r o u ~ a v e  S p e c i a l i s t  
18. O c e a n o g r a p h e r  
19. P h y s i c a l  Geologis t  
20. Photo  Geologis t  
2  1.  B e h a v i o r a l  S c i e n t i s t  
22. C h e m i c a l  Techn ic ian  
23. M e t a l l u r g i s t  
24. M a t e r i a l  Sc ien t i s t  
25.  P h y s i c a l  C h e m i s t  
26.  A g r o n o m i s t  
27. G e o g r a p h e r  
2  8. C o m m a n d e r  
29. Fl ight  C o n t r o l l e r  
30. S y s t e m s  E n g i n e e r  
T o t a l  Number  of Ski l l s  
C r e w  Number  
2  9  
3  0  
3  0  
3  1  
32 
33 
3 1 
3 2 
4 / 9 1  
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
19 
4 / 8 9  
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
2 2  
37 
3 8  
33 
34 
7 / 8 9  
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
2 0  
Date  
1 / 9 0  
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
2 0  
10189 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
2 0  
34  
35 
36 
37 
R e q u i r e d  
4 / 9 0  
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
1 4  
7 /90  
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
20 
1 / 9 1  
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
17 
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